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A bstract
Childhood m a l abuse bas a profound e f f i on the way in which women and men
view their s e x d t y . Often, women in my @ce

i d e issues related to SQa>BtitY- The

confùsion they experience regarding relations&ïps,hthacy and oex cause a gnat deal of
tunnoil and pain in their lives. The semal victimization that thcy bave suf&red and
d v e d has l& its mark It is about the essence oftheir v a y being, about who they are as
women, about how they project their womrinfiood onto the world and how they diston

and become ashamed of their femalenesseSs
It is with this in mind and through féedback

âom women who are suniBrors, that 1decided to offa a twelve week closed group to
women, that focused on the effeas childhood sexuai abuse has on sexualitysexuality

This report explores the H e c t s that chiidhood senial abuse has ou women's
sexuality. The purpose of the report is to descriie the group process and evaluate the

effectiveness of this mode1 in hcfping SUCViVors understand the impact that semai abuse
has on their attitudes and beliefk about d t y . Women in the group explored issues

related to sexuai and non-&

relationships and intimacy. Through the group proeess

and results fiom questionnaires 1was able to i d e some themes and maLe some
observations. However, 1do not expect that the resuhs ofthis study are conclusive or f i d
nor can 1 predict how other women in nmire groups will respond to a group of this nature-
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This report is dedicated to the eight women who graciously gave ofthemselves. They are
truly "Brave Hearts".
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CHAPTER ONE

We often talk about sex We hear the word on television and in conversations. We

read about sex in magazines and books. Howew, à would seem that although we use the
word we do not give much thought to what we mean when we do use i t Do we mean sex,

as in genderyor do we mean the sexual respo~sesand mctions that we have for someone
to whom we are attracted; or, do we mean "love"? When we speak ofour sexualityyare

we talking about our bodies, our emotions or what it is that makes us who and what we

are? As 1thought and read about sex and sexuaiity, 1realized that we are talking about aiI
of these thùigs. It is about who we are as male or fernale- how we corne to know our
bodies, our emotions and our actions and it is about intunacy and relationships.

Women with whom I work in counselling situations, often raise issues related to
semaiity, either in individual sessions or in groups. The topic is discussed sometimes

through giggies and laughs and sometimes through tears and anger. I began thhkkg more
about seniality and its meaning, as 1began workiog with female adult survivors of

childhood sema1 abuse. ( The tenn "swivorf'wili be used throughout to refer to women
who have experienced childhood sexual abuse.). Most survivors, at some time or the other
during the counselling process discuss problerns they experience with sexuality. Many
women express confusion about their sexuality. Most claim that they do not eajoy sex,

even if it feels good, and instead expenence guilt and shame about their sexuality. Some
wonder why thqr are having problerns with intimacy and trust. Some women express

concem because they engage in nsky s

d behaviour in spite of their fears ofcontacting
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STDs or W .They may decide to abstain fiom sex for a period ofthe or have many
sexual partners. Some question whether they are mai@, l d m or bisexuaL The major@

talk about hating their bodies and themseives. ûnthe outside - everything is in place, is
"perfkct" (unless of course "you saew upnin order to prove badness), but on the inside

many say that there is a void, a se= of numbness and confiisioa
I have become aware that the women who shared their stories with me are in a great

deai of pain and inner turmoil about who they are.The s e x d victimization that they have

suffered and surviveci has lefi a merk ody they know and feei It is about the essence of
their very beuig. about whom they are as women, about how they project their

womantiood ont0 the world and about how their femaleness has been distorted and

sharned. They have worked hard to cover up their pain and shame and have become weary
doiag it. It is with this in mind and through feed back f?om Purvivors, that I decided to
focus on sexuaiity anci the effects that childhood semal abuse has had on thei.seniaiity.
Additiody, 1 will be concentratkg on the effkcts s e d abuse bas specincaüy on adult

female survivors' sexualitytY
1am aware that males also experience the life long d i s of
semai abuse, but the focus ofthis paper remains with women

When 1decided that 1would like to offa a group on sexuality for survivors 1

discovered that there were very few resources to draw upon Most of the information that
1 read discussed diffierenttechniques and exercises that could be used either individually or

in a group fomüit @ o h , 1991; Covkgton, 1991; Maltz, 1991 and Westerlund, 1992). 1
had offered groups in the past that were more general in nature. These groups focused on
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the long term

that ssaial abuse has on tmst and boudaries, for example; and

oEered group members an opporhinity to share their stories and explore their anger and
pain. However, 1was not able to find examples of groups that focused spedically on

issues related to sexuaüty. In spite ofthis, as 1read through the literature 1began to
formulate ideas about a group; about what 1hoped to learn and what 1hoped wouid be
accomplished in a group settiag.
An important goal was to discover whetiier group intervention would help survivors

identify their meanings of sexuality and discover how the abuse affected th& attitudes
about se% intimacy and re1ationships. It wouid be an oppominity to explore the triggers in

the environment and in their relationships that interfered with their ability to fdiy enjoy sex

and experience intimacy. 1 hoped that they wouid be able to share their experiences and

l e m how to intervene when they were ''triggered" and experiencing a flashback
As weil, swivors generally do not consider their own feelings, needs or wants. They

often ignore the messages theù bodies or %mer voices" are giving them and have a great

deal of ditlicuity saying no to any requests from others, whether they are sexual or not. 1
hoped that this group would provide a format for survivors to begin to Men to their body

messages and to act upon them.
1 also identifieci additionai goals. If this group was successfùi 1wouid üke to offer it

again in the fùture. Additiody, because 1was video-taping each session,1hoped to be

clearer about my own facilitation style and enhance and improve upon f
Ultimateiy, this group was for the women. Although the focus was on s e d t y , I a h
hoped to facilitate a format open enough that women could explore their experiences and
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gain insight into th& problems. 1am înterested in their Bcperiences, what they fdthey
need to change, and how they can bring about changes &en

theu own speaal

circumstances. In my experience wàh groups, women bring problems tbey are
experiencing to the group in order to receive support and suggestions ftom others inthe
group. 1 hoped that they would continue to do this.

Conclusion

The purpose of this report is to descnbe the group process and evaiuate the

effectiveness of this mode1 in changing survivors' understanding ofsexuality and attitudes
they hold towards their sexuality. In Cbapter Two the literature will be reviewed. I disniss

the effkcts childhood sexuai abuse has on survivors and then describe the & i s the abuse

has on sexuaiity. This Section is cihideci into three sub-sections. FUsf I explore the
influence the f d y of origin has on a stmivor's attitudes and beliefb about her sexuality.
Secondly, body perception is discussed and the effects semal abuse has on a suniivor's

ability to know her body; to know the messages it gives her, the ability to care for herseg

and to own her body. Lastly, 1explore the effects the abuse bas on a survivor's semal
responsiveness.
Chapter Three examines the intervention utilized. The rationale for using a group

format is discussed. 1explore the ferninist perspective that is at the foundation ofmy
work This chapter describes the setting, who was involved, how the selection was made

and why and other aspects ofthe prostructure.

includuig supervision, group topics and
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The fourth chapter explores the outcome ofthe group. I aiso discws the type of
evaluation tools used and the fidings. I will discuss the admatages and limitations of the

tools that 1 chose. Although 1provide graphs and statisrics, the majority ofthe results are
more descriptive in nature and cm oniy descrii wbat occurred for this parti&

group.

Firiiilly, the last chapter explores my leaming goais and whether 1accomplished what I
had hoped. 1discuss my workmg style and my limitations and strengths. I examine what
appeared to work weii in the group and what didn't work and suggest changes. F S y , 1
put fonvard recommendations regarding whether or not this type of group should be

offered in the fiiture.
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Women and Suuaii&

Women in therapy oAen express concerns about their ssaiaiityaiity
At one t h e I thought
that this would be one of the Iast issues that would arke during the counseUing process

and would likely be the most ditticuit to address. However, 1I o v e r e d that this is aot the
case. Women at various stages ofhealing and at dinerent times in the counsehg process
wiiI b

~ upgthe topic. Wendy Maltz (1 99 1) shares similar experiences in her book, The

Sexual Healing Jouniev: A Guide for Sumivors of Sexual Abuse. She found that heaiing

is not linear and wornen present concems regardhg their Sexuality at Werent stages in the
healing process (p. xvü).

The trauma that survivors experienced as children has a profound effect on how they
relate to others on a daily basis and how thqr feel about themselves as persons. 1also

discovered that as 1 read about senial abuse there was an occasionai reference to sexuality
and the relationship women have with theu bodies. Unfominately, there has not been a

great deal wmitten specifically on this topic. 1have found some useful information fiom the

addictions field, in which a great deal ofwork has been doae on co-dependencyand the
problems created for both men and women who grow up in a dydùnctional fiimily

(Covington,1991 and Woitia 1989). In addition, Hutchinson, (1985), descnks a series
of visuaiizations to help women accept their bodies.

As I read through the iiteranire, the majority of authors disaissed the problems that

women generally face regarduig ssaiality (Bass and Davis, 1988; Briere, 1992;
Covington, 1991; Dolan, 1991 and Maitz, 1991). From the very moment we are identifieci

as either male or fernale, society places certain expectations upon us. Stepbanîe Covington
(1 99 1) di~cusses~
in her book Awakeninn Your Ssnialitv: A Guide for Recoverini~,

Women, the messages we leam as we grow up; messages based on our geader. These
messages affect our seif-irnage and how we act in the world As femaies we are taught to
please men at our own expense. This message iacorrectly recogaites straight relationships

as the ody legitimate kind of relationship between two people. This message also negates
our fkiendships with women and sets us up to compete with otkr women for the attention

and love (sex?) of a man. We are to be passive but at the same tirne good in bed. As
Covington (1991) states to make the point; "What a man d

y wants is a whore in the

bedroom and a Wgin at the breakfast table* (p. 10). This mked message is tembly

confûsing but it is ever present in our daily kes, in the media and in our cotlversations. A

woman's sexuahy is good ifit bene£its someone else but bad if she is too knowledgeable

and seeks to please herseK Even ifwe pretend or try to be 'krhores" in the bedroom, we
better pretend in the light of day that we know aothùig about our sexuality and project an
innocent and virginal image.

In addition to these conflicting messages and beliefs, many of the writiags and

religious teachings use the word "he"to describe both men and women The omission of
"she" in writing and language eliminates 50% of the popdation and renders us invisible.
Once again our experiences and voices are siienced. We are coasidered evil and require a
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strong band to tame our naturaliy wiid natures- Women must pay for the sins of Eve but
we never are able to atone for our inherent evil, We are referred to as sluts and whores or

cded fngid and cold. in spite ofthe sexuai revoluton of the late 6û's we have been

tormented with guilt and shame about our sexuality and have been told directiy and not so

directly that our needs do not count (Covington, 1991, pp. 10-1 1).
Society views women's sexuality as something bat is disconnected fiom the rest of
their being, as if it is some "thiag" that is foreign and outside them Covington (1991);
Maitz (199 1) and Woitia (1989) regard s e x d t y in a more holistic way. This view does

not separate a woman's body into parts, such as "breastq legs, and vagims", but takes
into consideration the whole woman Sexuality is a part of our emotiod., physicai,
psychologic& and spiritual selves. Sexuality is about many thiags. It is about the meaning
of being male or female. It is about sex, love and intimacy and our right to be involved in

healthy f?iendshipsand m a l relationships. It aiso means having the choice to refbse sex
(Maitz, 1991. p. xMi). When descriiing her experience with women in recovery, Stephanie

CoWigton (1991) Wntes; 'The message implicit in these women's experieaces is that
sexuality is much more than semai behavi~uc~
It's an identification, an activity, a a v e , a

biological process, an orientation, an outlook. Its content is physicai, emotionai,

psychologicaI, and spiritual. Sexuality is a Wong process of discovexy, a totality of who
we are and how we are in the world" (p. 26).

This broader definition of sexuality

encompasses woman as a total person and embraces the very core of her being.
If women generally feei a great deal of contiision about their sexuality and are

blocked fkom expenencing it, what is the impact that sexual abuse has on a woman's sense
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of herseif as a semai being and a womaa? Many books have b e n wnffen since the 70%
and 80's when fémimsts began to listen to and betieve the stories that women had to tell

them about their Iives and experiences. The overwhelming aspect of these stories that
feminists became aware oc was the number of women who came forward to talk about
their childhood semai abuse. Covington (199 1) relates that approxhutely 38% of women
in the US have been abused sexuaily before they are 18 years old (p. 4 1). John Briere
(19%) quotes the numbers to be 20-30% for females and 1045% for males where there is

sexual contact " ... raoging fiom fondling to intercourse ...."( p. 4). In Canada it is

estimateci that 1 in 3 f e d e s have txperienced some fom of unwanted sexual contact
before 18 years of age and that 1 in 6 d e s have experienced the same (Samson, 1991,
p.2 ). Many researchers and therapists beiieve the incident to be much higher. Covington
(199 1) discusses one finding tbat States 100% of dcoholic women were assaulted sexually

before they began ushg alcohol (p. 41). This is relevant because as wüi be discussed later,

alcohol is often used as a way to cope with painfiil memories of semal abuse and to avoid
the feelings associated with the memories.

An issue that concerns some &ors

is sexuai orientation, which 1will discuss in

more detail later. Some women who have been sexuaily abused by either males or femdes

wiü question their semal orientation and wonder if they are lesbian (Westerfund, 1992;
Maltz, 1991 and Bass and Davis, 1988). Some women may experiment with theu sexual
orientation and others are clear about it (WesterIunà, 1992). However, it appears that
sema1 orientation seems to be irrelevant when cornparhg sexuaiorientation of women and
the overall effects that sexuai abuse has on relationships. Regardless of ssaialorientation,
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women's relatioaships are affected by the trauma they - e n d

in their childhood.

However, a lesbian may be placed in doublejeopardy. She wiU be experieachg not ody
the effécts of sexuai abuse but wül also be subjected to the negative attitudes that k e t y

holds towards her as a lesbian. She may even incorporate these attitudes into her own
values and beliefs. However, 1believe that lesbian and gay relatioaships are legihate. As
a way to acknowledge this, 1 use the term partner to t e k to the other person in a
survivor's me.
Definitions o f Sesud Abuse and Lonn Term Efftcts
Janet Woititz (1989) descnis sexual abuse as ". . .any experience or attitude

imposed on an individual that gets in the way of the development of healthy sexual
responses or behavioun (p. l)."

As can be seen, this definition encornpasses much more

than sexual contact. It is now recognized that for behaviour to be deemed se&y

abusive, it does not have to be direct semal contact between an older person and a child

(Maitz, 1991 and Woititz, 1989). As weU, an offender does not have to be necessarüy

related by blood for abuse to be considered ïncest. Any one holding a position of authority
and also of trust within a famiy c m be included when discussing incest and its effects

@olan, 1991;Maltq 1991 and Westerlund, 1992). This ùicludes abuse by sibhgs where
they have greater authority and power over thek brothers andlor sisters. Attitudes as weU
as behaviours can also have a profound effect on a perron. Force or coercion is used to

get something nom someone. In the case of saaial abuse, an older person, usually an
adult, is in a position of power over a child. The chiid does not have the power to protest

or may not know they even have that option. The child is manipulata coerced, or
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threatened to engage in sexuai acts or to fèel hwnrliated and embamissed by certain

behaviours. Wendy 1M;iitz (1991) in d e s m i g semal abuse writes, " S d feelings and
behaviour are used to degrade, huadiate, wntroi, hurt, or othemhe use aoother person.
Coercion or betrayal oflen play înto s

d abuseW(p.3 1).

John Briere (1992) has broadened his focus to include aü forms ofabuse that can be
traumatizing to a child. He recognizes that senialabuse is a more severe form of abuse

but befieves that the symptoms seen in s

d abuse amivon are present in &ors

who

have experienced other f o m of abuse (physicai, emotional, psychological). Herman

(1992) dso focuses on trauma and its effiects on men and women This is important to

mention because clients who have experienced physical abuse, negiect, or who have

witnessed abuse can and do present with similar problems even though they have not been

semaiiy abused. As weii, sexuai abuse goes hand in hand with o t k forms of abuse and
definitely is emotionally abusive. For my own purposes 1am focusing on sexual abuse, but
it seems that fiuther research into childhood t r a m and effêcts needs to be done-

Maltz (1 99 1) and Woititz (1989) each discuss a continuum of sexual abuse, from
covert to more overt forms. Covert or indirect fonns of semai abuse are much more

subtle but can be just as trawaatizuig to the child. The child is affêcted on an emotional

level. Some examples of indirect sexual abuse that are taken fiom both the readings and
my own practice are; not allowing a chiid or adolescent privacy in the bathroom, making

inappropriate s e 4 remarks to a child or adolescent, becoming upset or jeaious if the

child goes out on a date or foliowhg them while they are out, a parent or care giver
caiiing a child or adolescent derogatory names such as "slut", "boy toy", or "she dog", or
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explidy talkiog to a child about the parents' or adults' sar life (Mdtz, 1991 and Woititz,
1989). There are many other examples that can subtfy aftéct a chiid's development,

attitudes and beliefs about who they are. This can result in a Be tune of guilt and shame.
Examples ofovert or direct f o m of sexuai abuse are; inappropriate midity*foadling,
kissing inappropriately on the lips oral

masturbahg self in fiont ofthe child or using

the chiid to masturbate the addt or masturbahg the child, interwuf~e~
sodomy, and other

forms of penetration (Maitz, 1991 and Woititz, 1989).
Senial abuse leaves in its wake long term problems for the nirvivor. Damage has
been done to the chüd that affects every aspect of her We- AU books on sexual abuse

discuss the long tenn effects that sexual abuse has on a child Every survivor copes
differently with their abuse. Most have problems trusting others, including themselves.

Others have problems with intimacy and relationships. Some women ~ ~ ~ i salcohol
u s e and
dmgs to cope. Briere (1992), H e m (1992) and Dolan (1991) discuss post traumatic

stress syndrome and forms of dissociation and dissociating behaviours that dwelop in the
sunivor. This symptom is not new and is discussed by Herman (1992) in her book
Trauma and Recovew . Freud identifieci post-traumatic stress in the 1800's but at the time
the term hysteria was used. Symptoms of post-traumatic stress were noticed in femde
patients who were institutionalized. As Freud began working with these women he found
that they had been victims ofcbildhood sexual abuse. Aîthough he made this comection
he recanted shortiy afterward (Hennaq 1992). Once again women were disbelieved and

Ieft to doubt their own experiences and saaity. Post-traumatic stress syndrome or hysteria
was identifid again but this t h e k the men who fougbt in WW I and II as weii as the
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Korean and Viet Nam Wars (Herman, 1992). However, it was not until the Viet Nam War

and the effects the war had on renirauig vets that the impact of this disorder was
understood (Dolaq 1991 and Hermaq 1992). The symptoms d a t e d with post
traumatic stress, as seen in veterans, were a!-

d e s c r i i in survivors and were present

years aAer experiencing the original trauma (Dolan, 1991 a d Hennaq 1992). Therapists

then began to examine the relationship between p s t t~awaaticstress and childhood semai

abuse.
Post-traumatic stress occurs when a survRror experiences stress in ber We that acts as
a tx-iggeror renrinds her of the origiiial trama she experienced in ber abuse. She will often

feel that she is back in the pas& re-experiencing the abuse ail over again She may engage
in various dissociative behaviom. Bnere (1992) descries dissociating " ... as a defaive
disruption in the n o d y occuhg co~ectionsarnong feelings, thoughts, behavior, and
memories, consciousIy or unconsciously invoked in order to reduce psychologicai
distress ...." (p. 3 6). Swivors rnay react by numbing or not feeling, or they may "space
out" or feel as ifthey are somewhere else for a period of time. Women have leamed in

childhood to discomect their feehgs fiom their thoughts and behaviour. Tbqr may
becorne fkagmented h o many parts in an attempt to cope with the abuse and with the

memories.
SuMvors often expenence fiightening nightmares intnisive thoughts and flashbacks
that seem to corne out of nowhere and l a v e the SUCViVor feehg & i d and panic stricken.

Often survivors discuss their h y p e ~ g h n c eThey
.
always feel that something bad is going
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to happen and thus they must remaUl on the a h . Because they may expience intrusive
thoughts,

it becornes ciii3icult to concentrate, wtiich can cause problems at work or in

school (Dolan, 1991). SUfViVors ais0 experîence depression and anxiety ( Briere, 1992 and
Dolan, 1991). Dissociative Identity Disorder (formeriy refmed to as Multiple Personality

Disorder) is a more extreme but creative fonn of dissociation that some survivors develop

in response to their victimizatioa. The woman develops other pemnalities that are very
different @omone another. Switching pemnalities may be followed by a headache

@olan, 1991, p. 115). m e n the person d l have lost time and may develop elaborate
plans to keep track of herself The coumon problem that arises for survivors when they
are dissociated, whether or not they have developed multiple personalities, is that they are

not in the present. They are in the past, re-experiencingthe trauma and féar and t h q are
desperately trying to forget the experience. As a resuit, some sunivon have dif16:culty
attending to their present situation, to the "here and now".

Dissociation also affects memory. Many suMvors have some memories about certain
events but have blank periods in their lies. M e r s remember clearly what has happened.
For many, memories that have been dissociated are sometimes triggered by an event that
resembles the original trauma. For instance, some women 1have worked wÏth, found that

their chiid's victimization has triggereci their own memones. At times when a survivoh

child reaches the sarne age the suMvor was at the onset of her own abuse, she may begin
to remember. For many women it seems that once they begin talking about the abuse that

is in theù memory, other memories are triggered.
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1would Wre to mention the controversy amongst therapists regarding the r e t r i d of

dissociated memory.Some therapists, for example, Yvome D o h (1991), for one, uses
hypnosis to help a survivor access memones. Dolan (1991) descriii ways a practitioner

can access memory through the use of Enksonian hypnotic techniques. Other therapists
believe, as 1do, that, it is best to work with the memory that is present (Bnere, 1991 and
Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989). The beliefheld is that a suMvor wül remember only when she

is ready to deal with the memones. There is danger in flooding the suMvor with mernories
and feelings that are too overwhelming for her. An additional concem for therapists is the
backlash arising fiom the efforts of the False Memory Society. Gmup rnembers have
accused therapists of wron%fitüysuggesting to survivors that they have been sexually
abused and therefore, causing problems that are non-existent- Unfortunate1y7this places
therapists in a very nilnerable position and they rnust be carefbi about the techniques they

use.
At a coderence 1 attendeci, called "Incest and Dissociation: Healing the Splitw.the

speaker, Christine Courtois, addressed this issue. She is the Clinical Direaor for Abuse

Recovery and Empowerment at the Psychiatrie Instmite of Washington, D.C.and has
worked with survivors for many years. She has also written books and articles in joumals
and travels the conference circuit discussing her work At the confierence she suggested
taphg sessions ifa therapist is using hypnosis or any other kind of guided visuaiizatiotm

These emerging issues and controversies bave many treatment implications for those of us
working with addt survivors. However, fear must not coatrol us. We need to be guided
by our ethics and women's decisions about what thqr beiieve is most helpfùi.
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Sleeth and Barnsley (1989), in their book, Recoilecting Our Lives: Women's
Experience of Chüdhood Sexual Abuse, descrii the long t e m consequences of the abuse-

Because a swivor is beiig Molated by a person she has trusted, she wiIi become confiid
about her identity- The &or

bases this distocteci sense of self on the offender's

perceptions and r a t i o ~ t i o nabout
s
the abuse. He is oniy concemed about meeting his
own needs and therefore wüi distort the chiid's reality about wbat is Occuting. He caq

therefore, convince b i f a n d the child that the abuse is not wrong. This dows hirn to
continue the abuse (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989). Children do not understand wbat is

happening to them. They do not have anythuig with which to compare this expenence.

Often, ifshe is abused under the guise of love, she will become confiised about what is
normal. In addition, we are al taught to obey our elders and as children we do not have
any other choice. if a child refuses the adult she may leam that she will be hurt physicaîly
or threatened with violence. As well, she may be told that ifshe teils, she wiil break up the

family or she rnay be blamed for seducing the adult and enjoying the contact. In reality, her
boundarïes have been violated and she wili experience confusion about sethg limits for

herself; physicdy, emotionaiiy and sexdly. She may express confbsion about se- love
and intimacy. Eventudy she will blame herselfand feel that there is something wrong with

her. Even ifthe abuse is not violent, secrecy blankets the event. Ifit is not wrong, why is it
a "secret",she rnay wonder.

in order to s w i v e she develops "SurMval slrills" (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989, pp. 134173). Some dissociative symptom, such as numbing and spacing out, have been

rnentioned d e r in this chapter. Howwer, she rnay have leamed other methods to cope
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and keep the secret. She may inteIlechializebecause it is too paintiil to d d with feelings.
Often women t see in my practice are very good at anaIyzhg but when asked about how
they feel they do not know. The body can be a source of pain and shame so it is easier to

t'spiit'fthe mind fiom the body than to deai with the pain (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989, p.
135). As children they may learn to excel at school and always be the good M e girl.

Some children fluctuate between fiùling and excelling. leaving teacbers and others
wondering about theu abilities, perhaps wen blaming them ûther children act out or are
just too exhausteci to concentrate and be present. ûther suMvors hide and become

passive. Many will hide their bodies by wearing baggy clothing or layering. M e r s may
withdraw into books, religions, relationships, or physicdy withdraw fiom any social

interactions. Alcohol and dnigs can also be used to numb unpleasant mernories and
feelings. Ofken, survivors, whüe they are drinking, become even more vulnerable and are
open to abuse by othen who may take advantage ofthem Some may fight and use alwhol
to dispel the anger and rage that they feel. Others may use it because it makes it easier to

be semai while intoxicated or high In the end it is only temporary relief and they feel

puiity and worse about themselves when they do use alcohol or dnigs. Sometimes drinking
or dniggiog cm be followed by suicida1 thoughts and actions.
Another skül I have noticed about suMvors is their great capacity to laugh and use
humour in spite of their pain. In the groups 1have faalitated there is always laughter and
joking. Although humour can be a positive coping skiil, it is sometimes used as a way to
cover up the hurt aad fear associated with painfiil rnemories. Humouf is a way for a
suMvor to fèel in control and d e (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989, p. 143). It can also hide a
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survivor's tme feelings because she appears in control, at ease and to be doing weii. No
one will question her or know about her secret

SuMvors also leam how to become helpers and rescuers as a way to avoid th&
own feelings and to feel worthwhile. At the same time thqr also become resentfûi because

they are unable to say no to requests. They may act out sexuaiiy or in 0 t h ways,ushg
drugs and alcohol or sex as a way of teduchg the tension they féel. Some nui away,

especiaily as adolescents, or fmtasize and lie as a way to pro-

themselves fiom the

reality of their abuse. M e r s become suicidai for different rasons and some seif-mutdate.

Some women do want to die, but for others a suicida1 attempt or self-mutilating behaviour
may be a way to d u c e tension. Sometimes self-mutüation is a way to feel other kinds of

pain rather than that associateci with the abuse or it is a way to know they can feel. At
times they may expexience an "adremdine rush or emotional high" that lets them know
they are alive (Briere, 1992; Dolaq 1991 and Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989). Again the

behaviour cm be one way the d v o r feeis in control of uacontroiiable feelings and
situations.
Most women that 1 see have experienced suicidal thoughts but believe that they

would not act upon them for various rasons. A minority view suicide as an option and as
a way out. For some it has become a pattern, a way to reduce tension and draw attention
to the pain they are feeling- The women, for the moa part, want to end the pain but they

do not necessarily want to end their lives. In whatever way the women have learned to

cope and swive the trauma. it has provideci them with a sense of control over some
aspect of their hves even when the behaviour is ~e~destniaive.
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Effects On Sesuditv

The intent of tbis pradcum report is to explore the & i s ssrual abuse has on
sexuality- However, in order to discuss thk issue I felt t h it was also important to

understand the wide range of & i s and the cornplex coping rnechmisms that women

develop during cbildhood in order to survive. Part of the healing process involves
i d e n m g ways in which women have coped with the abuse- Some women in my practice
t&

about "leaving their bodies" when they are triggered by something that reminds them

of the abuse. During the original experknce of abuse they learned to view themselves fkom

a corner of the room They become discomected fiom their bodies. I often notice women
staring into space with a ' Y i away look" in th& eyes. I will gently c d them back to the

present and invite them to talk about what happeneci. Some women inform me that they
are Often unaware of "driftiag off'. This fnghteas them because they are uncertain of the

arnount of the that has slipped by. Some women I have worked with also use aicohol and
dmgs to cope with theû pain. A woman uses these mechanisms automatically in her
everyday contacts with others and it has an impact on her sense of seiE These mechaaisms
have also served her weil, and have made unbearable situations livable. That being done, 1
would now like to focus on sexuaüty and the impact the abuse has on women who have

expenenced m a l abuse as a child.

Sexual abuse is about using someone sexualiy. The e f f i this has on a child's growing
identity and sexuality is far reaching. It is "hann done that robs a person of any or ail of his
or her semal rights. When these rights are îdihged on in the course of sarual abuse, the
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1991, p. 35). The areas tbat are a f f i e d and

descnied by Maltz (1 99 1) are:
the way in which a SurvNor féels about king fexnale, about her body, geaitais and
other parts that are fernalehow her body operates.

what she thinks about sex and expressing sexual feelings.
how she feels about sexuai pieanire and intimacyin order to understand the impact sexual abuse has on sexuaiity, 1 have organized the

paper into three areas. The first a r a to be explored is the SUCVivor's f8mily of ongin and
the messages she leamed about being fernale, about roles and about sex, intimacy and
love. Next 1wouid like to explore survivors' attitudes l e a d about theû bodies, what it

looks like and how it works. Lastiy, 1wouid Wre to explore issues reiated to sex and

intimacy, Uicluding senial orientation, aod the &ect abuse has on sexual relationships.

When Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) conducted theû research on ckddhood sexual abuse
they asked survivors about their fàrnüies and what it was like to grow up in their homes.
Not everyone is r a i d by their family of origin The place where a woman grew up,
regardless ofwhom the caretakers were, can

be considered f d y . The offender may

be a stepfather, lover ofa parent or a foster parent. In any case, it is the nature of the
relationship that seems to be important and has an impact on the survivor.
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Sexud abuse can happen in any f d y regardles of race, religion, or economic

background in some fimilies, the oaénder, ifit is the Mer or M e r figure7may appear

as though he is an upstanding Faizen who holds down a respomiblejob and is a Ioving
husband and father. h most cases the atmosphere is one of control and domination (Sleeth
and Bamley, 1987). A survivorlsmother may also be physically abused md controiied in
other ways, rendering her poweriess and unable to protect her chilcirem The coatiision in

most homes is enormous, Self esteem is undennineci and the child is confùsed. The child
becomes uncertain about the expectations caregivers hold of them. I find W a r accounts
told to me in my o m pradce. Women often discuss the way in which they and other

farnily members lived in féar of physical abuse and were controiled by someone who had
authority over them. In addition, where an older siblhg or other relative is the abuser, the
same kind of confuson and lack of support fiom parents may be present. The child does

not feel that she can approach her fardy- The fact that a child does not feel free to teii
someone in her family about what is happening may indicate a low level of interaction and
trust in a family.

This is not to Say all families are unsupportive. Within in my own work, 1find that

some women do receive a great deai of encouragement and support following disdosure
of abuse. Sometimes the love and support cornes nom a mother or another aduit with
whom a survivor feeis close (Sleeth and Bamsky, 1989). Siblings could also be supportive
of each other. In some cases, older sibliogs may try to protect younger ones fiom the
abuse or they rnay develop elaborate plans as a way to protect each other &om an abusive

parent or other person. However. they are stiU ody cfiildren who have very M e , ifany,
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power. Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) found that in most cases any positive relatioaships

were discouraged and undefmined by the abuser.
Many women were not dowed to have fiends or be involved in extra activities at
school. ûften women were anaid to b ~ other
g chiidren home for fear that the offader
may uy to abuse them. A lot of energy goes kno keeping the secret and tryhg to be d e .

In other instances the survivor may have sou@ redùge in school so that she codd stay
away f?om home as much as possible. In any case, it appears that Survivofs grow up very
isolated and alone- Generaliy they âid not r&e

the protection they required to feel safé

and develop trust. Family relations were conflicfuai and were physicaliy, emotiody and
spirituaily abusive as well.
Swivors often question their mothef s or other non-offading caretaker's knowledge

of the abuse (Dolan, 1991;Forward and Craig, 1978; and Bass and Davis, 1988). In some
cases there are instances where the child is set up covertly by the non-offendhg parent.

The parent is aware that the abuse is occurring but does nothing to stop it. This is the case

when a child discloses, but is not beiieved. Another possibility is that the non-offending

parent, knowing the child is king abused, places her in d e r a b l e situations and leaves
her aione with the offender- Susan Forward and Craig Buck (1978) disaiss the non-

offending parent's coliusioo with the abuse on some level, whethex it is couscîous or
unconscious (p. 45). Because women are usuaily the ones who are respoosible for the care
of their children they are therefore, the easiest and perhaps the safèst to target when abuse

has taken place. Although 1 have concerns that mothers are unduly blarned and held
responsible for the abuse, women in therapy, do express a great deal of anger at their
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mothers for not protecting them They need to be able to identify their mger and be given
permission to resolve thek feelingstowards tbar mothers. However, in my m e n c e it
appears that women also are angry at their parents when the offider is a relative or fnend

of the f d y YThey fiel betrayed because of the iack of support and protection they felt

f?om them. There are also exampies in the literature where some mothers also participate
overtly in the survivor's victimization (Forward and Craig, 1978 and Dolan, 1992). In my
own practice a very few women disclosed that their mothers were aware of the abuse but
did M e to stop it or would lave them alone with the offender. 1 have not worked with

any women, to date, who had been d

y abused by a womaa

Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) also found that in homes where children are king abused,
traditional sex roles are adhered to. They found that generally, girls were expected to do
all the work in the home includuig the boys' jobs, but boys were not expected to do rhe

girls' jobs. in my own practice women have disnissed being respomible for ail the house

work and being "little parents" to younger sibüngs and to their ovm parents. They try to
win approval and will do anything to please and receive some sort of attention fiom

parents. However, they are rarely appreciated and are almost certainly expected to be
responsible for duties that are way beyond th& years. There is very little value placed on
what the b v o r did even when it was expected of them (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989, pp.
4647). Many leam to try harder in order to please others but there is ofien no reward for

them at the end. Some survivors in my practice point out that they become obsessive
about cleanhess in the home and vend hours cleaning and scrubbing. Again this may be a
result of trying to receive some recognition and to prove that they are "OK" as people. It
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may be a way to bide how they feel inside and t is certainly another thhg that is

controllable to them. As wek some SUMvors have d.Ziicuity relaxhg because when they
try to relax they begin to think about the abuse. By keeping busy they can stop themselves

fiom experiencïng the pain and it becomes a way to cope with unpleasant mernories and
feelings. However, it aiso takes its toil and causes a great deal ofconflict and unhappks.
They are expected to, and expect to, confonn to others' wishes. As in their family of
origis they feel theû efforts are nwer truiy appreciated.
Sunrivors are often taught the importance of displayhg traditional femhbe
characteristics (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989). The traits that are encouraged are the ones

which leave women feeling powerless and voiceless. Little girls are encouraged to be
poiite, quiet, dependent, nurturing, and passive. These very characteristics are the ones
that offenders prey upon and encourage in order to victimize children (Sleeth and

Barnsley, 1989, p. 47). Wendy Maltz (1991) discusses the way in which an offender
grooms a girl to accept sexual abuse and eventuaiiy intercourse. They may start by bathing

them and spending time in the bathroom or bedroom They then begin to prepare the child
to engage in touching and other foms of fondling- Although some may stop here, some
will evennidy engage in intercourse with thea For some survïvors the abuse will kgin

under the guise of love and the offender may teil her that the abuse is a way that people
express affection towards each other (Maltz, 1991 and Sleeth and BmIey, 1989).
However, as women have told me, there is an uuderlying sense that they dare rot refuse.

men the abuse becomes violent or there is a threat of violence ifthey do protest. The
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ultimate outcorne, regardles of the taaics the offender uses, is that independence and

autonomy are not encouraged, e&g

the &or's

silence and cornpliance.

In fàmilies we ais0 leam about afièction and love and the way in which we can
express these emotions. Sleeth and Bamley (1989) found that for the most part survivoon
did not receive a lot of affection or tendemess in their fiudies. Besides the emotional
distance, f a d i e s that are abusive do not display any affécton for one anouier openly.
However, on the other hand, in my practice some women mention that their f d e s often

displayed inappropriate afEection towards one another. Inappropriate nudity, touching,
kisçing or sexual intercourse between parents in £?ont of chiIdren, at times ocairs causing
a great deal of coafiision and reinforcing the belief that all relationships are semal.

Survivon may grow up thinking that this kind of behaviour is normal. Although these

examples rnay seem as ifthey are on opposite ends of the continuum, the cornmon
components are that boundaries are violated and the survïvor is in a double bind. In the
first instance the abuse is hidden, no one touches any one opwly. Ia the second instance

the abuse is overt, everyone is aware that it is happening but no one is acknowledging it.
A suMvor lems that their needs do not count. They are not able to distinguish

between a positive display of affection and abusive behaviour. Their boundaries become

confised because on the one hand the kind of touch and & d o n displayed is
inappropriate and abusive but on the other hand they rnay not k w w any other kind of
touch or expression of love. The child and later adult may not know the difrence

between abusive and non-abusive touch They may grow up believing that any kïnd of
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touch between two people is s e d in nature and abusive (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989 and
Mai= 1991).

It is not surprisllig then that women experïence a great deal of confusion regardhg

relationships and th& role in them. Because Sunnors have leamed to be passive and care
for others' needs, they wiii have a gnat deal ofdifltidty putting their own needs nrst
(Bass and Davis, 1988 and Engel 1989). In fâct the thought of putting one's self &st can

be very fightening to even consider. They may beiieve tbat women do not have any power
and that their role is to do what is expected ofthem above ali else. Many may find
themselves in adult relatiooships where the domination and abuse they grew up with
continues. They may also find it âifEcult to express any khd of emotion towards a partner

or show any affkction because of the corndon to the abuse. As weii, they may
experience overwhelrning feelings and fiashbacks with a partner that may lead to
avoidance of any kind of touch or sexual contact (Meltz, 1991).
Another issue with which women may have diBculty, is expressing &dion and love
towards their own children Many smivors in my practice have made a concentrateci
effon to hug and kiss their children. They do not want to repeat the same patterns that

they learned in their chiidhood. However, in spite ofthis, many survivors are f

d that

they wiU repeat the abuse and have difnculty touching th& chikiren or bathhg them afker

their chilcira reach a partidar age (Bass and Davis 1988). In some insiances the fear cm
become so overwhelming for the &or

that they may avoid ail physical contact with

their own childrm. Childreu need to be touched and to leam about appropriate

expressions of aftéction. When parents avoid this aspect of the relationship, their children
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may seek out aBection elsewhere and become vuluerable to abuse. The SUCViVor, in her

role as mother, Uniotentiody may be placing h a own chiidren at ri* for h

e abuse

(Sleeth and Bmsley, 1989).

The second issue for survivon is the effect senial abuse has on their perception of
their bodies. The abuse is somethïng that is done to the body. It is the body that we live in

and it is the body that has betrayed the s h v o r . Mauy suMvon hate their bodies and
biame themselves for the abuse (Bass and Davis, 1988). Survivors tbat I have worked with
felt that perhaps they were too cute or not cute enough or they were bad or stupid. Maybe

they üked it, especially if their bodies reacted to touch. They beüwe that it is wrong to feel
any joy or to enjoy bodily sensations (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989). Ifthey do feel any

pleasure, it is associateci with the abuse, resuiting in feefings of guilt and sbame. LJkimately

they believe that it was something about them that caused the abuse.
S-ors

leam to cope with the abuse by developing the SurYival skilis that have been

discussed previously. Many survivors talk about "splining".They were not present during

the abuse, mentdy and emotionaily, and could not feel anything. Some talk about Leaving

th& bodies and viewiag the abuse fiom the corner of a room. Splittiag is a form of
dissociation and in some W o n has been used as a way to create a boundw between

themselves and the abuser (Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989, p. 133). When the situation is
stressni1 the &or

can "leave"emotionally and does not have to experience the féar and

confusion This coping rnechanism is c d e d into aduithood when a situation becomes
stressful or scary (Bass and DavisT1988). Some suMvors in my practice talk about the
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embarrassrnent they fml when they "leave"because they do not biow what is gohg on or
what is being said.

An issue related to the body and dissociation is the difficuity a suMvor may have
identifjing and knowing what she is feeling. Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) d e ?"Forthe
nirvivor, the r d t is loss of partial or ni1l use of her emotional or intellectuai ability to

distinguish or recognize her own feelings and thougtits. She loses the ability to know
herself and to fèel good about herseifuntil she can recoliect the lost pieces o f her Me
(p. 134). " The survivor needs to talk about her experiences so that they become real to her

and she then can begîn to feel aager, sadness and hurt, as well as happiness and joy .
As mentioned above, the suMvor may lose the abüity to feel sensations in her body

(Bass and Davis 1988; Dolan, 1991; Engel 1989 and Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989 ).
Because she has leamed to spiit hersafoff fiom her body it becornes ciifficuit for her to

know what she is feeiing and she rnay not be able to respond appropriatelyto her
environment. As women, we speak of our ability to sense or loiow. We cal1 this intuition.
It is our inner voice that talcs to us, that sometimes tries to guide us in our weryday

encounters. However, when a child's sense of reality is denied, as it is with d v o r s , as an

addt she Iooses the ability to trust in her "gut feelings" (Dolan, 1991). She may become

other directeci and have dEiculty knowing and believing in herseIf She rnay even find

herself in vulnerable positions and unable to react to signals that tell her she is in danger.
On the other hand she may not be able to enjoy herseiffidly because she is unable to trust

in herselfwhile she is interacting with others. When this occm women !ose th& voice

and are silenced. Helping &ors

to develop a positive relationship with their bodies by
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learning to üsten to the messages their bodies are tdliag than will assist them to idente
their feiings and to know wbat they want and need. This can lead to an end to
dissociation (Dolan, 1991; Engel, 1989 and Sleeth and B d e y , 1989).
When we do uot iisten to our bodies we most likely wiU not take aire ofthem By

iporing the body's signais we will become physicaily exhausted and ili (Bass and Davis,
1988). Because suMvors have been trained to ignore their own needs it is very difEcuIt

for them to take care of themselves. They have trouble sleeping, may not exercise or may
become addicted to alcohoi, drugs or food. Self-mutilationis a way ofhurting the body as
weU, as is staMng or vomiting. In order to care for the body, survivors need to know how
to feel and then to act on what they feel is ri& for themselves. This is diaicult. Survivors

may feel they do not deserve to care for themseives or have their needs met. They need to
take tiny steps that lead to sekare. Most survRrors that 1have worked with have corne to

a point in their iives where they are beginning to work on seEcare and part of this is
leaniing to identify and express feelings. Because women, generally, have been taught to

care for everyone else, and especiaily so for survivors, lessons in seIf-care are an on-going

challenge for ail women.
Because survivors loathe their bodies they may not be aware of how their bodies

fbnction or in padcular wbat theu genitals look like (Covington, 1991 and Westeriund,
1992). In her research on seraiality in suwivors, Elaine Westerlmd (1 991) dismvered that

74 percent of the women reported "Negative andor distorted body perception.... (p. 52)".

Women hated their bodies and felt that they did not own them. They feh they bad no
control over their bodies and were disgusteci with the way their bodies responded sexually.
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As weli, SuTVivors may have diffidty lookïng at their bodies because ofthe sbame
( M d 4 1991). They do not know their bodies, what they look like or the diBirences
between wornen's bodies. They aiso may not h o w what their g e d s look Like and are

unaware of the variation between women, because they may fel they are damaged in
some way as a resdt of the abuse (Mattz, 1991 and Westerlund, 1991).

Westerlund (1991) also dixovered that many SUNiVors experience a lot of difticuity
regarding reproduction and pregaancy Thek concems revolved around parenthg issues

and feus related to either repeating the abuse or being over protective. Some sunrivors
also felt that their bodies were out of their control once they became pregnaiit. This feeiing

of a loss of control was also reportecl by women during the b i g process (Westerlund,
199 1).

As mentioneâ, women may not have been taught about th& bodies and how they

filnction. As we grow and enter puberty, our bodies change and this can be fnghteaing.
Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) found that information about the body, about menstruation

and pregnancy, was not talked about in their homes. As a resuit a suMvor l e m s that the

body is something to be ashameci of and feared. As weii, adding to this are the negative
images that women tive with regardhg theu bodies. CoWigton (1 99 1) discusses the
repulsion that women feel towards their bodies. The words used to d-ie

aw o d s

genitals are degrading and a source of shame.

Recentiy it has become popular in the media for a grown wornan to resemble a
starving waif These images are of women who have no bosoms or hips3and may resemble
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young boys or lïttie girls. Given the diflcicuity SUfYiVors have with their own bodies, these

images could only contrî'bute to fùrther seWogthuig and fear ofthe body.

The third issue, that ties into body fùnction, is how the body responds d

y to

touch. This is a source of pain and disgust for mmy SUTViVorsbecause as chilben their
bodies may have responded to sexual stimulation (Male 1991; Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989

and Westerlund, 1992). The offender may have used the survivor's response as a way to
juste the abuse and blame her for it. She, therefore, ffeels a great deal of shame about any

sexual response she may have with a partner or by herseIf, As weil, some rnay not even be

aware of the stages of sexual arousai or they m y not believe that it is nomial for a body
to react to s e 4 stimulation (Covingroo, 1991; Mala. 1992 and Westerld, 1992).

Relationships cm be sexualized and therefore, women may not be able to ide*

the

process involved in developing a relationship wÏth a sexuai partner. In my work with
prosthtes a young woman could teil anyone how to d e a man "corne"in 10 seconds
fiat, but she was unable to desaiie what an orgasm was in relation to her own bodily
responses. Because survivors were cMdren when they were abused, they did not have the
words or the knowledge to know what was happening to them (Sleeth and Barnsley,
1989). men, suMvon in rny practice, consider themselves to be Wgins because any

sexual contact they had was not viewed as a choice and they did not feel that they had
tùlly experienced semai pleasure.
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a Seruai Orientation
In her study of womeu who were d

y abused as chüdren, Elaine Westerlund

(1992) asked her interviewees questions regarding semal preférence and lifestyle. She

found that the survivon were confùsed over their saaial orientation She reports that
heterosexuai women were under-repcesented in her study (p.36). Howwer, she states that
her hdings do not support nor contradict the beliefthat sexuai abuse causes women to
chose a lesbian orientation (p.72). However. she did h d that those women who were

celibate or undecideci about sexual orientation, perceiveci that the mai abuse did
innuence th& orientation (p. 72). Wendy Maltz (1 991) suggests that ssaial abuse does
not cause a survivor to be lesbian, heterosstual or b i s d but ir can affect the way in
which she defines her orientation What she states is that "Some Survivon adopt the semal

orientation role they had in the abuse (Maltz, 1991, p. l26)." A surMvor may assume that
she is a lesbian or not, dependhg on the sex of the abuser. If the abuser wes male she rnay
believe she is heterosexual or ifthe abuser was a fernale. then she may believe she is a
lesbian. I f she is cornfortable with this role then it may not be a problem for her. The
survivor rnay label herseif as either one or the other even if it is wntrary to the way she
redy feels inside. That is, she may fiel inside that she is a lesbian but denies this because
of her experience of se>aiai abuse. Mahr (1991) states. "But ifa survivor identifid with a

different sexual orientation before the abuse, or had not yet identifid an orientation, this
influence can be disturûing and codùsing, and even lead to years of unhapphess" (p. 126).
As weii Malh (1991) suggests that a suMvor may identify with a certain sexuaI

orientation because ofthe s e d arousal that may be associated with the abuse. As Mahz
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(199 1) suggests "

S d abuse cm teach us amusai patterns that affect how we define

our sexual orientation" (p. 127). Ifa woman is aot respondhg sexuaUy to a male partner

she rnay believe she is a lesbian. Therefore, semai orientation may be a d o n to the
abuse causiag a Sunrivor to beüeve that she is ofone sexuaî orientation over another.

Westertund (1992) suggests that women have not had the oppomuiity to express
themselves on issues related to saaial prefîerence.
in my own practice, women often discuss their coxdùsion about sema1 orientation but
al1 the survÏvot5 1have worked with to date, have been heterosexuai, as nir as 1am aware.
This could be that women are f

d of admitting any ssaiai attraction to other women

because of the sociai stigma that lesbians face. As weU, in a small town it is very ciifficuit

to be anonymous and it may be that women t
q to hide the fàct that they are lesbians. It
wodd appear that much more research needs to be directeci into explorkg the question of

sexual abuse and semal orientation. Howewr, it would appear that semal abuse does not

seem to be a detennining factor regarding a suMMr's sarual orientation.

Many swivors are confiised about intimacy and sex, o b thinking they are the
same. As a result women experience difEcuity in their relationsbips with partners (Bass

and Davis, 1988; Briere, 1992; Dolaq 1991; Jehu 1987; Maltz, 1991; Sleeth and
Barnsley, 1989 and Westehd, 1992). Because they have been hurt in f d y

relationships, by someone they tnisted, they may experience p t dBicuIty misting any
partner. Many women discuss the fear they experience when a relatiombip becomes too

close. They expect that the partrier wiiî abuse them and the suMvor may try to sabotage a
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relationship. Some women f i l more h control ifthey are iwolved in "oneaight stands",
p d y because there are no expectatiom placed on the relationship (Briere, 1992; Mdtz,
199 1 and Westerlunà, 1992). At the same t h e that they are pushing away a parbief?they

will express anger at themselves because they long for ùitimacy and love. As we& Briere
(1992) suggests that engaging in compulsive semial activities is a way for the swivor to

reduce tension and soothe hersdf(p. 159). ûveraii, Westeriund (1992) fond that
d v o r s as adults tended to be more uihiiited in theù sexual relatiomhips and generally

avoided s e d contact with a partner.

The literature indicates that suMvors srperience a great deai of problems with their
sexual fiuictioning. Because survivon have learned that their needs do not matter they
may feel that they can not refùse semai advances (Male1991; Engel 1989 and Sleeth

and Barnsley, 1989). They may not find sex very pleasurabl&Mary SurvNors report that
they experience flashbacks during sema1 contact. m e n something the partuer has done

will remind the d v o r of her abuse and will trigger a reaction fiom her. During these
flashbacks the partner does, in essence, bemme the abuser. Many suMvon feel they are

unable to stop their partuers or to say no in spite of the fear they experience. Survivors
rnay also split from the experience so that they do not have to feel anything SuMvon that

1 have worked with say that they often "do it" to please their partner and can hardly wait

for sex to be over. They express anger at themselves and their partnefs because they want
to enjoy sex with their partner and they are impatient with themselves for being blocked in

their sema1 responses.
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Some survivors devdop such extreme physical reacfiom to saaial contact that they
are unable to engage in any kind of semai activity or even be examùied i m d y by a
doctor. As weU, a NNivor may experience p

a imercouf~e~
The first condition has

been identifieci as vaginisrnus, an a c t d contraction of the muscles of the vaginal waü that
make intercourse or any intemal exam extremely painfiil and impossible (Mdtz, 1991 and

Masters, Johnson and Kolodny, 1982 ). T k second condition is known as dyspareunia, a
bu-g

or cramphg that can flare up during intercourse (MaItz, 1991). Although Masters,

Johnson and Kolodny (1982 ) mention sanial abuse as a conrn%uting factor to senial

problems in women, they do not focus on it to any great extent. Jehu (1987), Mdtz (1991)
and Westerlund (1992) discuss these conditions in more detad and focus on the semal

abuse as a causative factor. They assist women therapeutidy to overcome these

conditions through various exercises Uivolving progressive touch aad suggest that women
use vaginal dilators for such conditions as vaginisrnus. In addition, Maltz (1 991 ) found in

her own work that survivors did not respond weil to traditional sex therapy because they

need to focus on the effect sexual abuse bas on their s m m h y , sornething traditionai sex
therapy has not done.

Besides the physical problems affecthg senial activity, sUCYivoa may not feel any

desire for sex and ifthey do it is associated with shame and guüt ( Maltz, 1991 and

Westerlund, 1992). They may experience disturbing m a l fatasies that are related to

thek abuse and therdore have difficulty continuhg with sar. They may dso become
compulsive about sex and rely on their fântasies of abuse in order to be aroused. In

addition Maltz (199 1) and Westerlund (1992) found that many survivorsC M not
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experience orgasm ,or they may reacb orgasm very @ckIy, but it appears to be out of
their control. Survivors have corne to thùik ofsex as something that is uncontrouabie and

done to them. As a r d t of their saara1 victimization they have devdoped what Wendy
Maltz (1991) t e m a "Se&

Abuse Mind-Set" (p.86). Sac is bad, dangerous, sharneful

aud either should be avoided or done Li secret. Th& belief becornes so ingraineci that it is
diflicuitto view sex as healthy and pleasurable. Our society's attitudes towards women
conm%uteas weli to this mind-set.
Maitz (1991) describes five components of healthy SBNality- They are; "consent,
equaiity, respect, trust,and safkty, or CERTS" (p. 88). Ifthese conditions are not present

in a suNivois relationship then the aegative attitudes and mind-set wiiL continue and be

reinforced. It is important for survivors to befriend themselves and learn to change their
old responses. It is also important that they begin to challenge their uabealthy beliefk and

numire healthier Westyles and choices. This is difiicuit for &ors

ifthey are in

relationships that are abusive and d i s r e s p d of their îights. However, in the, SUMvors
cm make changes and with the support of 0th- who respect their choices, they can heal

and iive fùlnlling lives.
Treatment Rccommcndations

Westerluad (199 1) offers treatment recommeodations specifically regadng the
treatment of sexuality issues. She has developed an aerobic training group for survivors

called 1-RObics.This is specifically geared for suMvors and takes into account their
special needs and concems about their bodies. Besides working with the body she

proposes that treatment should incorporate an educationai and wgnitive/behavioural
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component. Understanding the root oftheir problems and then idenmg and c b g i n g
negative thoughts and beliefk cau help a survivor lessen hItags ofanger, guüf and sbame.
She suggests rnethods to deai with disphced anger and guilt and recommends corrective
cognitive techniques that can înterrupt flashbacks a suMvor expiences durhg sexual

contact with a partner.

Maltz (1 991) also uses a cognitive approach when worbg with sumivors. Clients are
taught how to intempt negative thoughts or the sexual abuse muid-set mentioned earlier
by identifjing and changing automatic reactions. It is important for W o r s to recognize
th& reactions and then i d e the triggers. men these triggers resemble the original

trauma or remind the Survivor oftheir victimization. A response or set ofresponses is set
in motion that can have a devastahg &kt on the survivor. Specificaliy, Matz (1991) is
speaking of how these automatic reactions affect sexual relationships. She offers a four
step approach to handle automatic reactions that survivon can learn to use when they are
bebg triggered and experiencing flashbacks. These four seps are, "stop and become

aware, c h yourseK

attum your present reaiity and choose a new response" (Maltz,

1991, p. 161).

These steps are s d a r to the gromding exercises that other therapists suggest and
have written about (Bassand Davis, 1988 and Dolan, 1991). Grouding helps a suMvor
to be present. She can learn to gentiy bring herselfback to the here and now. Yvonne

Dolan (1991) suggests the use of a visuafization for cornfort and s a f i which cm help the
suMvor imagine a place that is safé and relaxing when she is reacthg automaticaüy to
triggers or experiencing flashbacks (p. 102-103). She aiso suggests that sdvors consider
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body work, such as massage or aerobics, to help them dong with their heahg. Wntiag a
letter to body parts and drawing the body are some suggestions she makes to &&te

healing. Regardhg issues related to sex she suggests solution-focused techniques thaî
draw upon experiences that s-ors

had that were pleasurable or sensud. She

encourages them to explore the situations they occurred under, what it felt like and then
do more of them. By dokg this a SUrYiYor c m sensitize herseIfand then scperîment with
different kinds oftouch as she notices that she is feehg good about herseifand her
partner (p. 166).
Iehu (1987), Mdtz (1991) and Westerlund (1991) suggest exercises that wiU stowly
as&

a woman to experience pleasure- Swivors can be taught deep relaxation techniques

to help hem be aware oftheir bodies. Maltz (1991) offers a wide range oftechniques that

cm help a sunRvor re-Ieam touch. Some of the exercises are done alone and others are
with a partner but do not involve sexuai intercourse. SUrYiVors are also encouraged to

experirnent with masturbation in order to leam about their bodies and how they respond
sexuaüy. Maltz (1991) suggests survivors take a vacation h m sex for up to tbree months.
It is essential for a woman involved in a sexual relationship, to have the support of her

partner if the therapy is going to have an effect. Providing the partner is supportive and
abuse is not presem in the relationship, it would be importaut for the partner to seek out
counsehg individdy or in groups. This can belp the partner understand the issues

facing the NMvor and how shehe can be supportive. At the same t h e the partuer needs
to take care of her/himseff and work through her/his owu feelings about the abuse. In

addition, couple therapy would be necessary to work through their problems and leam to
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communicate. Group therapy for couples might be efféctive as weli and heip to break
isolation and share ideas and concem.
It is extremely important that sunrivors work at a Pace that is cornfortable to them

FlexibZty in treatrnent approach and timing is important as a survivor works through her
experiences. Briere (1992) discusses the importance of using diverse therapeutic
techniques in addressùlg the complex issues that arise in treatment. In my exploration of

the literature, the main point presented is that therapists and counsellors must respect the
sumivor, provide a d e environment in which to do the work and empower her to feel in

control, competent and seKreliant.
Conciusion

Survivors ofchildhood sexual abuse have had to cope with overwheiming experiences

and pain as children Throughout this chapter 1have attempted to explain the long term
effects that senial abuse has on suwivors and the treatmem options that seem to be

helpful. As childten they had to leam to cope with the reality of their lives. The messages
they learned as children have taught them to ignore their own &S.

They had to develop

survival skills that kept them ahe and helped them to get tbrough the day. These skills,
such as loss of memory, s p b g , acting out and using humour, assisteci them to survive.

However, as adults, these coping mechanisrru no longer serve a usefiil purpose and

prevent suniivors f?om fWy experiencing themselves as whole humm beings.
Sexual abuse & i s a survivor's sexuaiity. She has leamed that her gender, her body,
and her being are not important. Her f d y of ongin shaped ber attitudes about love,
a f f d o n and sex and how they are expresseci. She leamed about king f d e and the
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value placed on her gender. She discovered that her body was the enemy and codd betray

her. She also leamed to ignore her body and the messages it sends her. She may not have
s
Relationships with partners and children
leamed about how her body ~ c t ï o a sexually.

are often tense and uncornfioctable because they find it diScuit to be close and express
feelings. SuMvors fear that the abuse wiil re-occur with th& partnecs or that they wül

become abusive with their own cbildren. They may be confùsed about thek sexual
orientation, inhacy, aad sexuai contact. S a and intirnacy are ofkn considered to be one

and the same, making it ciifTicuit to separate the two. Sexual responses cause shame and
trigger automatic reactions that prevent s&ors

nom experiencing sexud pleasure.

Lntimately, the experience of sexual abuse bas cut off a survivor's ability to know and care

for herserand to make healthy choices.

However, in spite of the horrendous nature of their experiences, survivors have
proven how ressent and hopeful the human spirit is. Aithough they can never change or
forget the abuse, thq.c m Iead full and happy lives. Through therapy and self-help,
sumivon do overcome the debilitating effects of their victimization. I am always amazed
at the depth of their understanding and the great amount of deteretion and strength

they possess. They deserve the best and they deserve to experience thernselves as full and

loving human beings. Survïvors of childhood sexual abuse no longer have to be victims or

merely d v e . They can and do go beyond SUMval and "be".
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The Road Nat Taken-,-..But Frequenüy Traveled

My life has been a map of raads,
Mountains, valleys and underpasses
Cluttered with cars, vans, trucks and
pedestrians.
The road that in al1 my joumeys 1
have been aMe to avoid,
Is the route that would have made
al1 my travels clearer arid I wouldn't have been so lost.
Many tirnes I speed, but I
have never b e n caught.
And more times than not,
I dont wear a seatbelt, even now.
The day I had the accident,
The one I coufd not avoid, controt or steer dear of,
1 was thrown From rny safe car,
to the road.
Alone, feeling guiity about not pmtecting myself,
not putting on the brakes, and wondering w f ~ ythe other driver had no control.
But that was yesterday,
today, I see the accident differentfy.
i was still thrown fmm my car,
to the mad.
But it wasn't a road at allit was the route I needed to be on,
The one I'm driving on today
The road called 'Healing Street.
Tracy Lee Pierce (April 13, 1995; with permission)

-

introduction
I chose to place this poem in this chapter because it is about the joumey suMvors
take on their road to healiog. This is the point of intervention when a swivor decides that
it is time for her to address the effects of her abuse, understand what has happenecl and

make changes in her Me.As counsellon and therapists we are placed in a position of tmst
and are given the privilege of bearing witness to their stories. Women initialiy corne to us
indkiduaily seeking help and answers to their problems. At some point we rnay suggest
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that a woman enter a group. When women decide to participate in a group they are aiso

sharing thek stories with others, forever breakhg the dence and isolation that bulds them
in a circle of sbame. In a group, women's experiences are normalized as they realue that

they share similar concems and challenges and are not done.
1 had experience facilitating groups and was aware of the powerfid impact diey can

have on members- As I became more aware of the issues related to the &ects

sexual

abuse has on seraiality 1decided that 1 wouid offer a t h e - M e d group on the topic.

Women expressed interest in participahg when I discussed the group with them This
chapter will focus on the program that was offered and the process that took place. 1wdi
discuss why 1chose a group, the settkg, the ciient group and then I will discuss each

session. In the discussion on the ciient group, 1will focus partidarly on the screening
process. I wilI consider issues facing small communities and the effects this has on the
screening process. in addition, because 1knew a majority of the women fiom my work
with them individdy aadlor in prior groups, 1wiii explore some of my thoughts and

questions regardkg the selection of group members.
Whv A gr ou^???
As mentioned above, groups can be very powemil and are often a recomruended form

of intervention (Corey & Corey, 1992; McEvoy, 1990; Walker, 1987; Johnson, 1987 and
Sprei, 1987). A group setting can provide the d

i and support tbat women need in

order to work through the reaiity and pain of their trauma Walker (1 987) States; "Groups
provide a unique opportunity for participants to assess themselves, vaiîdate th&
experiences and perceptions, attempt personal, behavioural, and attiaidinal changes,
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express feeligs, and receive feedback" (p.3). As women have told me, in a gmup they no
longer have to be on guard. ïhey know that they an bemg heard and understood w h
they speak ofthek experiences One group member descnbed the group srperience as a

"sisterhood" that evolves when women &are a common experïence and bond-

As 1read the liteniture I found materid that srplored issues of trust, boundaries, s#care, grief and anger. Various activitïes and exercises were offered as a way to explore

these issues, such as writing a letter to the abuser or using art to represent mger or grid I
was aware of the Ends of issues and topics that are offered in these gmups. However, 1

found only Limited material regardhg groups which were dealing spdcalfy wÎth
sexuality. Most of the materiai provided suggestions for exercises and topics that could be

used either in a group setting or individdy (Covington. 1991; Dolan, 199 1; WesterImd,
1991; Maltz, 1991 and Bass anO Davis, 1988). 1 also spoke directly to a therapist who

works in Cambridge, Massachusetts and was listed as a resource in, Women's Sexuaiity
Mer Childhood Incest by Elaine Westerhutd (199 1). Her m e is Marae Mittler and she
works with a program cded, Reclaiming Your Bodv. She offers darérent kinds of groups

on sexuaiity, £komeducationd and discussion groups to body movement groups that
incorporate dance and movement. B a d on my readings and my discussion with Ms.

Mrmer, as well as on my own lack of experience using movement in therapy, 1decided to
develop a tirne-limited educational~discussion
group that fmsed on issues related to sex,
intimacy and relationships.
1 decided to offer a twelve w

e closed group for nirvivors of childhood sexual

abuse. As 1 reviewed the literature I wuld not fiad any information outlinuig groups that
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specificaffy focused on semahty- However7many of the authors suggested exercises and

information that counseiiors codd use whea worîcing with issues related to

the body,

and intimacy (Maltz, 1991; Doian, 1991 and Westerimd, 1992). After researching the
material and in the discussion with Marcie Mittler, rderred to d e r , 1compiled the
topics and exercises based on this iafocmatio~~
1chose twelve sessions as a minimum for
various reasons. In the past 1have faciltateci groups for women in abusive dationships

and for survivom. When 1nrst began f8cilitaang closed groups for women in abusive
relationships much of the information came out of Minnesota's Domestic Abuse Project in
the United States. Groups were based on two phases of approximtely 16 sessions each.
The fiterature on gmup work supports this and recommends any where fiom twelve to

sixteen sessions (McElvoy, 1990; Sprei, 1987 and Sinclair, 1986). 1thought twelve
sessions was a good starting point.

in addition, the group process is important. In order to work through the group
process and provide group memben with enough rime to process the content it seemed
that twelve sessions would be appropriate. Corey and Corey (1992) describe four stages

of a group. They are the initiai stage, the transition stage, the working stage and the
ending. Schubert (1 987) explores the merences between mixed groups and women's
groups. Hcwewr, she identifies three to four stages which resemble the stages of group

development simililriy described by Corey and Corey (1992). Each stage possesses certain

characteristics. During the initial stage, group members are getting to know one another
and because there is not a great deal of trust, they are focused on others or are teliing their
stories. During the transition stage, anger, fm and anxiety may increase. It is important to
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work through conflict and dependencyf~ndependencyissues. During this stage in the
process, group members wiil begin to focus on their own feelings and thoughts that are
affecting them in the present. The faciiitator's role is to explore feelings, thoughts and

reactions (p. 159).
Stage three is the working stage of the group. Corey and Corey (1992) suggest that

not ail groups reach the w o r b g stage and i f a group does reach this stage, group

members d move in and out of the working stage to the esuüer stages. M

g this stage,

group members assume more responsi'biiity. The group needs tess structure and

intervention As well, the leadership becomes shared amongst group members. Closeness
and intimacy increase as group members t a k l y and f i s eaergy on personal and

social change (Schubert, 1987).

The last stage is the ending The tasks of this stage are to consolidate that which has
been l m e d in the group, to practice new behaviours and Ieaniings outside the group. and
to deal with endings (Corey and Corey 1992). The group rnernbers may experience anxiety

and grief as the group cornes to a close. The facilitatm mua be aware of her own feelings
regarding closure and must help group members deal with their sense of los. I d often

mention closure as early as the fkst session. 1remind group members at each session of
the number of sessions that are le& It becomes a count dom in order to help group

members deal with endings. In my experience, group mernbers become anxious and
concemed as we near the end ofa group. At the same tirne, they may experience a sense
of relief as they realize that they will be moviug on.
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Fmally, 1chose twelve sessions because 1did not have any model or format to folow.
1 did not know what topics would be appropriate, although I did ask for feedback fiom

group rnembers. 1also thought that twelve sessiom would be enough to initidy explore

the various issues that the litemture and women have ideatified,
The Setting
1 am presently workhg for a Women's Counselluig program in au agency called South

Peace Community Resources Society located in Dawson Creek, British Columbia, in what

is calied the Peace River Country. Dawson Creek is a Notthern B.C. town of about
i0,000 people. It relies mainiy on f d g and rauching, but also draws upon the mining,
timber and oil industry to survive. It also depends on the tourist industry in the summer
months as the Alaska Highway, buiit by the Amencan Amy during WW II, begins in

Dawson Creek and draws many Americans and Europeans to this very beautifid area on
their way to Alaska.
South Peace Community Resources Society, or SPCRS as it wilI be referred to, is a

community based social s e ~ c agency
e
that houses a number of programs including a

women'sshelter. The egency receives hding fkom the M

W ofWomen's Equality, a

deparûnent of the B.C. govemmmt, to provide seMces to wornen who have been abused.

This includes women who are abused by a partnes, women who have experienced senial
assauit and women who have a history of childhood abuse. I have been employed by

SPCRS since June,

1993 and have been fortunate to work intensely with this client group.

Women who are adult Sunnors of childhood semal abuse were recruited to participate in

this practicum both fiom my practice and tiom the community at large. SPCRS gave me
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permission to offer this gmup. I was able to use the fiMlities and photocopying and had
access to petty cash for cookies and refiesliments. 1 pmvided this group on my own the.

in addition to rny present experience, I began worlring with women in sheiters in
1978. I also spent three years working with female adolescent and adult prostitutes, many

of whom were &ors

of abuse. Thmefore, 1have been aware of the toU that cbildhood

sexual abuse bas taken on womea. Working with SUCViVors has proven to be a s p e d
challenge. The women have developed wping mechanisms and defellses which, for the
most part, have provided them with some protection fiom the pain and reality oftheir
experience. However,most of the women that seek out help are tireci of the energy it

takes to suppress their feelings and experïences and h d that their old ways of coping are

no longer seMng a usefiil purpose. The majority of the women 1see in my practice haw
corne to a point in their ha where they are highly motivateci to make changes ad, as
they tell me, "toget on with it".

1 video taped each session for supeMsory purposes to provide me with féedback on

content and process. Women were infonnecâ of my intentions during the screening

i n t e ~ e w and
s a Mdeo release form was developed and sigaed by participants prior to
beginnllig the group. I discussed the reasom 1was offerùig tbis group and how the tapes

would be used. Confidentialityis extremeIy important, especially in small towns. Because
many wornen in the comrnunity have either lived here al1 or most of their lives, they know

or are known by many people. It was important for me to guarantee to the women that I
would do my utmost to ensure that the vida tapes were d e and would not be used for
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any other purposes. It is an issue that 1 am constantly cognizant about and always needs to

be addressed.

Ln order to hacilitate thk group I requked supervision In smaii northerncommunïtïes
it is difncult, ifnot impossible, to find someone with the qualificationsand experience that

is required for clinical supervison However, Dawson Creek bas a Cokge that is afnliated
with the University of Northem British Columbia Thadore, options were available. 1

identifiai an instructor at the Coiiege as a potentid superMsor and discussed this with him
Michael Amhony possesses a Masters Degree of Social Work and teaches social work at
the Northem Lights CoUege in Dawson Creek He is imerested in supervishg practicum

students and agteed to review the vide0 tapes and supervise me. He was able to offer
advice and direction regardiag process and technique. He is weU v

d in cognitive

therapy and has training in Neuro Linguistic P r o g r d g (NLP). He also has a private
practice in the commUL1ity.

The Client G m u ~
There were 15 women in total who expresseci an interest in the group. Some of these

women had been in individual and group counselling with me, sorne were on a wait List

and some were referred by others. Swen women screeued themseIves out before attending
the interview. Some changeci theù minds because ofchanging circumstances or because
they felt they were not ready for a group such as this. Women were also recnufed fiom the
cornmunity. A letter was mailed to community agencies, doctors, churches, the College

and to the local health unit and hospital intormhg them of this partidar group and
requesting referrals. I decided that women who participatecl in previous groups and those
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who received individuai cou~lsehgwodd be given the fint opportuoity to participate, but
1 was open to inte~ewingand considering any women who expressed interest m this
3rOUP-

Part of my reasoning for offering the group f h t to those who had arperience m

individual and group therapy was based upon pradcalities. There were enough women
fiom my past and present case load to fiil a group. 1also knew that women who had

participateci in previous groups and were involveci m individuai counselling had identifid
problems with sexuaiity through the course oftherapy. It seemed to me that they would be

able to continue working on these issues in a group setting. I offered two previous groups
to suMvon that focused on general issues such as boundaries, anger, trust and coping

SUS.
Therefore, the women who attended these groups were at an advantage and
possessed some understanding of the abuse and its effects. in addition, women who had
been in previous groups andor idhidual counsehg had developed a relationship with
me. They also had the experience of t e h g their stories, making the process easier for

them. However, story telling is not expected of group members. I do not expect them to
provide me or any other group member with details oftheu experience, udess they want
to. Women are not forced to share their experiences. The group experience need not be a

cornpetition regardhg whoa story is the worst nor should it be a negative experience
whereby group members feel pressured to '?el theu stones". Dolan (1992) States that

although it is important for a suMvor to discuss her vicbmization in a supportive and
respectful environment, the therapia must also utiüze her "... present life resouces and
images of fiiture goals and po~sibiiîties.~~
(p. 25). It is important to acknowledge the abuse
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without focushg entirely on the trauma of the experience. It is up to each womaa to
decide what and how much she wishes to share in the group. Usually pieces of their

experïences are discloseci througtiout the process of the group. Therefore, those women

who had group experience knew what to expect. The fear end anxiety associated wah
groups had been alleviated to some degree- although 1understood fkom the feedback,
women continueci to experience a certain w u n t of anxiety-

Screenin~Interviews
This section will focus on the screening process as it related to this particular group. I

would go so far as to say the "~creeaing'~
inte~ewsthat 1 conducted with the women who
had a previous therapeutic relationship with me may not even be considered screening in
the true sense of the word. I hope to address this issue and present my ideas about this

process. Specificdy 1 hope to relate it to the special interests and issues that are present in
a small community. The following discussion will explore the reasons for c o n d u h g
i n t e ~ e w and
s my own observations about the process 1 was involved in with the women
who participated in this group. Although 1can not provide any evidence to support my

observations, perhaps this is an area tbat codd be fbrther explored in the research.
Screening i n t e ~ e w are
s usudiy conducted with prospective group members for

various reasons. InteMews provide both fkikator and client an oppominity to meet each
other and decide ifthe group is appropriate (Corey and Corey, 1992)- although in this

particular group some of the women were aiready known to me. I did prepare and use an
interview guide-he in order to explore a wornan's previous scperience with groups
d o r individual cou~lseilingand to assess her understmding ofthe abuse. Spdcally, 1
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was interested in her perceptions ofthe & i s abuse had on her sexdity. It provided me

an opportunity to assess h a situation and her supports and it gave the women an
opportunity to determine if this particular group d

d meet their aeeds.

Another reason that interviews are miportaut is to Worm women of tk purpose for
offéring the group. I provided each wornan with a letter explainhg the purpose of the
practicum, video-taping, coddentiafity and supervision (see Appendix A). A video release
form and contract was provided to eadi woman and signed (see Appendix B). As wek
group guide-lines were discussed (see Appendix C).
Another irnportiuit part ofthe UItenriew is assessing and exploring a wornan's

supports outside of the group. 1was interested in knowing ifthe women were involved in
supportive relationships with fiiends, f'amilies or partners. niese important people can

become a wornan's Sie line outside the group, ofEering encouragement and support d d g
the process of change. They can be helpfùi in times of crisis as well.

If a woman is in a relatiomhip with a partner, I want to assess if it is abusive, although
being in an abusive relationship does not w c e s d y screen her out. If a partner is abusive,

a wooian's safety is an important issue to explore. In my experience, women's effortsat
change c m ofken be sabotageci by partnet5 who are abusive. Womea rnay be unable to

attend group sessions if a partner perceives any changes she is making as threatening. In

addition, she may be more focused on her partner, which is the case in abusive
relationships. She may have difficuity heahg fiom sexual abuse, when she continues to be

victimized in her relationship. On the other hend she may corne to understand herseif more
fully and decide to lave a relatioaship that is abusive.
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Va relationship is not abusive, 1I d that the partner often hopes that therapy will

'W theu partwr. They may experience frustration whea they 6nd that quidc fixes do aot
ex&. They ma.also becorne feamil ofchange and f
d threateried. Dolan (199 1)

addresses the issues that may arise for women in th& supportive dationships. Therapy

for friends, fiunilies and partners is recommended in order to help them understaud
s u ~ v o and
n how best to help them 1ofkn will =fer parniers or f d e s for counsehg
and will provide them with uifofmation and iiterature. 1informed the women of resowces

and provided information for those with partners, if they felt it would be helpfiil. Therapy
and titerawe helps partners, fiiends and familjes understand the dynamics ofabuse and

deviate any guilt or self-blame they may experience.
Corey and Corey (1992)address the decision making process involveci in screening
interviews. They suggest that choosing group members is ofien a subjective process that
involves the use of a therapist's intuition and good judgment (p. 81). Group memben who

are motivated to change and are willing to put energy into participating are ideal. A group
experience should be beaeficialto participants and not damaging. When screenbg, the

facilitator should be aware of situations and/or conditions that would indicate the potential
member is not ready to participate in a group. They advise ... group counselling is
"

contraindicated for individuaiswho are suicidai, extremeiy frasmented or acutely
psychotic, sociopathic, fàcing extreme crises, highly paranoid, or atrexnely seIf-centered"

(p. 8 1). Because survivors often atpenence suicidai thoughts, I had to take hto
consideration the actual state the woman was in emotionally, whether or not she engaged

in suicida1 behaviour, how recent her anempts were and the degree to which she
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dissociated. For example 1would not accept a woman who was on psychotropic

medication and was unstable or who was diagnoseci with a dissociative id-

disorder.

A group may be too ovenwhelming for this client-

Although I met with each woman to discuss the group and provide them with the
necessary information, I do not beliwe that L followed a particular format in the screening

or decision malgng process. 1 knew six of the eight women tiom my previous contact with
them. In my own experience it seems that assessing supports, understanding ofabuse and
coping mechanisms is an on-going process, piuticularly because o f changing cir~umsfances

in the lives of clients. 1was aware of the six women's supports, their understanding ofthe

abuse, the way in which they coped and th& situations. 1had the oppomuiity to get to
know them and the way in which they interacteci with others and with me through
individuai and group counseIling. As a remit 1felt fkiriy confident that a gmup would be
appropriate, as did they. It seemed to me that in regards to these six women, I did not
have to base my decisions on intuition as suggested by Corey and Corey (1992). Mead I

was basing decisions on prior knowledge and contact.
However, 1 believe that when a woman is unknown to me the task was Merent and

more difficult. 1 did not have any previous contact with two women. In this case I believe
that 1 do make decisions based on the suggestions made by Corey and Corey (1992).
During the interview I was assessing individual needs, coping skiiis and supports.
However, it is doIfl'iCUItto be in a position whereby judgments are made regarding an

individual's appropriateness for a group. The wornen who were not known to me very
much wanted to be in a group. The reawn for my difficulty is the discornfort 1expenence
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when 1 have to make those kind of decisions. It is also very diflicuh being the only
facilitator, although in a d e r communÏty, Ï t is sometirnes difîïcult to find a cofacikator. In the past, when I worked with a co-fiicilitator, we both would be involved in

the process and would explore our perceptions and judgments with each other. When 1
work aione Iknow that 1 miss a certain amount of information and cws tbat are important
in making a decision. Although I could discuss the intecYiew with my supervisor who
could help in the seleaion, decisionsi becorne more objective when two people are

hvolved in the interview process.
I did have some concerns about the two women mentioued above and their

participation in the group. One woman did not have any previous counseIling experience

and the 0th- did in both individuai aml group settings. Partly 1was concemed because the
two women did not know other women in the group, in so Eu as 1 was aware, ahhough in

a srnail community one can never be certain Other women in the group hew one or two

others as a result of their past group involvement. 1was concemed that the two may not
feel a part of the group.
I was also concemed about the woman who did not have any previous couusehg. 1

was uncertain ifthis partidar group would be helpfbl to her given her recent disdosure.

However, she identified issues related to intimacy that were afE&ing her marriage and
was concemed about her friture- Maltz (1 991) suggests that semai healing can begin at
any tune during the healing process. W~ththis in mkd, and &er e x p l o ~ g
the purpose of

the group and other group issues, we agreeâ thM it might be beneficial for her to attemd.

Individual counselling was also offered to her as a back-up if she needed to discuss
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anything in an individual session. This was also extended to other group m«nbers,
aithough it is rny experience tint gmup rnembers tend to use the group for support and
very rarely ask for individual sessions during the dumion of a group. In addition, because

the second woman did receive both individuai aml group therapy and also had had some
experience faciütating groups, I was concemeci that conftsion over roles might be a
problem. We disaisseci this and agreed that we couid not foresee aay problems. It wodd
be important to discuss this issue kther ifprobiems regarding roles deveioped.
I discussed concems with each woman and with my supervisor. The two women who
were uaknown to me appeared to be appropriate for the group and did not display any

extreme behaMours or were not in acute crises. They wanîed to participate in the group

and were motivateci to make the conmitment to attend.

Another issue I wodd like to raise regarding recnûtment, meenhg and selection in
groups concems work in small communities. A problem women in small comrnunities face

is related to visibility and c~nfidentiaüty~
Many have h e d in the conmiunity ail thek h e s
and personaüy know a great many people in town. I f they do not know someone they may
know of them 1 oAen hear women discuss relationships between people such as, "... she
is the niece of someone's uncle-2'
Issues
. of confidentiality become a concem and women
fear that they will be seen by someone they know. m e n women enter a group for the nrst

session and recognize someone they know.1 find that once the discornfort is addresseci

and issues of codldentiaiity an exploreci, the women tend to be more relaxeci. However,
the fear of king seen may affect a woman's decision about attendhg a group.
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Related to this is the dilemma a fàcilitator may be in, ifshe is aware of the relationship
between two women. For instance, a fhdhtor may know that two potentiai gmup

memben are related through rnarriage or are cousins. This becornes a problem especiaily if
they do not have a fMy g d relationship or do not know that the other has been sexually

abused. Ahhough it was not the situation for this partidar group it does occur and raises

sorne questions. How does a f e t o r proceed? Does she ask one to participate over the
other? How does she choose which one d participate? How does she explain her choices

to the wornen?

Another issue affectiag the numbers of potentiai group members involveci in the

recruitment, screening and selection process is related to a

d available numbers of

potential group members. I have found in a srnaIl community it is much more chaiienghg
to recmit eaough members to form a group, due in part to the concems raised above but
dso due to the actual numbers of people living in the commUMty. 1have usually starteci

with about seven group members and ended with three or four. When 1worked in a larger
city we would start with twelve or fourteen and end with eight to ten group members.In a

smailer community, the potential population is less and thedore, 1 I d to lower my
expectations regarding numbers. I have been told to expect that t h e or four in a group is
fàûly average for a community the size of Dawson Cr&

A question aud concem I have

related to nimibers is when is a group no longer a group? What is the difference when
working with tweive women compared to three or four? In my qerience, working with
three or four dows more opportunîty for individuais to receive a p a t e r amount of

individual tune. There is also more time to complete exercises and process information.
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Pressures on the facilitator are lesseneci, -dy

regardhg group interaction and

dynamics. Working alone with larger numbers is difiicult. The tàeilitator mus?M

e her

attention amongst a larger nimber ofparticipants. As a result she may miss important
information and cues. However, when working with srnalier mimbas, a fiditator often
will have to guard against engagbg in "individuai" counselhg wah group members. This

cm occur because t h e pressures are not as great. 1wouM recommend that more research
be conducted on the effkcts smaller numbers of participants have on gmup process,

especialty in small communities.
When o f f e ~ ag group 1hope that the experience wiU be constructive and that gmup

members will leam fiom each other. As a nicilitator it is my job to provide a d e
environment in wbich members cm share their thoughts, feeiings and reactions. It is also

my responsibiliîy to eanire that problems and conflicts are identifid and ûnot resolved, at
least processed w i t h the group. We can never be certain how people in the group wiU
interact with each other. I would recommend a pre-group be offered Ui order to aot only

work out cchousekeeping"issues but also for group members to meet other women in the
group. Corey and Corey (1992) suggest that fàciiitators o f f i a pie-group to help with the

screening process. Expectations of both group members and facilitators can be discussed
M y . If group members do not believe that the group wiii meet th&

own expectatiom

they have the option of withdrawing.

In spite of the issues raised regarding group process and munbers, 1believe the
selection process is less cornpetitive in small communities and 1find 1do not have the
same pressures regarding selection. It seems to me clients tend to screen themselves out
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before a decision is made or the interview is coaducted. As 1discussed eariier, ~cfeeningis
easier because women are howu to the fàdbtor in a number of different settings. Xn

addition to the recommendation made above regatding p u p process, 1would suggest
that more research be coaducted regardhg gmups in smali comUILifies and the special

issues that affect reauitrnent, screeniLlg and seledon.
Structure and Format

I developed a 12 week group based on the information 1gathered from the literature
(see Appendix D - Topic Lia).The group met for two and haifto three hours, once a

week. I identifieci four areas on which to focus group activÏties. They were:
1 . introductions, the meanhg of sexdity and &ect the abuse has ou sexuaüty2. f e l y of origin - what is leamed about being f e d e in familes.

-

3. the body understanding of anatomy and physiology, body drawings and feelings and

self-caret
4. sex, intimacy and relationships.

The content ofthe group sessions foîiowed a certain progressioa fkom least

threatening to more difiticuit. However, often topics overtapped and were discussed as
they were brou@ forward. This is acpeaed and is part ofthe group process. Flexibity

and timing are important in fàcilitating any group.
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Each session followed a partiCulac structure although there was rwm for fiexibility
depending on the needs of the group members. There were times during a session that we

did not directly discuss the topic p l d . men 1have f o d tbat the issues group

members bring forward are related to the topic we are about to discuss and 1 make an
attempt to connect the two.Business such as comnunity amouncements and actiMtes

that group members or 1knew about were &adsbared
This was folowed by an openhg circle

to warm up the group and check-in. An activity was used to build seEesteem or to
explore how group members were faling. Once this was done, issues or concenis fkom
the pnor session were shared and diseussed. Time was set aside for any group member to
share concerns or problems they were experiencing. This encourageci the group members
to interact with one another and offer support. Once this was done the plaaned topic was

introduced for discussion The session was closeci by checkmg feelings and also engaging
in an actïvity that focused on their strengths- It was important to ensure that when group
members left they were not feeling too overwhelrned, but this couid not always be

guaranteed. The sessions were video-taped for supervision purposes. My s u p e ~ s o r
reviewed the tapes and met wïth me to discuss them. The group mmbers were also

offered an opportunity to review the tapes as part of the group process. This will be
discussed M e r e Before
r
beginning each session evaluation tools were completed and

hamled in. At the end of wery fourth session, group evaluation forms were also
completed. I kept a weekly log and wrote a weekly report on group content and process
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(see AppendDc E for Weekiy Group Report Form). A copy was supplied to my supervisor

for feedback.

An example of the weekly maure was:
1. Business

II. Opening Cicle - actMty to check-in on members' feelings andlor build seLf-esteem.

III. Re-Cap - issues/concemsî?om the last session.
IV.Time - individuai tirne for group m e m h .
V. Topic - discussion ami activities.

-

M. Closing Circle actMty to check-in on members' feelings and build on strengths.

1 consider myseif a feminist and therefore 1believe it is important to include a social,

political and economic analysis of a problem. Understanding the context in which women
experience their lives, is, in my view, essential. Each woman's experience is unique, but at

the same time they hold a subordkate position in society and generaliy have less power to
act in their own best interest. Our power lies in our C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~with
~ I ~others
S S and our

ability to empower those arwnd us ( m e r , 1991). Although w e are taught to mrture and
care for others, society does not recognùe or value these activities. It is these very

qualities that contniute to the abuse of fendes. 'Tower ove?' is that which we have corne
to know and accept and is the very thing we fear. Womea and chüdren are in a vulnerable

position that cm lead to abuse. Society cornimies to perpetuate and coadone sexual abuse
and indeed abuse of aii kinds. Soci*y conmLbutes to a survivor's self-loathing and sharne

.

*

by disbelieving her, blaming her and by senialuang relationships. Images of violence and
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sex are also wmbined and we are bombarded with images that do not reflect the reahy of

women's bodies or hes.

It was important for me, as a feminist counseiior, to be aware of the dynamics of
power and the conditions that d o w abuse to occur. As a femiaist counseilor it also meant

that 1 was aware of the position 1held in the group. The issue of power is one that 1
struggle with and am constantly atternpting to understand. 1think t is important for me to

empower women and help them to know the m e d g of their power. I w

d to convey

these ideas in the sessions whenever the oppominity arose. Through questiom and

exploration 1hoped that women might corne to understand the context in which theu
abuse occurred, lessen their sense of self-blame and beiieve in their personal powm
I believe that in order to address issues of power, a therapist needs to empower the

women they are working with. in order to empower group participants, it is important that
a facilitator "dow" them to be active participants in the decision makuig process. Thq.

are the ones who define the direction the group will take. They decide the content and lead

the process. For instance, while 1developed the topics and planned an agenda for each
session, they detefmiRed issues that wodd be addressed during each session and whether
or not we proceeded with a p a m d a r topic. Ifgroup participants decided they needed to

discuss issues other than the planned topic, that was the direction the group took.
However, 1 do believe that the content or topics were addressed either directly or
indiredy. In my eqerience issues that are raiseci are relateci in one way or another to the
topic. The process, or the way in which a group gets to the content, can be different.
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It is also important to inchde a socid, politicai and economic a d y s i s of women's

roles. In discussions on sayiog no, body perception and sex and intimacy 1often referred
to women's roles and societai expeaatioos. The film Still Killinn Us Sofflv (Kiiborne,

1987)directly confiants societal pressures placed on women, through the media,to be

thin and sexualiy available. I used this fiIm to opea up discussion regarding the way in
which the media sexualizes women and treats them as objects. The nIm aiso facilitatecl

discussions regarding the meaning of Sexuality and the way in which women's sexuality is
defined by others in society. 1 hoped that the 6I.m would help women thuik about the

broader issues that afféct thmi as women. Each session will be exploreci in greater detail

and 1 hope, wül provide the reader with more information regarding these issues.
Mer each session I would review the video-tape, keep a jounial and 1wodd take
notes regarding the group content and process. 1found that dohg this immediately after

the group and then reviewing my journal and the group process with my supe~sor
assisted me to have a clearer understanding of the content and process as welf as to
explore my own perceptions. The next section wiil offer a description and explanation of
each session

-

The Pronram Content and Process

Foilowing is a discussion of each session. The topic aad goals will be identified and a

discussion of what happened in each session will be explored. 1wiU also attempt to
idente areas that require M e r research or discussion, and add my recommeadations for
fùture groups.
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a. !Session One: IntrOdli~tion
The goals of Session One were:
1. To get acquainted.

2. To review and discuss group agreements and topics.

4. To explore group aad personal goals.

The first session involveci "housekeeping".Although some group members knew each
other, the focus was on getting to know one another and defimng boundaries.

Introductions, guidalines, goals and d k t y were discussed. W e agreed to meet fiom 7:00
to 9:00,but we agreed to extend the meetmg whenever 5 was necessary. Group members

explored ways they could gound themselves ifthey were feeling ovemhelmed by the
discussions. Some techniques that were suggested were; stop and become aware, be
present, divert or look at something in the room, touch a ring or necklace, or think of a

symbol for safkty and cordon. These techniques are demcbed by Maltz ( M U ) , Dolan
(1991)

and Bass & Davis (1988). 1would also intervene if1 noticed that they were

experiencing difndties or if they brought it to my attention. These grounding techniques

are usefùl ifwomen feel eriggered and begin to experience a flasbback. They cm help her
re-focus in order to experience the present.

Each of the evaluation tools chosen for this group were completed in Session One.
The scales wd were the Index of SeEEsteem ( Hudson in Bloom and Fischer, 1982, p.
153)- the Generalized Contentment Scale (Hudson în Bloom and Fischer- 1982, p. 152),
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The Miller Social IntùnaçY S d e (Miller aud Leficourt in Corcoran and Fischer, 1987, pp.
230-232) and the Negative Attitudes Toward Masturbation Sade ( Abramson and Mosher

in Corcoran and Fischer, 1987, p. 247-249). A group evaluaîion form was completed once

a month. Group mernbers experienced the most difficulty with the Miller Social Intimacy
Scale and the Negative Attitudes Toward Masturbation. They found some questions

diacuit to answer. These issues should bave been atpiored fÙrther regardiag the specific
difnculties they had with the partidar d e s . It is something that would need to be done
in the hture, if these d e s will be used and the same type of responses wcre perceiveci.
Group mernbers raiseci concems about reviewing the tape as a way to re-cap the
previous session 1presented this idea as a way to summarize the previous weeks topics. 1
suggested that 1would pick a section ofthe tape to Mew briefly and then discuss it. 1also

suggested that ifupon reviewing the tape, my supervisor or 1found any thing to be

incongruent regarding what is said and body lmguage, 1could point t out to the group.
This would provide gmup members with féedback about themselves and interactions

between group members. Group members did not want to review tapes unless there was
something incongruent that was ocnirring in the group. They stated that they found it

difficult to look at themselves on television and would not find it helpfûl. Tmy also
thought that reviewing the previous week's videos wodd only be "rehashing" things they
already knew.
1 suggested to the group members that my supervisor, Michael Anthony, was willing

to meet group members for the first part ofthe second session. We thought it hght be

beneficial for group mernôers to meet him and ask questions ofhim, especidy ifthey had
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concerns regardhg the f~ that he was a male who was supmising me and viewing the
tapes. The gmup members were interesteci in meeting him and agreed that he could a$tend
the meeting for the nrst half hour. Some group members knew him and this helped others
feel more at ease regardhg bis d e .
Group members spoke openly about th& feelings and féars. They addressed issues
that affécted them as group members. Menation, Specincally related to native identity was

explored. Concems regarding "jokiog and sarcasm were addresseci. Group members
supported one another and these issues were processed in the group. We discussed ways
that group members could be inclusivee In addition we explored the way in which humour

could be used as a means to avoid unpleasant feelings and diflicuit &mations.Group

members agreed that a balance was needed.

-

b. Session Two: Sesualitv 1 What W Strurlitv?

The goals for Session Two were:

2. To explore the impact that society has on women's sexdhy.

Michael Anthony, my supervisor, attended the first part of the session. The group
members were receptive and asked lrim questions. This added to thek sense of well-being.
Group members who were not lmown by others in the group were continuhg to get to

know one another and remembering each others names. We explored the dennition of
sexuaiity and then viewed the film, S a Killin9; Us Sofüv (Kiiborne, 1987). A gmat deai
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of disaission was generated regarding the nIm and its expose ofsocietal pressues in the
advertising, to be thin and sexuaiiy adabie.
hiring the group and upon reviewing the tape it became apparent that a lot more

issues regarding group dynamics seemed to be present in this session Midly the session
was going wek but there appeared to be a lot more silences and some body laaguage
messages, appeared to be more ciosed. Persoaality dynamics between group memben

emerged and some members appeared to be dhtracted. There appeared to be a great deal

.-

of inteilectuahng, rationalinng, and "spacing out". It seemed that group members were
holding back or afraid to speak I was informed by some group members that they were

&aid to Say anything that wouid be perceiveci as h

d and they did not feei they were

being heard.
During the group I was trying to pay attention to the dyaamics that were emerghg. It
was at this point that I realized the importance ofhaving a CO-facilitatorin order to debrief

and share the responsibilities. Howwer, I was facilitahg this alone and I was able to
ident* some issues that would need addressing-A concera 1had and wanted to explore
was the way in which women "get dong", especidy, in relation to the issues of care-

taking and t h g responsibility for others. Through supe~sion,a plan was developed in
order to address some of the concerns that 1haâ. 1 recognU:edrhat 1wouid need to focus
on the feelings that members were expeiiencing ifthqr were Uiteilectualizing and
rationalizing. Questions and concems to bring to the group were:
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1. If group rnembers have issues tbat they are unable to address in the group, do they

prefer to bring them to my attention privateiy? We couid then explore whether or not uiey

wish to bring it to the group.
2. Would group members prefer that I address thm privatefy if1 notice aaything during

group or upon reviewing the Mdeo-tape?
3. What do members need, to feel heard and to be d e ?

It was important that group members did not fée1 that they were censoriag

themseIves. ifgroup members are fearful of h&g

someone, they are then focusing on

others' needs rather then their own- This is an &ect of sexual abuse. It is descri'bed in the
fiterature and has been discussed earlier (Bass & Davis, 1988; Dolan, 1991; Maltz, 1991;

Samson, 1991; Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989 and Westerlund, 1992). When SUViVors focus

on others, reseatments can buiid and increase d e t y in group members. This runs
contrary to the purpose of the group which is to provide a safe place for women to speak
fieely and openly about their experiences and feeiings. In addition, women need to be

aware that there are no nght or wrong amvers or reactions. Group members cm not
know what is going to trigger others or be responsiMe for th& reactions. Issues related to

sharne and "badness" seem to be at the root of the problem. If someone reacts to a
particular group member's statements or actions, it does not make anyone bad Grwp

members also need to aliow others to own their reactions and work together to support
one anothei. 1decided to bring my observations and concerns to the group at the next

session, where 1codd then explore their thoughts about these issues.
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c Session Thm: Sauaiitv fi E f f i of S a u d Abuse on Sauiüty
The goals for Session Tbree were:
1. To understand the range of senial abuse fkom overt to covert.

2. To explore the & i s s e d abuse has on seniality.
3. To understand the &kt that abuse bas on ssaial developmeat.

The plan for this session was to bmh-stonn effects aml complete the Sexual Abuse

Inventory taken fiom Maltz (199 1) which was used with permission of the publisher. The
inventory is a series of questions, developed by the author, based on her work with
survivors. Survivon check the statemeats which hold mie for them. There are no right or
wrong atl~wersand the inventory is not xored. It can assist &ors

to ident@

their

believes and feelings about sex The inventory points to problems in six areas. They are;

attitudes about sex, sexual self-concept, automatic reactions to touch and sa,s e 4
behaviour, intimate relationshipq and semal hctiooing problems. Cornpldon of the
hventory offered the group members an opportunity to share their attitudes and beliwes

about sexualitytY
However, we âid not work on this. Mead 1 spent time addressing the concerns 1 had
that were emerging 6om Session Two.We also spent t h e on individuai t h e . The tension
that was present the week before appeared to be alieviated once the issues 1identifid
were brought forward. Group members shared that they were intimidateci by the video

taping. Specincdy, they were concemed about discrepancies king pointed out in the
group. Aithough we would continue vidw-taping, the members agreed that they felt d e r
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discussing issues individually first. ifthey could not in group, rather than to wnhnt or to
be coofionted m fiont of others. Group members exploreci issues regardhg shame and
responsibility as wel as trust. Fear ofbehg s h e d and put on the spot was an issue for

some members. Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) diswsin detaii issues reîated to shame, tmst
and responsibility. It is not surprishg that these issues came up for group members.Mer

the disaission, one p u p member Summarized the direction she feit this particular group
was taking. It appeared to her that this group was more supportive W.confiontive. She
had experience in both. Group members agreed that they feit safer in a more supportive

environment. 1 perceiveci a change in the "atmosphere". Group members appeared more

attentive and supportive of one another.
We did not have any the lefk to work on The S

d Abuse Inventory nor did 1

negotiate with group members to work on this at a later session. 1would in the fimire do

this. I believe it would be important for group members to do this kentory in order to
understand the effects sexual abuse bas on their attitudes and belïefi about sex and

intimacy. 1felt that the s w e y would possiily stimuiate a great deal of discussion and 1

believe 1should have included it in a later session that deals speciftcally with these issues.

However,group members were encourageci to do the questionnaire on their own and to
discuss it with me individudy ifthey needed to or to bring it to the group for m e t

discussion.
d. Session Four= Familv of Orinin

The goal for Session Four was:
1. To understand the role that M

y had on selfperception.
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The fourth session was devoted to f b ü y of or@

issues. We explored the messages

mernben received about love, affiion, imimacy and sex in th& familes. Group mémbers
were asked to d i d e the paper in half and draw their M

y of ongin as tbey would appear

sitting around the kitchen or dining room table oa one side. On the other side of the paper,
they were asked to draw their own tàmiles. Ifthey did not eat meals at r table they were

instructed to draw a picture of the üving room ifthey ate in that area They were asked to

write in th& journais, answering questions regarding meal tirne, where people sat and
why, and family interactions. They were also &en a list ofquestions as a guide (see

Appendix F). 1often used these questions in group work with women in abusive

relationships. 1felt the questions were appropriate for this group as well and would help
group members to explore the messages they received fkom their M y . This particular set

of twenty-four questions explores relationships arnong fàmily members, gender issues and
comrnu~cationspatterns. They were asked to make cornparisons aoting diifiereaces and
similarities to theu present fàmilies. Group members then s h e d their drawings and

discussed some of their answers to the questions.
Group members found the exercise dBWt because it brought back mernories. Some
women, who had a great deal of difficulty with the exercise, were able to share once they

heard others share. The questions were lengthy and they did not complete ail of them In
the fùtm 1wodd cut d o m the number of questions asked ofgroup members. Another
issue is that the questions do not take adturai experiences and dinerat types of M e s
into consideration In the f h r e , questions shouid be inchive in nature taking h o
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consideration differences in cultural background and the meanhg f d y bas to different
people.

Group members appeared to be relating to one another despite dinaences. They
seemed to be coarfortable disaissing their scperiences and were supportive of one
another. They also seemed more focused on their owu feelings, thoughts and reaaions.

-

e. Session Five: The Body 1 Anatomv and P h v s i o I ~

The goals for Session FÎve were:
1. To become aware of a woman's body, aaatomically and how it fünctions.

2. To become aware of the way in which semial abuse blocked understanding ofthe
body's functions.

3. To share and discuss health concerns.

The plan for Session Five was to explore anatomy and physiology. The New Our
Bodies. OurseIves (1992) was used as a resource to lem about fernale anatomy and

sexual fùnctioning. However, we did not focus on the agenda. Instead we focused on
issues that came up for group members during the week I also r&ed

upon reviewing

the tape that 1 experienced a "tachnicd diflicultf'. I had no sound! I reaiized too late tbat 1

did not push the Audio Out connecter fm enough h o the camera. Alas, 1could only
blame myselfand humanerror. I would be conscience of this in the fùture.

However, because 1 took notes immediately after the group 1was able to capture the
essence of the group content and process. We spent the thne discussing issues regarding
relationships with partners and mothers, roles and personal boundaries. We explored
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individual boundaries and the ooatiision that r d t s wheu boudaries are violateci as they
are when someoae eirperiences semai abuse. We discussed ways mernbers codd be clear

about their boundaries and take responsibdityfor establishhg thek own boundaries
The discussion about mothers was partidariy interestuig. Perheps this was triggered
by the previous week's discussion on the famüy of origin Group members discussed the

anger they felt towards their mothers for not "knowing"or not protecting their daughters.

Some SUMvors, even d e r rehg", did not feel that they were supportai or that eaough
was done to confiont the offader or to seek help. Tbe anger group members experienced
was sirnilar to that often mentioned in the iiterature. Sleeth and Barnsley (1989), in

describing relationships between mothers and daughters, discuss the importance of
working through anger at and guilt towards theu rnothers, regardless of whether or not
the mothers were supportive. It may mean that s u w o n must distance themselves nom

their mothea in order to understand themselves and heai. in so doin& they may reach a
point where they understand their mothers and are able to resolve their anger and
resentment

,

ûther si@cant

issues were r a k i regarding their relationships with their mothm.

Group participants feared being like their mothers. At h e s , group members stated they

were hodeci when they caught themselves acting Ui ways similar to theu rnothers. Mers

became "mothers to their mothers", which lefi them feeiing angry and resentfd. Sleeth and
Barnsley (1989) point out that in a SUCViVor's family of origïn, she may learn to be a

caretaker and become a parent to her mother and siblings.
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In discussùig relationships widi mothers, the group members tumed th& attention to
their reiationship to food. They fdt tbat the importanceof food in their h e s was also

related to mothen' and womeu's roies. Food may have been used as a way to nurture a
child. As weli, women are around f o d Women grocery shop, prepare meals and are

concemed about feedug their t'amiiies. They l e m to relate to the wodd through food. In
addition, the group mernbers stated that food had become a codort and filied a void in
their iives. Some used food to hide. in particular, they wodd eat to gain weight and in so

doing, hide their sexuality. Others became bulimic to avoid gaining weight.
Some group members raised coacems about aot focusing on the topic b r the week

We spent time exploring how we would use the t h e and whether or not we would focus

on the topic or scrap the topic ifother issues seem to be of more importance. Group
members thought that it was more important to focus on immediate issues rather than on
the planned topic. It is my beliefthat issues raised in the group are in some way related to
the topic and, ofien, 1am able to make a cormection to the topic. In addition, the process
is important. The topic and content become less important, although the topic cm
stimulate discussion. Corey and Corey (1992) point out the importance of the process.

Group members are exploring their thoughts, feehgs and reactions. As they move
through the stages of the group process, group members requke less structure and

leadership. They begin to confiont their problems and relationships with others.
However, the planneci topic for this particular session did not really have much to do
with the discussion. Perhaps group members felt uncornfortable discussing fernale anstomy

and semal bctioning. This topic may trigger embarrassment and shame regarding bodily
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responses. It is possible that group members wanted to avoid the issue, although they did
state that they felt they knew enough about t and did not need to use group time to

discuss it. It may be important for group rnembers to have a sense ofcontrol over the
direction the session will take. In retrospect 1should have arpfored in greater depth the
reasons group mernbers did not waot to discuss this topic. in addition, I shouid have
negotiated with group members about offeriag this partidar topic at a later session 1

would also expand fiirther on f d y of origin issues based on the respome of group
members. The questions on famiy oforigin would need to be reduced in nwnber and be
more inclusive in order to take into account mereut dturai backgrounds and women's

different experiences of families.

-

-

f. Session Su The Bodv II Herlinn the Whole Bodv

The goals for Session Six were:
1. To identify emotions and where in the body one holds them

2. To explore how the abuse affects the body.

In Session Six, the plan was to use body drawings in order to discuss the effixt sexual

abuse had physicdy, emotionaiiy, inteliectually, d

y and spirhdyYWe p h e d to

discuss ways that group members couid begin to heal themselves. This exercise is
described by Dolan (1991) in, Resolvuin Sexual Abuse (p. 168). Two body drawings are

provided and participants are asked to pick a coiour that represented where in their bodies
they felt good and another colour that represented where in their bodies they felt the pain
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of their abuse. Once done they are asked to pick a healùig colour or symbol to place over
the hurt areas that they would like to heal. The participants then share their drawings.
Once again 1discovered another technicd difEcuIty! Technology aui be so confusing,
especiaily for -al

workers! 1diScoverd I did not hit the record button. Aithough I was

vigilant in enswing the audio Luies were securely in place, this did not change the problem.
1 became aware of my mistake halfway through the group aud did correct h However,

the mistake was made, but because 1kept notes immediately foiiowing the group, 1was
able to record the themes that were identifieci and discussed in the k i t portion ofthe
meeting.

In spite of the problem with the v i d a taping, this was an excellent exercise and
stimulated a great deal of discussion and interaction between group members. They were
open and supportive of each other. Group members discussed issues they stated they

would never discuss with any one else. They were open about the way they expenenced
their bodies and the feelings they had. Areas tàat were covered were; their experknce of
sexual abuse and its effects on the body, their expaience with sexuai relatiomhips, sex and
orgasrns, the role food played and the act of eating, ntllllbkg or cutting offfeelings, the

experience of pregnancy, childbirth and breast feeding, fear of the body and being
attractive to males, and the experience of king in an abusive relationship and the impact

this has had on selfesteem.

The theme uuderlying these issues related to a féar of being out of control of their
bodies. Those women who experieaced pregnancy and childbirth fèlt at times that they had
very little control over their bodies. This was also mie for women who did experience
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orgasrn during senial intercourse with a partner, espccinlly Stttey did aot initiate sexual
contact. None ofthe women k e d th&

bodies nor did tbey partidady enjoy sex. They

shared that they c'hurt"during sac. Some avoided saaial contact with theV partners, which
caused a strain on their relationships. Some expetïenced a gnat deal of shame and

embarrassrnent about their bodies and the feehgs Uiey arpaienced, M
e
nthey leamed to

"numb" any felings they had. They Bcpenenced a grest deai of sadness because they felt
they were unable to M y @ence

a range of responses, s e d y or emotiody. They

felt anger at the offender for robbing them of theu abiiity to feel. They had "discomected"

their minds fiom their bodies as they were king abused in order to protect themselves

from any feeLings they may have expaienced during the abuse. They found that they were
using the same wping skills in th& present day, ad& sexuai relationships.

Group members also scperienced a great ded of frwtration in th& rekionships.
ûften partners had difficuity understanding their lack of interest in sex. if partners made a
comment about the way a woman cclooked",
it would cause a reaction in them It would

have an impact on the way in which they viewed themseives, usuaily perceking themsefves
in a negative way. AU the members who attended shared that they felt they were cCdamaged
goods" as a result ofthe abuse.

Sexual abuse is a violation of a child's body. It a&?as the way in which the adult

woman perceives her body and resuits in selfhatred and shame. The literature supports
these findings. Maltz (1 99 1), Westerlund (1992), Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) and Woititz
(1989) discuss the negative anmides that women hold regarding their bodies as a result of

sexuai abuse. They leam to "aumb" any feelings they have and disco~ectfiom theh

L
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bodies. The women intaviewed by Westeriund (1992), aCpenenced a gnat deal ofshame,
@t,

self-bhe and anger regarding the abuse (pp. 145-147). She found that women who

had been sexuaiiy a b d feit that they dÏd not owa or have control over their bodies. This

was found to be true regarding senial respolises, pregnancy, the butbing process and
breast feeding. A number ofwoomi in ber study felt they were unattractive and that any
"... flaws were evidence ofa negative i a t d quaiity ....(Westdund, 1992, p.56).
Wornen in our Society generaiiy do not like tharbodies. Pressuresto be thin and to be

pleasing to males contribute to a distorted sense of body image. This compounds the
problems women f s e when they have eqxzienced se&

abuse as a child

The body drawings appeared to assist participants to begh iden-g

where in their

bodies they carry the pain of the abuse and to explore the ways in which their bodies have
been hurt by the abuse. niis is an srercise 1would recommend doing in fimûe groups. It

could also be done indMduailyyHowever, we did not have Mie to complete the exercise

and agreed to finish the foliowing week. One woman was absent and two did not get a
chance to &are theù first drawings because t was gettiag late and gmup members were

tired. In addition group members did not complete thar healùig drawings. They were
encouraged to try to complete the healing drawings at home ifthey could.

-

g. Session Seven Bodv Dmwinm and SeW-Care and le an min^ To Rdu

We agreed to complete the body drawings, to nnish discussing th-

and also agreed

to continue with a relaxation exercise and seif-care. The goals for Session Seven were:

1. Cornpiete the body drawings.
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2. To practice relaxation and seIf-care.
a. Bodv Dnwineo

Body drawings were completed and group members shared their heeling drawings.

The discussions conthued to follow the themes idedïed above. Additional issues tbat
memben identified were di8icuhy saying no to sexuai requests, g d t and fw of sayhg no,
gender ide*

and sexual orientation

Participants had difEcuIty s a . g no because ofthe guilt and féar assOaated with
saying no. They leamed as children tbat no was not respecteci and some did not even dare

to say no. Women have been socialized to please maies and to comply with their senial

demands. SUiViVors have lemed this lesson very eerly. Therdore, t is difECUIt to say no
as an aduit. Participants shared that often they agreed to have sex with a partner men
though they did not want to. If they said no they felt guiity and feared that their partner

would h d sex elsewhere. Covuigton (1991) disnisses these issues and the contmdictions
regarding sexuaiity that womai are subjected to in our society- The experience of s e d

abuse cornpounds the sense of guiIt and féar that women experience when they say no.

Issues regarding gender identity wwe raised by grwp members. Some participants
felt a great deal of shame in their deveiopiag bodies. Some women shared that when they
were littIe girls they would try to hîde thei.f d e n e s s and were considered Wom boys".
As they enterd adolescence their developing bodies betrayed them. Tbey could no longer

hide the fact that they were fernale. They felt that ifthey were more "boy me" they would
be safe and would not be abused. Being a f e d e was considerd negative because they
reasoned that only fernales were abused. Developing breasts, hips and pubic hair and die
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onset of menstruation were considered traumatic. Not only could they not deny theV

femaleness but they hsid to Iive with the fw thst t&ey mi& becorne prrgnant, eSpeaaUy if

sexual intercourse was involvecl. This common feat is ais0 noted by Westeriund (1992).
She found that women who were sexuaüy abused as chüdren aCpenenCBd a gnat deal of

confùsion and fear regarding their fèmale i d e (p.55-56).
Senial orientation and sexual famasy were the final issues identifid by group

members. Some participants were confused regardkg theV sexuaî orientation, especially if
they experienced sexuai fintasies mvoiving women They wondered ifthey were lesbian,

although ail had been or were iuvoIved in heterosexual relationships. Group members
identifid themselves as h e t e r o d but the abuse and fàntasies caused them to question

their orientation. Group members thought that m e s did not necessanfy mean that one
was a Lesbian or a hetaosexual. It seemed that fantasies imrolving women were normaiized

in the group as participants discussed this issue. This could relieve any SlIlXiety or fear they
had about th& semal orientation, atthough I can not be certain because ofthe stigma
attached to identifjing oneseffas lesbiau or gay.
Maltz (199 1) and Westedund (1992) discuss the impact s

d abuse has on sexual

orientation and fintasies. They support the issues r a i d above by group participants. In
the future 1 wouid recommend that s

d orientation and fantasies be explored f.urther.

Perhaps more discussion could be generated regarding how the abuse affecteci their

fantasies and ssnial orientationLL
An alternative would be to offer one session focusing on

sexual orientation,
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b. SeIfXare and Rdrurtion

The healùig body drawings lead to discussions on setf&ue- Group membas shared
their healing drawings by placing colors and symbols on the areas ofth& bodies they
wanted to hed. This generated discussion on ways they couid feel bater about their

bodies.
1 utilized a progressive relaxation exercise a

d visualization of a d e place to begui

this part of the session The group thea discussed the diflJcufties they have caring for
themselves. Some f o n d it very hard to be still or sit d o m without king busy. Taking
time for a hot bath or to r a d a gwd book seemed foreign to some women Mers made
an effort to take t h e for selfcare. Participants encouraged eacb other and supporteci one

another in fiading ways to care for themselves.

Sieeth and Barnsley (1989) explore the d f i d t i e s d o r s have with seIf-care"Busyness" is a survival skill. When women are busy they do not have to thïnk about the

abuse. A challenge for group participants was to h d a way they could take care o f

themselves and then find the time to practice seIf-careThe group ended by asking group mernbers to do one special thing for themsebes
during the week. The foiiowing session would begin by asking group m m b m ifthey
aaually did what they planneci. 1made a List of each participant's plan for seEcaree At the

same tirne that I a m p t e d to encourage group members to p d c e seif-are,1 was dso
aware that they could fiel pressureci into doing this. The exercise is not meant to cause
stress and it was important to cornmicate this to group members. In my experience this

exercise is positive and gives group members permission to take time for thmselves.
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h. Session E u t Scr rad intima-

The goals for Session Eight were:
1. To explore definitions of înthacy, love, fnendsbip end sex-

2. To ide*

beliefi about intimacy.

3. To understaad the &ect sexual abuse has on intllnacy-

There were no technical difiïcuIties during this session Howews, this session raa
over time and the tape ran out. 1, therefore, did not tape the last M e e n to thuty minutes o f

the session,
This session was starteci by reviewing whether or not group members took time to do
their self-are homework Most group members did take some time for themselves. Some

did find it cüfECUlf to relax and spend time with themselves. Esorneone did aot find time
they were encouraged to try again. AU group members were encouraged to continue to

take time for themselves in the weeks to corne.However, pressure was uot placed on
themA discussion foUowed regarding relationships and intimacy. Issues of control trust,

confbsion in relationships, intimacy, sex and love were discussed. The effects the abuse
had on their beliefs about these issues were explored. Group members were attentive to
each other and supportive. They dso focused on their own thoughts, behaviours, emotions
and attitudes.
Group memben explored the coDftsion they scperienced in their relationships. They

oîlen did not know how to react w r what to expect. This confiisiou was present in both
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fernale and male relationships. men participauts sexualized relationships as iresuh ofthe
abuse. In relationships with men, it couid iead to engaghg in sex with a male, even ifit
was unwanted or ifthey felt that the persou was not "good" fbr them. The swialabuse
taught them to expect saaial contact and tûenfore, m

q knew how to react to this

expectation. In thek fkiendships with womeq they shared that they would also f-1
uncertain because they did not know how to a a outside ofa sexual relatioaship- This was
dso tme in th&

relationships with amie fiiends, but they felt that relationships with

women were much more dificuit because ofissues related to s e m a i orientation-Group
members discussed disco&

with fernaie fiiendships in relation to ucertainty in how to

react in a non-sexual way. However, in retrospect, 1 should have exploreci this issue more
W y with group members- I would suggest that in the fimue questions be asked that

explore the meaning fernate niendships have for them. 1would include a deeper discussion
regarding sexual orientation and how this relates to the difEailties they experience in their
fnendships with women.
Women express4 fear of being close to both men and women. Some felt wlnerable
when they became close to sorneone. Fear of loosing control, being hurt and uncertaînty
about the meaning of intimacy caused confusion. They expetîenced confusion regarding

how people imeract in a non- s

d way. In addition, ifa participant experienced abuse by

a partner or fiend, fear of Ioosing control in relationships was cornpounded. Abusive

relationships reid?orcedtheV fear and mistrust in others. For group members it seemed
easier to avoid close relationships than to risk king hurt.
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Related to this fear of imimacy is the beliefthat any man who is attracted to them or
to whom they are attracted must be "baci". 1wili discuss relatiotlsbips with men because

that was the fausofthe discussion. Group members shared that thy felt bad and dirty

and therefore any man, even a "nice" man could not be üusted or must be "bad". They

beiieved that they would be manipufated and hurt. A rdationship with a male who was
d e , and one with whom bey codd assert themselves,was different f?om th& experience

and fiom their expectations-OAen they could not accept a aian who was 6cgooâ"to them
because of theû belief in their owa "badness" and the lack of trust they had in their own

instincts. They found themselves attracted to "bad boysy',ones who sipied danger but
who also paid attention to them. Participants shared tbat they would have sex with these

men because thqr were getthg attention tiom them As bad as these relationships were,
they were predictable and participants knew what to expect. They confused love and s s ~

convincing themselves that they "loved"the person because they had sex with them or that
this man must love hem as weil. They acknowledged that this thinking could be

dangerous to them and could lead them Ïnto relationshipsthat were abusive and URhealthy.

Fear of closeness affecteci how they reacted in th& senial relatiomhipq making them
uncordortable and difficult. I also became aware of the great number of contradictions
that were present. Some group members felt that "one aight stands" were o h easier

because they felt less vuinerable and more in control. In addition, they discussed feeling
more in controi ifthey initiated semai coatact with a panmr. On the other hand they also

experienced codùsion regardhg their role in initiating sex. They were aware ofthe double

S
standards present in our society and the ne-
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attitudes that are held towards women

who initiate Sexuai contact-

They expressed fhtration over the la& of spontaueity m th& relationsbips.
However, they had difliculty when their parmers initi9ted or trïed to plan suc wîth them.
The literature connects the stperience of ssnial abuse to dïfEculties SurvNofs experience
Ui their relationships (Mai% 1991; Sleeth and Barnsley, 1989;WesterIund, 1992; Dolan,
19%

and Briere, 1992). The abuse they experienced was predictaôle and plenned. They

knew what was going to happeq when it would happen and how they would react. When
their partwrs asked for sex or tned to initiate sex, partïcipanîs would be rerninded of their

sexual abuse which tziggered a r d o n in them Maltz (1992) points out that some
s u w o r s react to their partners as if they were the offender. They utilize old coping
mechanisms in response to the eriggers by numbing or dissociating- Some group members

wodd ofien avoid sex completely in order to deviate the discodort and shame that they
expenenced during sex. Still others wouid comply with semai demands in spite of th&
own feeiings that may be to the coatrary. This would lead to a cycle ofguilt, self-

condemation and self-hatred,

The group members discussed ways thqr could experïence more intimacy Ui th& h e s
with trusteci aiends family mernbers a d o r lovers. They discussed the importance of
touching and loving their bodies, not in a semai way, but in a carhg way. The session
ended by each member sharing a way that they could h d a greater amount of intimacy in

their lives.
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i. Session Niae Aroarcil and D d r ç

The goals for Session Nie were:
1. To understand the eE& sextd abuse Lias on semai desire and arousai.

2. To explore and discuss the f d e sexuai response cycle and normal body responses.

The plan for this session was to explore the merences between desire and a r o d .

We planned to discuss the f e d e and male semai response cycle using Covhgton's
(1991) description as a guide. The effects m a l abuse has on the f d e sanial response

cycle, beliefs about masturbationand sac were a h plamieci in this discussion. However,

once again, we did not focus on the plamed topic. Instead the group members explored

their feelings, the body, relationships and niseninties, md the dBidties they had in
stopping old patterns. Once again there was a great deal of interaction and suppon. They

also were respectful of differences in opinions and beliefk.
Group members expressexi concerns about the group c o e g to an end. We explored

endings and losses comectio~~~
that were d

e in the group and ways group members

could continue contact with each other. 1suggested to the group members that they couid
continue to meet on their own ifthat was something they wanted to do. They explored the
possibility of fonning a self-help group based on a twelve step program. They could

decide when and where they would meet. The fàcilities at SPCRS were offered to them as
a meeting place and I offèred my semices on an as neeâed basis ifthey required coasulting

or assistance in any way. This was left up to them to think about and we agreeci to disaiss
this at the last session,

The discussion on feelings appeared to be a break through for some womee
Emotions were v a y difficuit for some group manbers to discuss and express. M e n the
experience of feeüngs are strange for some ad& amivors. Tbey do not know how t h y

f-1 because they have become accustomd to cuttÎng offth& emotiom. Thqr have
d0icuItyknowing whae in th&

bodies they f d their emotions. Many do not cry or find

it very diflicult to cry. Sleeth and Barnsley (1989) explored the way stuvivors cope with
abuse. Ooe way is to disconnect any feelings that are present. Fear and pain are extremely

overwhelming and it becomes easier to iive with their secret ifthey do not have to feel.

Part of the heahg process is leaming to achiowiedge and express emotions, which can be
intense and scary at times. Group members agreed however, that this needs to happen and
that they then codd luvn to experience good feehgs as well as bad ones.

The participants discussed insecurities, f m and fears of the unknom as it relates to
experiencing new emotions and enâing old patterns. rilsecurities and misunderstandings in

relationshipshave contributed to the fear group members have experienced. Many felt that
men have defined for so long what is ''normal" and "good" for them, that they have
learned to dwalue their owii feelings and ways ofknowuig. I believe this has been m e for
women generaiiy. Women have been told what to think, how to act and what to do for
such a great part of their lives, that it becomes dBcuit to listen to one's own instincts.

Women need oppominities to reatnnn in thernseIves, to h d their own values and voices
When a child has been sexuaUy abused it becomes even more difEcuIt to define one's own
reality. A child's reality has been swerely distorted, usually by an addt who has taken
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advantage of a chiid's lack of knowledge and experience. How then does an adult lem to
value what she knows when it has been denieci as a child?

Breaking old patterns can be di£16CULf and scary. Old behaviours and attitudes are d e They are known and are predictable. When sormrhiag went m n g , such as a break up in a

relationship or an argument with a partner, t was egsy to revert badr to old patterns.
Suicida1thoughts, plans and actioas, negahe seif-talk and over eating are examples of old
pattern that group members talked about automatically rehirning to. However,

understanding the context that patterns deveIoped in, is a good beginiiing- By becomhg
aware of their reactions and the situations that triggered these reactions, group members

could then make a conscious decision about the kiads of changes they could d e . As
they "try on7'new behaMws they will be able to discard what is not so usefiil to them

One group member suggested that others ask themsehres how they could make their
hearts happy. I Red this idea, as did other group members. This might assist them to

begin looking at their own needs and acting in ways that could make them happier.

-

j. Session Ten Rdatiouhiw

The goais for Session Ten were:
1. To discuss the &ect

sexuai abuse bas on relationships.

2. To explore hdthy and unhealthy relationships.

The focus in this session was on d e f - g healthy and unhealthy relationships and the

effect sexual abuse has had on their bouudaries. We did discuss triggets and automatic
reactions in sexuai relationships as describecl by Makz (1991) but did not complete this
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discussion. They expressed th& anger about k i n g victimlled as cMdren and as aduits.
Their experience with swaias&

as ad& was disaisseci. This tnggered anger, as weii

as other automatic reactious, in group members. Duringttiis discussion, members used
phrases such as, "téel sici?, need to "thmw it up" and "put t out there where î t beloags"
to descnï their feelings about the victuniuition that they and otbers eXpmenced as

children and aduhs. Some participants became numb during this discussion as they
*

*

acknowledged the extent of their owa victunizati'on At the same tirne they realized their
a m seuse ofpersonal power.

The group brain-stormed thei.ideas about healthy and unheaithy relationships. This
was placed on flip-cha.papa and I offered to or*

and type it for the next session.

As 1 wrote the words that d e m i e d healthy and unheaithy reiatïonships, 1 was ninning out
of space and the paper became duttered. Group metubers commentai that the "cfuner"

remindeci them of the way in which they ofken felt about relatiooships. They felt it
symboüzed their own date ofmind regardhg these mattem.
As we brain-stormed, group members continued to discuss th& attraction to 'bbad

boysy'.Once again they reiterated that they felt les wlnerable with tbis type of man They
knew abuse and aclmowledged that danger is predictable and safèr for them. They

expresseci confùsion regarding th& instincts and feelings about men that may not be
heaithy for them. Their instincts may be cautionhg them but they do not pay such much

heed. Some group members however, shared th& at times they could feel attracted to

someone but îhey did not have to act on it. However, they Meved that they deserveci to
be in a good relationship.
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Group members explored healthy and Ullhealthy sen Expenencing sexud desire

ancUor pteasure intheu relatiohships usualiy triggered Wh. They fek that ifthey desired
sex as an ad*

then it meant that as a child they must bave m t e d it, or the abuse would

not have happened. This then lead them to the beiief that the abuse was their fi&.

We

a&reed to discuss this issue fimher the foliowing week as weil as otha automatic reactions

in s e d relatiomhips.

As group members shared th& experience with sexualassauft, ureScuUlg" behaviours
were triggered Group members tned to help each other and took on responsibility for
individuds. 1reaüzed this as 1reviewed the tape and noted that in the future rescuing
attempts should be processed in the group. Sleeth and B d e y (1989) discuss issues

related to rescuing and caretakhg- Survivors leam to take care of the needs of others at
the expense of their own needs. This became &dent as they aied to aileviate group

members' experience of ssn>al assault and the intense emotions that were mggered.
1 realized again the importance of working with a CO-facilitator.1missed information,

or if I did pick up on some important cues or information,1did not have time to respond.
The session moved very quickly. In the friture 1 would be aware of dus and make attempts
to slow the process down somewhat. This would also d o w me to respond to the remhg
or other problems wbich might arise in the group.

-

k. Session Eltvtn H d t h v Str

The goals for Session Eleven were:
1. To discuss unhealthy and healthy sex
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2. To develop a Sexual Bill of Rights3. To continue discussing sexual desire and automatic reactions.
Another technical diBcuity became obvious upon reviewing the tape!! The first hour

was not taped. 1 can not explain this and therefbre, either eitber blame mischievous f i e s or

own up to it and M

t human enor!!! ûnce again 1thdc my obsession wïth keeping notes.

The openhg exercise involved choosîng a coloured paper thaî repnsented the way
which individual group participants felt. Each participant was feeling very positive and
"up". This was the second last session and Ï t appeared that group members were placing

some containment on the process. We did make an attempt to address the topic and

automatic reactions but it did not take hold or stimulate a great deal of discussion. The
group was winding down. A part of me félt that we "should" have saick to the planned

agenda because it was the second last grwp and there were some issues that the group did
not address. However,this was my own agenda end not theirs. They decided what they
needed and the direction the group was taking.

We planned the last session and we also discussed and planned a two day retreat to be
held one month after the end ofthe group. 1 had been involveci in one retreat in the past
and felt that it was a good way to provide foliow up and to celebrate completion of the
group. We resefved the school board gromds at a place called Gwillam Lake, which is a

glacial lake nestled in the foothius ofthe Roclry Mountains. South Peace Comrnunity

Resources Society agreed to provide financial support in order to make it possible for us.
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Group members discussed health issues mch as hysterectomies and childbuth- As well
they discussed the meaning the word, Y~h"
had for them They noted that there was a

merence in impact when the word was used to d e r to a male as compareci to when it
was used to refèr to a fernate- They felt that when women were called "sluts" it seemed to

be negative and sbamefiil. However, accordhg to the participants, males seemed to be
somewhat proud oftbis label. It seemed that the word when used to refer to males*was
simila.to the phrase "sowhg your wild oats". Participants were aware ofthe double

standards in our society and how such have impaaed on them as women.However, group

members did not wmt to work on anything more. The session tuneci out to be fun

-

1. Session Twetve Closinp

The goals for the last session were:
1. To evaluate the group.

2. To celebrate the end of the group.

This was the last session Each evaluation tool was completed, including the gmup
waluation fonns. The "Wise Woxnan V1SUaliZ8tion". fkom Working Toaether For Change:
Volume II was used to begin the nnal session (p.99). This exercise is meant to guide

members in fincihg m e r s to questions they may have, by searching within themselves. 1
believe that women know the answers to their questions and that these m e r s lie w i t h

in my expenence this vimalïzation is very p o w d and at the very least, women do fée1 a
seme of their own power once they have completed the visualizatioa 1find it to be an
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excelient exercise to use at m y the, but seems to be partiCulady powerhi at the iast
session.

We discussed the ending of the group and plans that group participants had about
contiming meeting together as a group. They shared phone numbers and pianneci to
continue to meet at a participant's house. We w a e hoping to view the film, Goddess

Remembered (Pettigrew and &ad,

1992), but the group mmbers decided against this.

Mead we celebrated. We ate, laugbed and had fùn. The group closed with each member
sharing a wish for herselfand for the other group participants. When the participant
completed her wishes the group responded in unison by repeating "Let It Be". The idea

was taken i?om the manual Workinp: Together For Change: Vohune II. 1have done this
exercise in other groups and it seems to be an exercise women enjoy doing. In my opinion
it is very empowering and is an exceiient way to end a group.
Group endings are sad and at the same time energizing. It is a time to think about the

few weeks that they came together to me* as a gmup. It is also a t h e to move on.

Although the group would not meet f o d y , 1beiieve that keeping doors open for
participants to decide how they will pniceed provides group members with a sense of
comection and continuity. In my experience fàcihting other groups, it seems that group
members have made new connections and developeâ new fnendships. They may not meet

as a group but they do report that they keep in touch with each other. It appears that a
bond is often made between members. Ifnothing else, this is important for women's sense

of self. They know that there are other woman with whom they c
m talk, and who wîfi

understand them.
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Conclusion
Group intervention is one path in survivors' joumeys to seiSacceptance and self-ove.
Although I do not believe that in 12 weeks, pmblems will be wmpletely resohed; 1d o

believe that with support, understanding and help fiom others, Sunrivors wili begin to feel
better about themselves and leam to be proud of theu accomplishwots. This is an ongoing process.
Sex, intimacy and relationships are important parts of our lives. We all want to féel

close to others and to share our lives. Howeva, the experience of saaial abuse affects a
woman's perceptions of herself and others. This group o f f d an oppomuiity for women
to corne together to share their concenis about thei.sexuahy and th&

fears about their

ability to experience closeness. It also provided a format to discuss their reiationships and
their experiences of sen

The recruitrnent, screening and selection process were somewhat different in that I

had previously developed a professional relationship with six ofthe eight women. Because
of these prior relabonships and the knowledge I had regardhg the women, saeening and

seiection did not foiiow a format that 1wouid use with sorneone not known to me.
Recruitment in a small community was also challenging- Large nmbers of potential
members, that one cm find in a city, are not available in smaller communities. Issues of
coniidentiality and anonymity are of greater concem for p o t d group members as weii
as for faditators. Another issue regards the cornpethg roles that a social worker plays as

a worker in the community and as a member of the community. A social worker plays
rnany roles, working as a community worker, counseilor, group hcilitator, advocate and
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often much more. Does this multiple role playhg pose a problem in the process involved
in screening? Some questioos that are raised are;
Are issues of recruitment, screening and sdection in small commULilties different than

they are in cities and ifs0 how are they differeut?
What do social workers need to know and do in order to address these issues?

How does a social worker meen group members when she has knowledge of a
potential member through prior contact as a member of the community and as a worker

in the community?

There is not a great deal of literature, s p d c a i i y on groupq that addresses the issues
present in s m d c o ~ t i e sKamin
.
and Beatch (1991) discuss an huit community in
Spence Bay, North West Territories, and the hplementation of a program that addressed

issues of violence and abuse. The community worked closely with workers from a variety

of agencies located in Yellowknife. These agencies, including the women's shelter in
Yellowknife, offered a wide variety of SefMces dealing with abuse. Workers employed by
these agencies were involved in training para proféssionais in Spence Bay. The cornmunity

decided to offer groups and healing circles for women who had experienced physical,
sexual., emotiod and other forms of abuse. By focushg on al1 forms of abuse they were

able to address problems related to numbers and perhaps could aiiewiate any stigma that a

woman might feel ifshe is attendhg a single issue group. However, issues regardhg
confidentiality, multiple roles and d e t y are not addressedeSSed
In addition, 1wonder if some
women may minimixe the abuse they experienced, ifthey perceive that someone else has

S
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experienced multiple forms of abuse. Aluiough a formai evaiuafiionbad not ban
completed, the authors state that it appeared to have a positive &kt on the couununity.

Perhaps a more gened group or combination group would be more suitable in srnalier
communities-

Literature is available that does address the issues that are present in smaü
communities (Collier, 1991; Martinez-Brawfey, 1990 and Zapc 1991, 1993). These
authors discuss the Merences between uhan and rural, aorthefll and rernote social work

practice. They explore issues that face social workers who work in smaU conmninities and
ways they can be successfiü in their work. However, it is not within the scope ofthis

report to address northen social work practice, but 1 feel it was important to iden@ the
unique circumstances that surround group work in small communities. In my view, these
issues requife fùrther research md professonal discussion and collaboration in order to
as& social workers who work in stnaii northern or rural communities.

The content and process of this group was a positive le9nWig experience for me. I
have never facilitateci a group that focused entirely on sexuality- 1 leamed what topics
were important, what needed to be omitted and what required m e r exploration.

However, I can only say that this was the case for this partidar group. The issues that
group members explored are unique to them and t rnay be quite M i e n t for 0th-

in

another group. Howwer,it appeared that cnany ofthe issues that the participants

addressed seemed to be supported in the literature (Maltz, 1991 ;Dolan, 1992; Briere,
1992; Westedund, 1992 and Sleeth & Barnsley, 1989). Fear of losing control, lack of trust

and feat of intimacy, conftsion over gender identity and relatiomhips, body shame aml a
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distrust of their own instincts are probkms thaî the participants i d d e d and are
identifmi in the &terature-Although 1wodd recommend tbat the sessions be expanded

upon, it wodd ultimately rest with group participants regardkg the content and process.
As a iàcilitator we foiiow th& lead. The group is for them and part ofthe intention is to

provide them a place to deal with issues that are relevant but that they feel are important in
their healing processes.
EarLier, 1describeci the four stages of the group process as defineci by Corey and

Corey (1992). To re-cap they are; the initial stage, the traosition stage, the working stage
and the ending stage. This paftîcular group appeared to work through a similar process. In

the initial stage, although some group members were known to each, they appeared to be
learning more about one another. It seemed that they moved quicfly h t o the transition
stage. As I descfl'bed in Session Two, group members seemed &ous

and guarded. In the

third session we addresseci some of their fears and it appeared that group members were
then able to begh focusing on thek own fwlings and thoughts. The group afso bonded by

the third session and group members were workiag wiili and supporthg one another. It is
possible that participants bonded quickly because some women knew each other. This

would cut down the time needed to leam about each other. Additionaily, 1I d developed
a counsellhg relationship with six of the eight women Therefore, it is possible that they
felt cornfortable enough with me and h e w what to expect of me.

As the participants worked through the second stage, it did seem that at certain times
we moved into the third stage or workiog stage. Group members assumed more

responsibility regarding the content and the direction the group wodd take. in addition,
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the gmup was Iess structureci at h e s . According to Corey and C o r y (1992) group

members wüi move in aad out ofthis stage to earlier stages. ThU seemed to be the case.

Perhaps ifthere were more sessions,we wouid bave been able to continue to stay in the
working stage.

The endhg stage generaUy appeared to foUow the process descnaed by Corw and
Corey (1992). Group membas begm to fel zimcious about the group ending as we moved
closer to the last session However, it also appeared that there was a sense of relie£ As 1

describeci in Session Eleven, they did not want to focus on the topic. insîead we discussed

various issues that perEained to women's heahh conœxnsCefllS
The amiosphere was üghter and
group members appeared to be conteimng any issues they haci. At the lapt session we

discussed plans the participants had to meet on their own. Feedback fkom the group
evduatiom suggested that group members feh the srpaience was positive and that they
understood themselves a iittie better1 have a great respect for this group of women At times the proass was vny painfùf.

As 1 watched women struggle with thQr pain, I was stnigpüng with my own rrsponses
and feeiings. At times 1 wished that I could d e it easier or 1felt a great deal of mger at
those who victuiiized th«n I felt Me was unjust, that the hand it deait these women could

be so unfàïr. But as 1listened to th&

stories of survival, 1heani the iaughter and their

hope. 1fèlt the warmth of their wurage and streagth. Tbis was their gift to me. It was
t d y wonderful. They are honourable womai.
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cEAPTER4

The Outcornes
Introduction
Lffinding ùifomation related specincaily to ssniality issues was mdt,it was even
more difficuit trying to d e t e d e what evahiation tools would be appropriate for this

particular group. It was important to find and use questionnaires tbat would be @ck to
implement and easy to use and score. 1did not want to use any tools that appeared to be

overly intrusive. Corcoran and Fischer (1987) suggest that when choosing a d
e
,
one

issue the praaiaoner needs to consider is whether or not the scde is socially acceptable to
clients (p.60). Some scdes, such as the S

d Arousabiiity Scale and Semial Behavior

-

Inventory Female (SBI-F) ask specitic questions regarding sexual acts and measures

seniai anxiety (Corcoran and Fischer, pp. 308-3 14, 1987). 1felt that the questions would
be traurnatizing to clients as a redt of th& experiences. I did not want the group

experience or the questionnaires to be purposefbiiy traumatipng-Perhaps if the goal of
group intervention was to provide sex therapy then these questjontlsiiresmay possibly be

helpful in determining how group intervention changed clients' atlxiety towards certain
s e d acts. However, this particular group was not intended to provide sex therapy to
women and 1 decided they would not be usefui.

Corcoran and Fischer (1987) and Bloom and Fischer (1982) advise that any
evaluation tools should be tested for reüability and validity in order to be sensitive to
particular problems and to change. With the assistance of my supervisor, 1 chose the tools
that 1 thought were appropriate for this group. The toois chosen were taken fiom the texts
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of Corcoran and Fischer (1987)and Blwm and Fischer (1982). ln these works they
d e m i the use of standardized measures to wduate ciinical interventionwith individuais,
couples, f d e s and groups. They offer a number of standardized evahdon tools7
developed by various researchers, that megsure a wide range of attitudes and bebaviom.
In this next section 1wiU discuss and d e s m i the duation tools used, how the data was

collecteci and the resuhs. I wüi aiso discuss the advantages and limitations ofushg a group

as a fom of intemention.
Method
1 used four standardized questiomaires to measwe whether or not the group

intervention contributeci to change. The four questionnaires that I used were:
the Index of Self-Esteem (Hudson in Bloom and Fischer, 1982, p. 153 & Corcoran and

Fischer, 1987, pp. 188- 1 89), [see Appendar G] ).
the Generalized Contentment Scale (Hudson in Bloom and Fischer, 1982, p. 152 &

Corcoran and Fischer, 1987, pp. 165-167), [see Appendix H
l ).
Miller Social Intimacy Scale (Miller and Lefcourt in Corcoran and Fischer, 1987,
pp. 230-232,[ ~ e eAppendix 0 ).

Negative Attitudes Towards Masturbation (Abrmson and Mosher in Corcoran and

Fischer, 1987, pp. 247.249). [see Appendix I]).
I also used a group evaluation questionnaire (see Appenâix K)to eiicit participant

feedback about the effectiveness of the group. 1developed this forrn based on a variety of
feedback fonns that I had used and seen throughout my work experience.

S&
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AU the scales were compkted during the first session and the last session The group
evaluation questionnaire was compteteci at the end of wery month. Group members were
instmcted to answer al1 questions as honestly as possible. They were informeci that there
were no right or wrong or good or bad aoswers. 1cautioned that these tests did not

indicate that there was sotnethhg m n g with them but ody said something about what
was happening for the moment and that the scores were sensitive to situational changes. 1
also attempted to nonnaüze scores that may indicate problems by providùig them generai
information about the effects of sexuai abuse. 1tned to reinfiorce their own ways of
knowing themselves. i also let them know that 1wodd give them copies ofthe tests and

scores. Following is a description of the tools, the feedback form and how the data was
collected. [ have also included an d y s i s of the results for each questionnaire.
1. ladex of Self-Esteem

This questionnaire is demieci in Bloom and Fischer (1982, pp. 148-1 5 l), and
Corcoran and Fischer (1987, pp. 188-189). This scale was developed by W. W. Hudson in
1974 and is widely used to measure the degree, severity and magaitude of an individuai's
self-esteem. Scores range fiom 0-100. The cut off score is 30 with anything above 30

indicating problems with low self-esteem it was tested on a total of 1745 clinical and non-

clinicd populations tiorn different backgrounds. ScoMg is d e s c r i i in Bloom and Fischer
(1 982, pp. 150-15 1). Certain items on the test are reverse scoreci. Misshg items can be

calculateci by following the instructions provided in Bloom and Fischer. Reliability and
validity redts are describeci in Corcoran and Fischer (1987, p. 188). It is reported to

possess intemal reliabiiity with a mean alpha score of .93 for, a standard emr of
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meastuement of 3-70 and a test-re-test comlation of .92. It has known-groupsvaüdity m

that there is a Merence between those with probfems with seif-esteem and those without.
It also was proven to have good comtruct vaiidity. The d e , thdore, seems to be

measuring wbat t says it is measuring, givhg it good content validity1 decided to use this particufar d e for a nimbaof reas011s~As the literature poinis
out, women who have experienced abuse, and I wouid add many women generally, Suffer

from low seIf-esteem. A twl such as the Index of SeIf-Esteemprovides both thaapist and

client with idonnation regardhg changes in sdf-esteem The goal many women have is to
feel better about theaiselves. I wanted to know if this partinilu group would contriiute to
higher ~e~esteemAdditionaüy, it is simple to adminisîer and 1have also previously used

this tool with iadMduals and in groups. Women seem to enjoy doing this questionnaire

and appreciate the immediate feedback they get regardhg tbek pcogress. Many have also
requested ushg tools such as this to moaitor how they are dokg and to ddermuie what
they can do to feef better about themselves.

The Index of SeKEsteem was completed once a week. The forms were wmpleted
before the group session startecl. Scores were calcuiated and copies were &en to the

members the foiiowing week. Group members were encouraged to keep track of their
scores and graphs were provided to help them plot theu pfo8fess as well.
2. Ccnmlivd Contentment Scdg

This sale is describeci in Bloom and Fischer (1982, pp. 148-15 1) and Corwran and

Fischer (1987,pp. 165-167). It was developed by W.W.Hudson in 1974 and measures
the degree, seventy and magnitude of non-psychotic depression. It examines fkelings
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about behaviom, attitudes and events associateci with depression As wïth the Index of

Self-Esteem. it too bas a cut off score of30 wnh a range fkorn 0-100. Scores over 30

Uidicate the person is depreSSedeSSed
This scale was tested on 2140 cfinicai and non-ciinical
populatioas- The majority of those tested were CauC8Sian with smail numbers fkom
Iapanese and Chinese backgromds and h m other ethnie groups. Scoring is identical to
the Index of Seif-Esteem d e s c n i above. ReliabÜay scons are good with a mean alpha

of -92 indicating good intemai coasistency and a standard enor ofmeastuement of4-56. It
is stable with a 2 hour test-retest correlation of.94. It has prown known-groups d d i t y ,

conment validity and bas coastnict vaiidity. It also a p p m to test what it says t is
testing, giving it good content validîty.
The reasons for using this partïcular scale are similar to those stated for using the

Index of Seif-Esteem- Many women who are SLUViVors experience depression and
generaiiy feel bad about their situations and their Lives. As the iiteratwe points out, and as

women report, they often feel diffèrent fkom others and state they do not fée1 optimistic
about their fitures. Once again I was interesteci in lmowing ifgroup intervention would
contribute to women feeling more in control and optimistic about their fbture. The scores

would indicate whether or not this particular fonn of intemation is makuig a ciifference.

The Gen&ed

Contentment Scale was completed once a week. The fontis were

completed before the group session started. Scores were calculateci and copies were given
to the members the foUowing week Group manbers were encourageci to keep track of
their scores and graphs were provided to help them plot their progress as weU.
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3. Miller Sacid Inümacv

This tool is described in Comran and L'i'her (1987,pp. 230-232). It wis developed
by RS.Miller and H. U Leficourt in 1982 and measuns the I
d of social inti-

and

closetless with others. Six of the items measure the f k p e n c y ofiim'unacy and eleven
measuie the htensity. It was tested on 252 clinid and non-cIinid populations of whkh

72 were male and 116 were f e d e undergraduate students with a mean age of21.3; 17

marrieci student couples, and 15 manieci coupies seeking conjoint thaapy. The noniis

reported for the different groups were origidy for a ten point scale. The parti&

sale

that was administered in this group was a five point sale with two items reversed scored.
The maMmum score for the five point scale is 85 with higher scores indicating a greater
degree of intimacy. The questionnaire was reported to have good intetaal refiab'ity wïth

aiphas in two samples o f -86and -91.It is also stable with a two month test-re-test of -96

and a one month test-re-test of -84. It is reported to have good known-groups validity and
constnia validity and is not affkcted by a social desirability response set.
1 decided to use this particular sale because it meSLSUCes iniïmacy- A great deal of

NMvors report having problems feeling close to and tnisting othersers
Because the group
wouid be addressing this issue, it appeared t h this sale wouid determine ifthe group

contributeci to changes in the way participants experience intimacy with others.

The Miller Social Intiaiacy ScaIe was completed four times throughout the duration
of the group. ù was wmpleted on March 30, 1995; April20, 1995; May 18, 1995 and

Iune 15, 1995.1 used the scale on Apd 20 and May 18 because it reked to the topic
arec On A p d 20 the topic was Family of Ongin and on May 18 it was Sex and htimacy-

The tests were taken as members atTived. Scores were caicuiated and copies of the test

and scores were provided the foiiowing week The goal for using this d e was to
determine ifthere were any changes ocamhg as a result ofthe group intervention.
4. Ntnrtivt Attitudes Torvards Masturbation

This sale was developed by Paul R Abramson and D o d d L.Mosha and meames
negative attitudes towards masturbation (Corcoran and Fischer, 1987, pp. 247-249). The
belief is that those who hold negative attitudes towards masturbation also possess a lack

of uiformation regardhg their Sexuality. Thqr may engage less fiequentiy in masturbation

and be sexuaiiy inexperiend. Knowhg whether or not an individual holds negathc
attitudes may assist a therapist in th&

intervention. The test is reporteci not to be

iduenced by gender.
The inventory was tested on 95 male and 99 f d e coiiege students. The mean score

for f d e s was 72.44 with a standard deviation of 16.36. The mean score for males was
72.06 with a standard deviation of 15.29. The d e coasins of30 items,reverse s c o ~ g
some items (Corcoran and Fischer- L987,p. 247). The muge for scores is 30 - 150 with

higher scores indicating more negative attitudes towards masturbation Relishdity for
internai consistency is reporteci as good, based on a Speannan Brown correlation of -75.

Test-te-testreliability correlations are not avdable. It is reporteci to show concurrent
validity with correlations between scores on the sale and sexual guiit, sexual Bcperiences

and fkequencyof masturbation for f d e s .
I decided to use this particular sale because it did not appear to be intrusive. It

questions attitudes without asicing questions about certain beûaviours or acts. Survivors
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report experiencing diffidties with ss< and feelings ofsbame over M

y responsesIISeS
It

seem then that ifscores indicated negotive attitudes t o m s masturbation it wuid then
say something about their attitudes regardhg thàr snatality-An impmvemextt in attitudes
over the duration ofthe group might mdicate that the group was contriiuting to this

change.
The Negative Attitudes Towards Masturbation questionnaire was completed three

Mies on March 30, 1995, May 18, 1995 and June 15, 1995. The test was taken on May
i 8, 1995 because it related to the topic area. 1wanted to determine if attitudes were

changing as a result ofthe group iutemention. The tests were taken as members arriveci.
Scores were caldateci and copies of the test anà scores were @en

to the members the

foilowing week
5. G r o u ~
Evaiuation

This is a non-standarâized evduation tool that 1developed to use in groups. 1
reviewed other client satisfaction f o m and developed this particular feedback form. 1
have also used it in previous groups that 1 have facilitad. The questiomaire consists of
10 questions. Participants are asked to circle the response fkom 1-4 tbat best matches their

feelings. Questions F, H and I, ask participants for comments only. After each question

and at the end of the questioryiaite, room is offed for open-ended comments.

nie Group Evaluation Fonn was completed at the end of wery month. Initiaily the
evaluation fonn was given at the end of the session. However, group participants stated
they were tired by the end ofthe evening and suggested the fom be tilled out at the
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beginaing of the session. This was implemented and subseqtreut f o m were completed at

the beginning of the session.

In this section 1will descn'be some ofthe hdings nom the standardized tests and

feedback nom the group evaldon fonns. G e n d y , it appearr nom the data that selfesteem increased and depression decreased. It also appears tbat attitudes towards

masturbation improved overaii. However, hthacy intires dïd not appear to change.
Following is a presentatioa of the data and statistics calailateci for each test.
1. Index of Self-Esteem (Table 1. FiParc 1)

Table 1 shows the score for each participant and each participant'saverage for all
sessions. The number of tests fiom 1 to 12 is shown, dong with group averages over the
12 weeks. Figure 1 demonstrates average scores for each session and a downward trend

indicating that self-esteemimproved over tirne. The standard deviation is also included for

each session. Some group members did miss sessions for various reasoas. In addition,
there were times when participants thought that they had handed in a d e but I could not
locate it. A possibility was that the scales were accidentally placed in their folders and

were misplaceci. At other times a group member wouid occasionally protest and did not do
the sale for that particAar session.
It appears that the majority of group members showed an Unprovernent in seKesteem.

Clients 1,3,4,6, and 7 seem to show an increase in seiGesteem. Clieat 2 scored below 30

for all tests and dient 8 scored over 3 0 for most tests. Their individual average scores also
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indîcate that generally they appeared to be experiencing higher setf-estteem. ûver the
course of group intervention, scores for group mearis also show improvement over the 12

sessions. Although individuai scores for client 5 improve over t h e her o v d average
was 3 1.8, which is slightiy above the cut off score of 30.
Group means can be affectai by very low scores and high scores and the d
number of participants in the group. 1suspecteci that group mernbers wodd score bigh for

the first session and perhaps for the fkst two or three sessions. I hoped tbat over time,

self-esteem would improve, which did occur. However, because of the presence of a féw

extreme scores, 1 have calculateci the standard dwiation to provide a clearer description of
the variability in the &ta. By using this statistic 1was able to iden*

that over tune the

variation in individual scores decreased.
Session One provides a base-he upon which to compare group means. In Session
One, the range of scores was between 2 and 53. The group mean was 38.750 and the

standard deviation was 16.228. In Session S k the group m m was 19.0, the range of
scores was between 2 and 41 and the standard deviation was 13.587- Session Twelve

showed a group mean of 10.875 with a range of scores between O and 32, and a standard
deviation o f 1 1.O 12. Although there were high and low scores during these three sessions,
generdy, it appears that by the time Session Twelve happenecl, the scores indicated more
positive responses from group mernbers then nsponses h m Session One. It aiso

dernonstrates less variability in scores. in effect, the responses 'Cevenedout", so that their
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1. indu of -Esteem

Table 1.

(Table 1, Figure 1)

Individual scores for each session, indiviàuai averages over 12 sessions and

-

group averages for each session for the Index of SeKEsteem (cut off scon of30 3û+
hdicates low self-esteem).

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11

12

Clav
Clav = individuai client average

Gr.Av = group averages
St-Dev= standard deviatioa
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self-esteem issues were less problematic. It appears that the group sessions perhaps had a
positive effect on seff-esteem over time.
Extrernes in individuai scores could be the result ofsituational factors. For instance, in
Session Nie, client 1 had a score of 5 1, indicating low selfestteem. This was a large
change fkom the week before. As mentioned earfier ia the description of each session, she
was expenencing some persod problems on that particuiar evening and was able to

discuss this during the group session The foiiowing week, her scores were low again,
uidicating an impmvement in self-esteem.
It would appear that scores were very sensitive to situational fkctors. SeIf-esteem
couid be negativeiy affecteci by negative situations. It may be that some group participants
expenenced diicuity feeling good about themseives over the long term. However, the

group experience may have hefped women to improve their seIf-esteem. They were able to

use the group to share theu concerns and received feedback and support fiom others. It is

my conclusion that participahg in this group heiped the women to better underswid their
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personal mamatic Scpenences. in some cases this may bave contri'buted to finding

solutions to their problems, and improving seIf-esteem, wbich appears to have ocmed in
this group.
2. Generaüzd Contentment Sccilt (Tibk 2. Finure 21

The scores for the Generaiïzed Contentment Scale can be seen in Table 2. Mean
scores for each participant were caicuiated as were the mean scores for each sessionStandard deviations for each session are also included. Depression appeared to lessen over
t h e for group members. This can be seen by their individual scores for each test and their

average scores at the end ofthe 12 sessions. Also the group mean decreased over t h e and

can be seen in Figure 2. However,after the first session, average individual scores and
group means remauid below 30. Scores for client 2 remahai below 30 for every test,

indicating that she may not bave been depressed upon entering the group. The average
score for client eight was 3 1.4, siightly above the cut off score of 30.

The range of scores in Session One were between 13 and 45, the group mean was
3 1.875 and the standard deviation was 1 1.294. In Session Six the range of scores was

between 7 and 33 with a group mean of 19.0 and a standard deviation of 9.539. However,
in Session Nine the range of scores were as high as 49 and as low as 3. This codd affect

the group mean and scatter the scores hther Born the mean The group mean was 20.571
and the standard deviation was 17.9 15. However, it appears that in spite of a wide range

in scores during particular sessions, they generaiiy move closer to the mean and are l e s
varied. The d numbers of participants and missing scores also affect the mean scores.

S
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Table 2. Individual scores for each session, individual averages over 12 sessiom and
group averages for esch session for the Generahed Contentment Scale (cut off score of
30 - 3û+ indicates depression).

Tests Client 1 2

3

1

2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12

Clav
Gr.Av = group average

Clav = client average
St.Dev = standard deviation

4

5

6

7

8

GrAv
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s

1

s

2

3

1

4

5

6

J

1

7

6

S

10

H

12

t6îs

As with the index of Self-Esteem, d a r situational conditions cm affect a score.
Client 1 shows an increase in scores on both the Index of Self-Esteem and the Generalized
Contentment Sc& in session 9. As discussed above, she was experiencing a di&icuIt time
but was able to process it in the group. Generally, the scores indicate that depression

appeared to decrease over tirne.
3. Müler Social Intimaw Scaie (TaMe 3. Fiwre 3)

This test seems to indicate that there was veiy linle change for group members, both

in their individual scores and group averages-The total possible score is 85 for this test.
Figure one plots individual scores for the four tests that were &en As can be seen, most

participants who scoreci high, indicating they experience a high degree of intimacy,

appeared to score high throughout the group. There were some variatioas. Those who had
lower scores generally scored lower for euh test taken. Ciient 1,s and 6 appear to
improve over tirne. Client 2,3,4,7 and 8 show relatively linle change. However, the

score for client 3 dropped between the second and third t h e she took the test, client 4
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reached a high score of 83 the second time and then dropped off and client 7 shows a drop
'in score betweenthe 6rst and second t h e the test was taken,

When 1examined the scores, 1was surprisxi tbat they were g e n d y as high as they
were. The fiterature reports, as do the womm themselves, that SUlViVors usually bave a
great deel oftrouble tniSting others and experiencing intimaCy. They s<paience

considerable amiety and féar in their reiationships, whether it is a fnendsbip or saaial
relatiomhip. However, the scores do not indicaîe this for everyoae. The teason for tbis

may be that because they are instructed to chwse a dose fiend to base their response to
the questions on, they may have developed a good relationship with that person. They may

experience trust and closeness with them. This sale only measures intimacy with one
particuiar perron, not general attitudes towards intimacy with others. Therefore, tbs test
rnay possibiy be inappropriate for this specinc group and a more general d e could have

been used to test this. On the other haad, this could be seen in a positive üght. Women
who are survivors of cbildhood sexual abuse may not be any different from anyone else in
that they are very capable ofsrperienciug intimacy in their relationships. This can be

empowering knowiedge for survivors, because they often feel vety différent fiom others.
By knowing this they may begin to comect more to their own feeliogs.

Another problem inherent in using this scale is that it may be possible that the
participants held a Werent person in mind each tirne they took the test. They are
instnicted in the begllining to descrii their niend's gender and whether or not they are

desaibing their spouse. 1 discovered that client 7 did change the persoa she was
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desmiing. On Mar& 30, May 18 and June 15 she chose a aiend and on April20 she
chose her spouse. T'lis is evident in h a scores and couid e x p b the noticeable decrease

Table 3. Individual scores for each session, individual averages for aif tests and group
averages for each test for the MilIer Sociai Iriamacy Scale. Highest possible score is 85
with higher scores indicating a greater degree ofintimacyintimacy

Client No.

May 18/95

Iune l S / S

Clav.

O0 1

76

78

75-8

47

46-3

73

73-3

71

74.7

002
003

67

004

005

64

73

63 -5

006

84

80

76.8

007

79

77

65-0

54

55-0

008
-

gr-av

64.63

64.3

Clav = individual client averages
Gr-Av= group averages

-

-

-

74

-

-

-

69-13
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Marc&301%

Apn120195

May 1%195

Juae 15/95

between the f k t and second test. A question that wodd need to be considerd is whether
or not those participants who descri'bed a tBend used thaî same fneDd with each test.

Lady, another problem for scoriag and comparing, is that the noms describeci by the

researchen in Corcoran and Fischer (1987) are reported for a 10 point d e making it
very difFidt to make cornparisons (pp. 230-232). This is a weakness because norms are

not avaiiable for a 5 point scale and we can only gwss what scores mean There are no

indications of cut off scores or the meaning of scores on the lower or higher end.
4. Nemtive Attitudes Towud Masturbation (Table 4.

Fin 41

Individual scores for each test, individuai average scores and the average group
scores aU appear to show change in a positive direction (lower scores indicate a more

4. Negative Attitudes T o n d Masturbation (T'abk 4,
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Table 4. Inchidual scores for each test, individual merages over aii tests md group
averages for each test for Negative Attitudes Towards Masturbation Range ofscores are
reported at 30 - 150 with higher scores indicating more ne
-

Client No.

March 30/95

May 18/95

O0 1
002
003
004
00s

006

007
008

Gr.Av
St-Dev
Cl. Av = individuai client averages

Gr.Av = group averages
St-Dev= standard deviation

lune 15/95

attitudes.

CLAv

positive attitude). Most group members scored close to the reported nomis of 72-44 and

some became lower over the. One participant shows W e change and scores are Iiigher
than the group average. The standard deviation for the first test was 13S O 1, for the
second test, it was 14.404 and for the third test, it was 12.045.
It is possible that the group intervention did have an impact in changing attitudes

towards masturbation and in the way participants view theu seniaüty. In the group

sessions we discussed sex, m a l attractions and sexuai fmtasies. Open discussions about
these issues possibly helped participants to better understand their feeüngs and experiences
contributing to more positive attitudes about masturbation. This can also be empowering

to group participants, knowing that they an not any different nom others. This may help
them hold more positive attitudes towards their saaiality-
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When the scores for individual participants are eXSLmilled it appears that changes
ocaured throughout the duration of the group. n e scores for ciient 1,4 and 6 are as

follows:

-

Client 1 81,55 aad 57.
Client 4 - 88,53 and 62.
Client 6 - 76,64 and 62.
Client 8 - 93 and 76

As can be seen, the scores for each client changed nom test

1 to test 2. Scores for

client 1 and 4 went up slightiy nom test 2 to test 3, but cm be considered low. The scores

for client 6 show a ciear downward trend for each test. Client 8 shows a considerable
dedine from the first tirne she took the test to the second the. She did mis taking the test
on May 18. Howwer, her scores do show a clear downward trend as weU GeneraUy,
apart fkom a couple of exceptions, scores seemed to decrease over tirne. It appears that

group intervention may contriie to more positive attitudes towards sexuaiity. However,

the scale was @en

only three thes, restricting the range of data. Perhaps a clearer

downward trend could be traced for clients 1 and 4 if the scales were &en more often. It

could also demonstrate if client 6 and 8 contiaued to maintain low scores if the sale was
given more often.

As discussed eariier, the group evaluation f o m were completed at the end of wery
month. Tables 5 - 15 provide a description of the way participants answered. It appears
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that group mernbers tended to m e r the questions very positively-As can be seen by the
comments, it appears that generally group members were vay satisfied with the group.

Table 8 indicates that one group member was very dissatisfied with my f'acilitatioioe 1am
not sure the reason for this as there were no arplanationsor comments mcluded in the

evaluation form. Howwer, because so many ofthe commaits were positive, there r e y be
a few possi'biiities for this. Group participants were aware that 1was o f f i g this group as
a requirement for my master's degree. Tbey knew that 1would be evaluated on it. Perhaps
participants were wanting to help me by providùg extremeiy pontive feedback. in

addition, they may not have wanted to hurt my feelings by providing

-

5. Group Evduation (Table 5 13

Table 5. Total answers for each evaiuation of participants to question (A) of group

evaluation: How helpfûl did you îïnd this group?
Answer

Apn120

May 25

June 15

Nwiber in brackets (7, 6,8) denotes total number of participants who completed the

evaiuation.
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Table 6. Total amvers for each evaIUafion of participants to question @) of group

evaluation: To whaî extent were you satisfied with the material presented by the
facilitatoi!

. -

Number in brackets (7,6, 8) denotes total number of participants who cornpleted the

evduation.
Table 7. Total answers for each evaluation o f participants to question (C) ofgroup

evaiuation: Was there enough opportunity for participation?
Answer

April20

June 15

May 25

-

-

Number in brackets (7,6, 8) denotes total number of participants who completed the

evaiuation,
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Table 8. Total m e r s for each evaiuation of participants to question (D)ofgtoup

evaluation: How satisfied were you with the fiicilitators?
Answer

Apd 20

May 25

June 15

Number in brackets (7,6,8) denotes total number ofparticipants who completed the
evduation.
Tabk 9. Total answen for each evaluation of participants to question (E) ofgroup

evaluation: Do you feel that group members' rights were respected by the faciiitators?

1.

No, alrnost never respecteci

2. No, sometimes not respected
3. Yes, generaüy respected
4. Yes, alrnost always respected

2 (8)

7 (7)

6 (6)

6 (8)

Number in brackets (7,6,8) denotes total number of participants who completed the
evaluation,
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T i b k 10. Comaems of participants to question F of group evaiuatio~~:
What did you
leam as a result of the group?

1. We ail share the same problems and have mega suppon form one anothet-

2. Otbers have been through the same eXpenences I have.
3. Leaniing things about my M y , h d h g new strength
4. That 1do have more scars to h d .

5. There is hope.
6 . That 1am not the oniy one who has this problem and to trust the group a lot more.

7. AU women are different, this is good.

8. That 1 have a lot d
l inside that needs to corne out.
9.1 am not alone, I'm not craq and there are seps for me on my way to 'recovery'.
10. I learned I cm enjoy sex and Me wïthout allowhg m y past to interfere.

1 1. The group was support through some r d scary emotioaal changes. Thanks!

12. I leafned that no matter what we think of ourselves because of the abuse, it's not valid

here.
13. That 1 am k e others and understand my feelings more. Didn't know 1could feel so

much.
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Table 11. Total mswers for each waluaîion of participantsto quedon (G) of group

evaluation: How would you rate the qualS of the group?

Number in brackets (7, 6,8) denotes total mimber of participants who completed the
evaluation
Table 12. Cominents for question H of group evaiuation: What suggestions do you have

to improve the group sessions?

Comments
1 . More groups!

2. Make it longer.
3. No improvements realiy. Titie might be better as 'Intimacy and Sex'.

TaMe 13. Comments for question 1ofgroup evahmtion: Are there relevant topics that
were not addresseci that you would have found helpful? Ifso, what are they?
Comments
1. Maybe more focus on the activities, somehow not spend aU night on 'time'.
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Table 14. Total anmers for each evahiation of participants to question (J) of group

evaluation: Would you recommend this group to a fiend?

- - -

1. DefiniteIy yes

7 (7)

6 (6)

8 (8)

2. Ithinkso
3 . 1 don't think so
4. Detinitely no

Number in brackets (7,6,8) denotes total number of participants who completed the
evaluation,
Tabk 15. General commeots for group waluation.

1 . Please have this type of group available to other 'nrst timers' because I'm living proof
that you cm still be nonnal but not feel normal until you are part of a group such as tbs.

2. Very informative.
3. Everyone spoke and s h e d .

5. It's iike going to school for being human beings.
6 . Cleared up a lot ofthings for me.
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me with some critical feedback Although participants did not sign th& names to the

forms, a possibility is that group members may have felt that I would be able to idthem and 1would be upset if1 received critical f d a c k Lastly, this waluation form is
not a aandarâized evahation and it has not been tested for reliabüity or validity. However,
I beiieve the questionnaire may have fàce and social validity. Consumer feedback

questionnaires tend to have a positive bias. However, Î t does ask for féedback h m
participants and thdore, the d t s could be accepted on face value aione. The m e r s
to the questions and the comments are examples of their perceptions of the group format,
structure and process. This is important and valuable.
Advantanes and Limitations

Evaluation tools that were used have advantages and hnhtions (Kazdin, 1982 and
Bloorn and Fischer, 1982). There may be problems with interna1 and external validity
which can have an e f f i on the responses that participants made and the resuits. M e r
factors may a f f i the outcorne. Advantages of Ugng these types of evaluation took are:
Scores and means on the d e s dowed me to draw sorne conclusions about the
e f f i e n e s s ofthe group and to determine overaii success of the group.

The tests were easy to administer and score.

They had practical sigmficance ratber tbaa statisticai significance which provided me
with information about this parti&

group. Upon visuai inspection of the data, I was

able to make inferences about trends. Ahhough these judgments are subjective in
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nature and are problematic, the efFkcts of the intemention can be clear (Kazdii3 1982,
p. 239). Statisticai analysis aiiows the therapist or researcher to determine if change is

reliable and consistent. However, rame problems exist mgardiagthe appropriatenessof
using statisticaî d y s k for single-case re!search. F i data fiom singie-case research

"... violates the assumptions on which various Stasistical tests depaids." (Kazdin, 1982,
p. 242). DeveIopments in statisticai anaipis for between-group designs is much more

advanced than that for single-case research- A second problem identifid by b z d b
(1 982) is that statistical a d y s i s detects Y.. subtie and minor cbanges in performance

and to iden*

as signincant the effects of variables diat ordinanly wouid be rejected

through visuai iaspection." (p. 241). Therefore, v i d inspection of the data cm

determine whether change has been dramatic. In addition, statistical anaiysis may not

make it possible to detemine ifother f'actorsare &&g

change (Kazdin, 1982, p.

242). When I visuaiiy inspected the data, 1couid see tbat at times some group members

scored higher than at other times. This dowed m to draw some conclusions about
extraneous factors that may have afkcted scores. Therefore, the use ofstatistical

analysis to determine signifiaincemay not apply to this partiniltir Smiatioa and may not
provide enough Uiforrnationto draw any couclusions about change.
0

The data strongly supported that groups are an excellent fom of intervention for
women who are survivors of childhood saaial abuse because they help break through
isolation,
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Although the iafomation 1recebed gave me an idea about cbanges, I am not able to
detennine whether or not this particular fonn ofiaterventionis a anisalW o r in
b ~ g i n abwt
g
change*Other fictors may contn'buteto change. These other fâctors are

cded thrrats to intenial and extenial vaiidity, making Ï t dülicult to say fiir ariain that
the intervention &ected change- Some acaaiples of threats to imerxtai validky are
(Kazdin, 1982, p. 78):

Eistorg: Some other event may be happening in group manbas' lives that contncbuted
to a change in the scores. For instance, a womaa may leave an abugve

relationship

which may influence how she feels about herseif It did appear upon reviewing the
data that scores on these pattidar d

e s were affeaedby sihiatonal m o r s that mciy

have contributeci to positive or negative change. Because we spent some t h e
discussing individuai problems in the group 1often became aware of the problems. At
times when a group rnember was experiencing a problem, the scores, parbdarly on

the Self-Esteem Index and Generaiïzed Contentment Scaîe, wodd r d e c t tbis. Scores
would change in either direction depending on the situation in which the participant

found herseIf.
Mahirity: 1 have stated earlier that most of the women wcept one had previous

individuai andor group counselling either with me or at d e r ageucy. I believe it is
safe to say that they were higbiy motivateci and had already began the process of

healing. For this reason t is difECUIt to say for certain that the group intemention had
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an eEêct on cbange. Howeva, OVW
it appeared to provide group members with
informationand support that in tuni, assisteci them to maLe cbanges in heu üves.

Tatiag: Participants may bave anmemi the questions to the tests ùi a sociaiiy
desirable way. This may @dly

be tme wÏtû the group evduatioa fonn. The

sales used are higbly reaaive inthat the very process ofanswerhg questions to the
tests can brhg about change. In addition the participants could l e m how to m e r

the questions in a positive way. This is partidariy tme for the Index of Self-Esteem
and the Generalized Conteatmeut Scale because they were cornpieteci e ~ i weeky

According to Kazdin (1982), intemal vaüdity is ofgreater importance than externat
vaiidity because a therapisî may wmt to know whether or not the interveution is a
causative factor in b ~ g i n about
g
change. Howewr, in clinid settings, extemal vahdity is

important in order to make g e u ~ o n about
s changes outside the chical d

g (p.

85). Hopefully, participants were able to conthe feeling better about themselves outside

the group Setting- However, factors may have been present that would &kct the outcome.

Some threats to e x t e r d validity are (Kazdib, 1982, p. 82):
Geneirlity across subjccb:

The resdts may not extend to others who may be

Merent from these particular group participants. 1 can not draw any conclusions
about how other women wouid react to tbis group.

Genedity across settiags:

The resuits may not be generalized to other situations

outside the group setting. For instance, a group m e m k may wt stpenence high selfesteern outside the group setting.
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Generiü(J acmss tiws: It cm not be knowa for sure that group mmbers were able

to use some of what they may have iearned in the group, beyonci the time that the
group was held.
Gcnenlity i c m s behavioor chrage agents: It may be that the changes were only
present wbai participants were part ofthis partiCU18f group. In addition, change may
be dependent on the person delivering the service and wouid not be seen ifsomeone

else began hcilitating the group.

Rtactive crpcrimentd arrangements: Participants were aware of the purpose ofthe
group and may have been iafluenced by this knowiedge.

Remthe usessrnenk Group members were aware tbat 1was keeping track of their
scores and assessing them. They may have been reacting to this and responding
dïflierently than if these conditions were aot present.

The results of the intemention can not be generaiîzed to other women or settings.
Other factors and situations may have a

ithe way in which participants responded to

the questionnaires. Although 1 will o f f i a group of this nature to other Survivors in the
hture based on the feedback gathered fiom the group evaiuations, every group is Werent

and therefore, 1 can not predict how 0th- women wili respond.

Some additional problems with staudardized tests that Bloom and Fischer (1982)

discuss are that instruments sich as these may not be as reliabk or valid as one may th&.
U d y large groups are used to conduct the research to detemine reliability and vaüdity-
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When using the tests with iudMduals and in dth-

groups the data collecteci h m

large groups does not necessarily appiy. There may be c u h d , age, gender and ciass
ciifkences, which are not taken bto consideration ui addition, the pason takü~gthe test

or the oae administering it codd be @encing

an off day and therefore, the resuits will

not r d y be a me measure. As weii the test may not encompass a partidar problem It is

important not to accept any resub as ifit is written in stone because of these variations.
As a fàcilitator in the group, I was responsible for giving the scales to the group

members, scoring them and recording the scores. This threat to e x t d validity is refemed
to as reactive assessment. 1b d access to the data and to the names of the participants
who wrote the tests. They hiew I had thk access and as a r d t , they may have felt

preswed to do weil on the questionnairrs. They may have wanted to prove to me that
they were doing weU a
d that the group was helping them. Pahaps a better way to handle
the data would have beea to give the completed tests to my supervisor to mark and

distribute. This may have provideci me with a different set of data.
Another problem with the tests is that it may not dkectly m m e the range of

problems that a person is experienchg on any given day and therefore, it may not detect
any change in the individual. For example, an individual may be cbanging some behaviours

but their attitudes are still the sarne. As weU, some women frorn time to time were tùed of
taking the tests and wouid not complete the scales or fonns.
It seems that upoa reviewing each session, certain themes emerged that are supporteci

by the literature. As mentioned previousiy, féar of losing contrd was a major concern for
group participants. This affected th& abiity to be spontaneous in their relationships and
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to enjoy ssc with a partnec Tnisting othem and themseives was identifid as a problem

This had an impact on th& reiationship with others. Related to tbis was a sease of shame

regarding the body and sexuai responses they may have had thet were pleasurable. It lead
to self-condemnation and seKblamelame
Coafiision over relationships aud genâer id*

was

also described as a conceni. Although the M e r Sociai latimaçy Scale, which meesured
the level of intimacy towards othas, may bave sbown that generaUy, some women did not

have problems in their intimate relationships, the hdings did contradict some of the issues
women reporteci they had regardhg iatirnacy, relationships and sex. It may be possible that
the Miller Social Intimacy Scale had problems with validity. Perhaps the scons indicate
that they are reaüy no différent than otbas cünidy tested, or perhaps the seEreports
during the sessions are a tmer indicator of their feelings, beliefs and attitudes.
Conclusion

Women who have experienced chiidhood sexual abuse rnay also be strugghg with
their own se>aiality. Because the research in this area is Limited, 1was unable to find any

standardized tests that wodd be able to adequately measure the attmides and beliefk that

women who are &ors

have about th& sexuality- It was diflicuit finding an appropriate

scale that would specificaly measure Uitimacy. Corcoran and Fischer (1987) provide a

number of evaluation tools to chose. Questionnaites measuring d e t y in social s d g s ,

fear of negative evaluation, and ionelines may be more appropriate. In addition, the Index
of Peer Relations d e s c r i i in Bloom and Fischer (1982) measures the way a person feels
about their peer group. This particular sale might be a better scale to use in the ftture.

However, it is difficult to h o w whether or not these questionnaires would provide any
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Uitonnetion that wodd be appropriate. Perhaps s$f-ratiag scales would be the best
measure, wbereby participants are asked to devise a d e that d e s c f l i their feelings of

intimacy on a daiiy or weekty basis.
Qualitative research methods could be an SlternstiVe used m this research, As a

femiaist 1 believe that qualitative research is imporiaat and provides us wdh information
that is useful and relevant. In depth inte~ews
muid be utilized. For example, Westerlund
(1992) interviewedwomen and used quaütative and phmomeno10gical methodologies in

her research on the &kts d abuse has on a womaa's perception of her q .
She
states, "Qualitative research is concerneci with understanding a @en phenornenon fiom
the subject's own perspectives. The main focus of the phenomenotogical approach is the

individual's subjective reality- Qualitative research m d o d s enable us to enter and explore

the inner world of the individual, and d o w us to descn'be ind~dualexpience in depth"
(p. 18 1). Themes and pattemu emerge nom data collectecl tbat provide us with a better

understanding of the complexity ofthe issue. Variatioas between participants can also
provide information regarâing Herences in believes and attitudes.

Uttimately women are the onfy oues who can describe th&

experiences. We, as

therapists and counseliors, have to foiîow the womea's lead. They are our guides. They

are the ones wbo know what they need; who have the answers and who can tell us
whether or not we are on the right track in the work we do. In the final analysis these
brave women are the heroines. It is up to us to listen and hear what they are saying.
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Couciusion

This chapter summarkes the group m e n c e and tny findiiigs. 1wiN explore sow of

the things tbat 1 leamed about the issues group menhem identified. 1will try md ide*
what worked and what didn't, and the areas that I beîieve require fiirther exploration. 1

would also üke to summarlle the special challenges that tace social workers and other
hwnan s e ~ c workers
e
who h e and work ia smaii cornmunities. 1will aiso comment

about my style and learnhg goals. Although these hdings are unique to this particular
group, 1h o p that the generai themes that group participants identified caa be traasfmed

into d i n i t settings.
The group came about as a result ofthe work 1am involved in with fémak aduit
survivors of childhood s

d abuse. Women who scperienced semal abuse as children are

deeply affècted by the abuse. The very core of th& being has been hurt. Dsmage has been
doue to th& ssaialiw,the way in which they Mew themsehres as women, how they
experience the world and the way in which they believe others view them as women and as
semai beigs. I decided tha a group tbat specificaily focused on sexuality seerned to be an
appropriate format to work through some ofthe issues that women have identified.

This section will swnmarize the hdings fiom the questionmires that 1used and fiom
the sessions. I also wiii sumwize the screening process. As prewiowly mentioned 1 wili
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explore the issues tbat were i d d e d and the challenges tbaî are preseat in s u d

1 used four questionnaires to measure the effectiveness ofthe group intefvdon. The
questionnaires used were; The Index of Self-Esteem, The ûenedked Contemnent Scale,

The Miller Social Intimacy Scale and Ncgetive -des

Towards Masturbation- It

appears from the results that group members did show improved seif-esteem, and

decreased levels of depression It would seem that because group members had permission
to discuss issues related to sex, intimacy and relatiomhips th& isolation and sense of

shame was aileviated, thereby improwig the ways in which participmts fek about

themselves and tbeir lives. It is ciBicuit to discuss these kinds of issues with fiiends or
family and is evm &der when s e x d abuse is involved. It is a secret ihat some women do
not wish to share. Because sexual abuse causes a wornan to perceive herseifnegatîvely,

she may fear behg viewed as c'abnonnal'' and may aot want to discuss her feelings about

sa,
Uitimacy and relaîionships with others. She may fear being judged. In the group,
participants couid talk fieely about the &kct srnual abuse has had on them. They leamed

that others had similar fkelings and thoughts, thereby "normalipag"th& arperiences.
Women c m then beglli to view thernseb differently and place the experience of abuse

outside th-lves.

Thdore, it wodd appear that the group, at Ieast in the area of self-

esteem and depression, seemed to have promoted change.
The scores on Miller Social uitimaçy Scale are not so clear. As 1mentioued in the

previous chapter, participants meamrd intimacy against a pason they knew. This person
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couid be a spouse or fiiend. Women tended to score hkiy tiigh, with the exception of two.

There can be Vanous rrasoas for these hcüngs. It is possible t h tbis scale does not
measure intimacy accufately. The scde that we useclwas a the point sale- The original
sale was a ten point scale. There were no cut off scores o8t5red nor were there any
indications of what a low or high score would be. The only guide-line was that the higher
the score, the bigher the lewl of ùitimacy the pason Scpenenced. It seems tben that 1am
makuig some judgments about what a high score is and is not. Perhaps other scales that

measure intimacy in a general way couid be used. Another option woukl be to do the same
tests with 0th-

and compare the results. But perbaps iatimscy is somahing thaî develops

over time as we get to h o w someone. It is not a given and therefore, the sale may be

appropriate in that the person who was chosen is someone to whom the participaat had
deveioped intimacy over a p e n d ofthne. It rnakes sense, that as we corne to know
someone, we leam whether we wi trust them or not and whether or not we can
expenence intimacy.

Based on this, it seems that the group intervention did not affect the lwe1s ofimùnacy

that participants experienced with others. It may be that contrary to their beliefs, and their
statements about th& experience ofintimacy, wornen who experienced childhood semai
abuse were capable of experiencing intimacy with others (Iwill explore this fiirther when I

discuss the sessions). In addition, 1M e d to instruct group members to use the same
person throughout each test. Although 1discovered that only one patticipant cbanged the

person she used in the scale, it is possible that others may have changed the individuai they

used to measure intimacy. In spite of this, the scores did not seem to dernonstrate eny
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trends across phases and thedore, acmrding to the scores, the grwp did not bave an
impact on levds of intimacy.

The scaie m
group did have an &ect

negatke attitudes towards masturbation seems to show thaî the
on their attitudes. The premise b e h d the d e is that if

participants' scores show they have a negative attitude towards masturbation, it is an

indication of their lack of knowledge about th&

smmüty. The higher the scons the more

negative the attitudes and the less knowledge about seraiality-

Because the scores indicate change, it couid be that the women's experiences were
normalized throughout the group process Once again, group participants were aven

permission to disaiss sex, orgasms and th& bodies. This might be too embaCt8SSiLIg and
shamefid to discuss opeaiy with others outside a group. It may be even more ernbatrassiag
with a partner. Given that participants reporteci difficulties saying no and asserting their

needs, it makes sense that they wouid experience diflidties cfixussing ssr with a parmer.
It would seem that group intemention is an effective format in helping participants

overcome neetive attitudes about their sexuality.

The hdings above an based on scores to tests. Aithough they can be helptiil in
determinhg if an intemention is he1pfÙ.l or not, they oAen do not provide us with die total
picîure. In the next section, I would idce to smmarize the screening process and group

sessions and some of the cornmon themes that seemed to emerge.

Recruitment, meening and seledon were discussed in detail in Chapter Three- I
recruited women who were knom to me tbrough individuai and group therapy as weli as
women who were on a wait List and fiom the eonrrrmnty- SM ofthe eight women who

participated were clients who had pamcipated in previous groups that 1had fkcüitated
d o r were menring individuai couosdlirgwith me. Because 1knew the wo-

1did

not foiiow the regufar screeningprocedures that 1wouid with sommne who was not
known to me. Mead, 1wouid say that I had ban hvolved in a more on-going inteasive
screening process with them over the months that 1had knom them 1had known some

of the women for about two years. Thenfore, 1lmew th& stork, who th& supports
were, how they interacted with others, and how they reacted to crises in their hes.As 1

mentioned in Cbapter Three, my decisiom then were baseci on prior knowledge. 1fe1t
confident in their ability to participate in this group.
A challenge facmg workers and participants is related to h

g and working in a srnaii

communityunity
Aithough this issue is outside the scope of my work in the group, 1felt that it
shodd be mentioned because of the impact s

d communities can have on a worker and

on clients. Workers see and get to know participants as both s cornmUnay member and a

client, just as clients get to h o w workers as a community member and a worker. in

addition, a worker may Wear many hats and be involved in many Werent aspects of
savice deiivery. Therefore, the worker offers not ody indMduai couaselling but may be

involved in faciltahg gmups. As a d
t
,
a worker is privy to information about an
individual in many different settings, as is the client ofthe worker. As a result, screening

may not be a one thne meeting between a potentiel group mernber and fhcihtor. A

relationship may be developed between the worker and participant or the two may know
of each other in a M é r e n t wntext. These issws taise challenges regardin8 coddentialiry

and boundarie~.
Confidentdity is a wncem for potential grwp members md can have an affect on

r d t m e n t and participation Women may not respond to an advertisement or a referral
to a group because ofthe fear ofk i n g seen by someone that is known to th-

The

chances of this occurring are greater in dcommunities thaa in luger des. People
know one anothcx and often women in the group wiii recognize someone known to her. In
addition, the numbers that a worker may be accustomed to in a city gmup are not always
avaiiable in smaU towns. Thmefore, a worker may be workïng with a maximum of 4 - 6
group members at a the.

There are 0 t h issues diat are present in d e r communîties that make it challenging
for women to attend a group and for workers to encourage women to attend. Ifa woman
iives out of town, travel can be a problem, especiaily in the winter when bazardous road

conditions are common. She wodd have to lave eariier in order to make it on time which
can cause her a great deal of stress. She may also have financial ~ d t i e making
s
it hard
to aEord the cost of travel into town or she may not be able to f

i r d a car or to fix it, ifit

breaks dom. In addition, bus services may not be available. Dawson Creek is an
exception, there are two buses thaî nm every haô hour but ody untii 6:00 PM.They also

do not run on Smdays or hoiidays. This c m make it ciifficuit for wornem to attend a group
in the wening. Availabdity of childcare is another common problem fàciiig women in smail
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communities. A women may not have fàmily that she aui rely on and may not want to

impose on nlends. in addiion, the buildmgwbere an agmcy is housed may be highly

visible in the community. Clients may not want to be seen entering the building for f w
others wiN h o w they are reeeMag coUIISelli]tlg A buildingmay not be accessl'bleto

physically disabled women, aithough most agencies malce an atternpt to find appropriate
settings that are accessible. A social worker neech to be conscious ofthe environment in

which groups are being o f f d Peibaps this may mean e~cplorkgother poteirtial meeting
places such as a churcb M y , workers working with women sometimes have to deal
with negative attitudes or behefs about the work they do. Feminism is ofken considered a

"dirty word" in smaii communities, partly due to a lack ofunderstanding about what

feminism is. The agency may have a reputation in the community o f king a Teminist"
agency. Women seekùig counsehg senices aiay be féarful that worlrers are "men hatas"

and want to break up the f d y . This may hterfere in recniiting members into a group.
1believe social workers must be aware of the many issues that wiil affect the delivery

of service. She must be aware of her roles and the way she will work and live in the
comunity. The unique nature of smaii c o d e s prescrits social workeis with many
challenges. However, it is this very nature that d e s t possible for workers to ewtend
their skills and to use their creativity.
c. gr ou^ Sessions

Group sessious foIiowed a parti&

format. However, participants decided how the

group time would be used. Therefore, ddependuig on the needs ofthe group manbers, we

did not always stick to the partidar topic tbat was planneci. It seemed that the issues
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were appropriate and dated well to the purpose of the group. For

instance, uisteadofdiscussing anatomy and physioiogy, the group discussed issues
regarding fimi&of origïn and their mothers.
Common themes appeared to emerge as we woiked through each session. The abuse
distorted the way in wbich the participants viewed themseIves and their reiationships. A
negative seose of selfhad developed and a lack oftrust in self and 0th-

was common.

Fear ofioosing control was i d d e d as a problea This affkted their semal and non-

sexual relationships. They had difficuity responding saaially ifthey feiî that they were not
initiatïng sexuai contact or if the control was taken h m them. They feared non-sexuai

relationshipswith men and women because they did aot know how to imeract in a non-

sexuai way. Iney expected others to be sexuaî with them because of th& experience of

sexual abuse. This contributed to a gnat d d ofconfùsion regarding reiationships.
ûther themes which were common were: body sharne, gender identity confusion, and

fear of intirnacy- AU the women stated that they perceiveci thernsehes as "damaged" as a

result of k i n g sexually abused as chiidren. They felt disco~ectedfiom their bodies and
had trouble identifjing how they felt. Puberty was a difficuit time for some women
because it meant that they could no longer deay their 'Yemaleness''. As children they
reasoned that ifthey were more boy-üke, they could prevent the abuse f?om ocauring.
Fear of intimacy was a common theme thet was identified by group members. This
affkcts relationships with 0th-

Graip members f a e d intimcscy because they did not

wmt to be h m . It was mch harder when they became close to somwne than ifthey kept
others at an arms length. Part of the explanation for this is that they were hurt by someme
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If

this could occur in these reiationsbips, t&y may reasonthat aiiy one they becorne close to
will hurt them. Another e x p l d o n is related to féar ofloshg contrai. Participants f
d

more in control with the "known" rather then the "unknownn. This d

d lead thern to

seek out or stay in relationships that they feit were not healthy for them. However, they

know what to expect and could rernain in control. They did not bave to félir being hurt .
Participants discussed their fean ofcloseness and the confiison they experience about
intimacy, love and sex However,theV scores on the d e seerned to paint a ciiffipictwe- 1 have identitisd some of the problems that may be present regardiag the

p d d a r sale that was used. Perhaps the way in which participants perceive themselves

and their a

d experience with intimacy are very diffèrent. Perhaps they are able to

experience a degree of htimlicy with someone whom they corne to trtxst and care about. I

would aiso add that perhaps intimacy and Sexuality may not be perceid in very Merent
ways. Group members coafuseâ sex and intimacy because of their experiences. Perhaps

the need for closeness to others is more a human need than an issue that is relateci to
sexuaiity.

Although 1have oEered some explanations for the diifferences between the scores and
the women's expsience of intimacy, 1did w t provide an oppommiry to discuss the scores

more M y . In the fimite I wodd explore group members' perceptions and thoughts about
the scaie itseifand the ciiffiences between th& scores and th& eXpenence of intimacy.
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This next section WUsummarhe my observaîions about my leamhg goais. My goals

included being clearer about my style offkibation and how 1work with clients in a
group. 1 fiel that 1 haw learned a great ded âom the group merubers wbo participateci in

this group. 1betieve that this relates to the way in which 1work 1do not want to take
ownership of groups. Therefore, I tend to be less structureci and "go with the flow".
Power is an issue that I find to be a constant challenge. Perhaps I am too flexiile because I

fear taking power away tiom others. At the same time 1want to provide group members
with an experience tbat wiU be useftl to them and that wïil d o w hem to i d e n e their
strengths and discover theu own inner power. This is an on-going issue as 1

to provide

structure and flexibüity.

It is M c u l t working alone. Often, upon reviewing the tapes, 1would notice that I

had rnissed some cue or important informatioa. At tirnes 1needed to s e p back and review
the tapes in order to idente issues that were not clear for me durhg the session. 1found it

very helpfid to video-tape. It assisteci me to discover how I was respondhg to group

members, what I mi&

and what I neeàed to address. 1 also failed at times to negotiate

with group members particularly about a speçific topic that we were unable to work on or
to complete. It is important to remember to negotiate with group members about offéring

a topic at a later session. I also noticed that 1am a tem'bIe t h e keeper and technician. 1
feel that 1 need to keep M e r track oftirne and to remember to ask group members for
their help with tirne.
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1 have discovnd that 1would like to fhther explore and lesm more about body
work through art and movement. These are aiternatnre appmaches to thaapy which may

be helpfbi in bringing together the mindbady s p k Hutchinson (1985) descrih a series of

visualllatioas and exercises tbat can assist womea Ui learuing to love th& bodies. Kbalighi
(1989) uses movement and art to heal the body, mind and spirit. Her work is based on

Gestalt Therapy-She ut&es what she calls the "Creative Expression Processn ..-"in
identifying lifé themes and ine x p l o ~ g
these themes through the expressive arts"
(Khalighï, 1989, p. 27). Although 1do use art in the fonn of drawings or collages, 1feel
that 1 require M e r eainllig to be able to use these forms of therapy in an effective and

mindful way.
The group was a positive experience and something 1would offer in the ftture, with
of course, changes. I enjoy working with a CO-fàcilitator.Aithough this is diitidt to

organize at times, it does make the facilitation much more effective. Two people can share
the work load and complement each other. One fàcilitator cm present a topic or issue and

the other cm watch reactions and respoIlSeS ofgroup members. However, 1beiieve the
group was a worthwhile project and iftwo fiditaton are not avaiiable 1would

recornmend tbat a facilitator try it on her own In the next section 1will disaiss some
recommendations 1would make for fùture groups.
Recommendations

Throughout this report I attempted to point out changes 1wouid make and
recommended atteniatives, In this section 1will summarize these recommendations,
painting out what I wouid keep and what 1wodd do diflkentiy.
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1.1 suggest that more -ch

and discussion be done regarding group work in smali

communities. Issues tbet S'ect reauiûne screeuing and seiection, as well as attendance
require Mer discussion I discussed these issues nom my own a<Penence. Ahhough this

has value, knowing whether others in s

d c o m r n d e s face similm chaüenges would be

validating.
2. in retrospect 1would recommend that a pre-group be onered to focus on house-

keeping issues such as topics, goals, and cornmitments. 1would aiso negotiate with group

members in order to inaease the number of d o a s if necessary or ifgroup members
wished to meet for more than twelve sessions. In the h u e 1wodd perhaps dart with
projecting founeen to sixteen sessions ratber than twelve. A pre-group also serves a
screening purpose. Women can decide wh&er or not they wish to participate based on

their goals and that of other group members and fkihtors. A wornan can also decide if
she will participate if sorneone known ?O her is attending. This does not solve the problem

because two people may be lost as a result. 1 would then recommend that ifthere was a
conflict such as this, the hcilitator(s) try to negotiate aad discuss these issues with

potential group members.

-

3 . 1 recommend that 14 16 or more sessions be offered in order to adequately

address the issues that have been idemineci eariier in this RpoR.
4. I suggest that if possible, two people work t o g e as CO-facilitators.
Two people

provide support to one another and can aîtend more &isively to the respoases and
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reactions ofgroup members. However, this may not be a possibiiity, espi@

in d e r

communities, i therefore, wouid recommend thet a counseiior try to fàcihte on her o w a
5 . 1 suggest that other toois be used to masure semahy. Fhding tools tbst wodd
"get" to some of the issues relateci to intimacy, trust and relationships wouid provide a

Mer picture of the effktivenessof group interventions. Perhaps qualitaàve research

methods wouid be more appropriate for this parti&

group.

IL Content and Process: Recommadationg
Following are recommendations I wouid make regardhg the actual group c o n t a aud
process. 1wili discuss the topics 1wouid keep or expand upon, keepiog in mind that each

group can be v e y different and group members can have very digerent needs.
1. I would explore diniculties group members had with any of the tools that were

used in a more structureci manner. in this particular group, members shared that they had
difficdty completiag Negative Attitudes Toward Masturbation. 1wodd discuss theu

difficuities and what it was about that psirticular scale that they found difticult. I would
also explore whether or not they were triggered and what it was that triggered them.
2. ifa paRicuiar topic was uot compieted, or because ofcircumstances we did not

address a certain topic, 1would negotiate with group members about whether or not they

wished to complete this topic at a later session.
3 . 1 would suggea expanding upon famüy oforigin issues. Questions on M

y of

ongin would need to be reduced and be more inclusive in order to take into accoum

difrent cultural backgrounds and women's dïîFerent expriemes of fivniles.
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4. The body drawings sessions were positive- 1 wodd suggest expmding upon this

and inciude mon int0miation on the bodyfmllrd split and idemï@bgfeeiings.
5.

Ifcontradictions emerged between scores and mailbers' statements about th&

experiences about intimacy, 1recommend that it be discussed in the group. It wouid be
important to explore &&er

the meaaiiig this bas for women in the group.

6.It would be important to expand upon issues related to semai orientation and

fantasies. 1 suggest offiring one or two sessions on these topics, including differerices
between sexuai orientation and f'antasies. 1wodd ai- provide more oppomuiay to

discuss tiggers and automatic reactions to sexual partuers. Again, it would mean that a

greater number of sessions would be required in order to address these issues in greater
depth.
Conclusion

The group from begimuig to end was cbaüenghg, educational, paintirl and fun. 1
admired the courage of the women who so gtaciousty participateci and gave of themselves.
Each had their own story but never did they nnaimiZe other's experiences. They listeneci to

one another, s h e d thei. pain and joy and offered suggestions,if2 was wanted. Although
differences existeci between group members, bey were able to respect these ditterences

and be ho-

about theu beliefk and feelings. The experience was positive for me. 1

leamed what needs to be addressed fbther, what to delete and what to add. 1also found
the issues women addressed in the group, regard'ig control, intimacy, trust, sex and

relationshipswere supportai in the literature. 1hope that more information wiU be made

available so that we can work more effectiveiy on nese issues. The recomendations that
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1 made are a r&

of my experience in the group and the feedback h m women who

participateci. 1cm wt be sure that in the fbtuw, these reconmendations wodd bc usefui
or appropriate. Ewry gmup is different and group membas =y respond différentlyto
certain topics In my scpaience, each group 1offa is unique- Thedore, anything that 1
suggest is oniy a suggestion and 1can not assume it would work in the

In addition,

as 1 mentioned earlier in the introduction, 1would not assume for a moment that any

group is going to resdve the range ofchallenges and problems diat wornen who are

arrvivors ofc h i i d h d s e d abuse face in theu lives. 1only hope that they can alleviate
their isolation and nonnalue their experiences so that they reaike they are not aloae. They
are strong women who have ayvived a great deai of trauma They are mothers, lovers,

&ends, and partners. They h o w what thqr need in order to heal. The group process is
one step in theirjourney b o n d survival.
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Dear

Hi! 1 would like to Umoduce myse& to those of you who do not know me, and to explain
the purpose of the group. My name is Linda Hayes and most of you lmow me as the
Women's Counselior at South Peace Community Resources Society. 1am dso a -dent
at the University of Maaitoba located in Whpeg, Manitoba and am workiog towards my
Masters Degree in Social W o k A reqfbrthe completion of my Masters Degree
is that 1be involveci in a practicum- 1have decided t o offa a group on saaiality for
airvivon of sexuai abuse. 1based my decision to do this on discussions with women, such
as yourselt and concerns that they rrllsed regarâiug the & k t sexwi abuse has on
sexuaiity. As a result 1am p l d to be @en the oppomuiity to work on this project and
most impondy to brhg women togaher to share their stories and their healing.
This group wüi be o f f d once a week for 12 weeks. We wdi be disaissïng some of the
effects semai abuse bas on a women's sexdity and hopbegin to beal our saniai
selves. We wdi meet once a week, every Thursday evening beginnïng at 7:O PM and
endhg at 9:30-10:OO PM. It will start on March 30, 1995, and ninuntil Juae 15. 1995.
I am offering this group for my practicum auci will be video-taping eadi session. This is
mostly for supenisory purposes. My supervisor is Michael Anthony, MSW,who is an
instructor at Northem Lights CoUege. He teaches Social Work and Psychology. Michael
wiU view the video-tapes and thai review them with me. We are both bound by a code of
confidentiaiity and under no circumstances can we discuss any participant with any one
unies I am given Wntten permission by the participant Michae1 wiii not be participating in
the group nor w i l he be present duriag the video-taping. As 1mentioned d e r 7the
purpose of video-taping is to provide me with s u p e ~ s i o n1
. wiii be giwn feed-back about
facilitation skills and suggestions on ways to Unprove them. We cm also view the tapes
together as a group and review the previous week's discussion The video-tapes will be
kept and then erased after ï have completed my practicum, They WUbe kept in a locked
file cabinet.
Once I have completed the group 1will then be writing a nnal report for the University
and wiU be required to present my report to my Masters Committee. 1d keep any work,
nich as group evaluations, questioanaU.eS, etc-in separate locked 61es and wiîi destroy
such upon completion, d e s s otherwise requested. Ifthere is mything that you do, such
as poerns, drawings, etc., that I would Wre to inchde, 1wouid ask for your permission and
upon receiving this, I would erase eny ideatifjring infiormationa.
1wiii not use your name
and 1wouid arrange to retum the work to you d e s s otheLWiSe amnged with you.
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1 want to thank you for participgting in this group. 1appreciate your help in makmg this
possible. 1am more than willuig to m e r any questions or disaiss any coacems you may
have at any tirne-1 am looking forward to working with you Again, thdc-you.

Linda Hayes
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Appendu B

Contrrct for Service rad Andio/Viud Authoe;zltioa
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Contmct for Strvice and AudiolViuai Authorizrtioa

,agne to pamcipate in a 12 week sexuaky group

1,

fiom

to

,and give permission to Liuda Hayes to

record the group sessions on audio/visuai tape. 1understand that the audio/visuai

recordiags are for supervisory purposes ody and will be erased upon completion ofthe
group. Linda Hayes expiaineci the purpose ofthe group and informeci me that sbe is a
student in the MSW program at the University ofManitoba I am aware that LWia Hayes
wiU be submitting a written report to the University and present an oral report to the

Masters Cornmittee upon completion of her practicum.

Dated in Dawson Creek, BC,this

Day of

,in the year,

S
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GROUP AGREEMENTS

I agree not to meal p e ~ n ai la f o d o n about any group member to anyone outside
the group in such a way that the member's identity might possiily be wealed.

K I am sonaliPng with a group wmber and 1 mtroduce her to someone else outside
the group, 1agree to not i d e her as a group member.
This grwp is for YOU.The focus neecb to be on Yow thoughtq f2eihgs and d o n s
and what You can do. T h d o r e 1agree not to brhg up another group member's
issues to her outside the grwp sessions,even ifmy intentions are to help, as this couid
bring up strange feelings t h she may not waut to deal with
If1 am upset about somdhmg the group kilhtors or anyone eise has said or done in
the group 1agree to discuss this either duectiy to the person involveci or in the gmup,
rather than go to someone e k
NOTE: Facilitators respect confidentiaiity. However, there are exceptions.
These exceptions are:
Ifany person has re850nabIe grounds to beiieve a chiid mny be m need of
protection or if a child is king or has been ab& the F a d y anci Chiid Services
Act States clearty that a report must be d e to the Mimstry of Social Services.
Aithough we will not be keepiag files ou any individual, a fàciiitator andor any
records c a .be subpoenaed by the courts ïfa court heariag is or will be occuning..

ifanyone indicates that she is in danger to herseif or others, the fkiîïtaton are
under an obligation to inform the appropriate authorities (fimily doctor, police,
family member, etc.).
NOTE: Ifwnfidentiaiity is broken a memba could be asked to lave the group.
1 am committed to attending al1 of the sessions for as long as 1am a member of the
&'OUP.

1 agree to be on t h e and to begin and end with the g m p as much as is possible.
1agree to let the designatexi facilitatm h o w as much in advance as is possible, if1 am
going to be iate, if1 have to leave early, or if1 am unable to make it for reamns
of sickness or and emergency.

During group sessions we will break at an q e e d upon t h e for coffee, a cigarette,
or to make cails.
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3. Iatoxicmt!B

I agree not to wnsume aicohol or any 0th- mood altering dnig for at least the day of
the group and prâaabe 24 hours prior to the group.
1 agree not to come to the group "buzzed out" or bung over.
4. sofi.liziag

Ahhough fiiendships may o c w , 1agree not to impose on any group memkr or to
fom an intimate relationship with her wbüe Uithe group. The focus needs to be on
your owa heaüng and while it is important to respect and a r e for group members
we need to becorne aware of our own and other's boundarïes.
5. Mumd Support and Respect

1 agree to adopt an enwureging and non-judgmentai attitude toward others in the
group. AIthough no one d l be forced to share th& thoughts, feelings, or
experiences, we wiU ali encourage each other to try.

I agree to respect ciiffierences in opinions and experiences as we are not here to
judge others.

I agree to listen to what others are s8ying and wait Mtilthey are fbished before
commedng, asking questions, or discussing other issues. Everyone needs equal
time.
1 agree to restrain âom engaghg in any fonn ofseK=mutilation
or nom acting on
suicidai feehgs while I am a member of the group. An attempted or succesdùi
suicide of a member «m have a devastating effect on the whole group. Likewise
witnessing seIf-mutilation of a group mernber can be scary and demoraiizing-If1
should come to f
d suidal or want to seEmutilate, 1agree to contact the group
facilitator to disaiss my feelings with her.
6. Touching

1 agree to ask permission of another group member if1 want to touch or hug ha. I
understand that i f 1 am reftsed it is not persanal but only that some women do not
want to be touched or hugged and may find it dismssuig.
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Are there any other agreements tbat you wodd Iüce to see added? Any that you
would like to see omined?

TEIANK-YOU FOR RESPECTING THESE AGREEMENTS AND MAKtNGTHIS
A SAFE CROUP FOR EVERYBODY

Signed:

Date

S
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CROUP TOPICS
TOPICS

SESSION

Session 1
Session II
Session IIi

Introductions, Guidehes, Goals
What is Sexualîty? Messages £iomwciety
Film: "Stül Kiiling Us Soffly?
What is S d t y II? -Effècts of seraial abuse on
==ah-

Session IV
Session V

Family of ûrigh - What we leam about sexualitygenda, affection, love, O u r bodiesThe Body 1 Anatomy and physiology ofthe
f d e reproductive system
The Body II Feelings, Spiriniaiity

-

Session VLX

The Body Ili - SelScare, Leamhg to Relax

Session VIII

Sex and htimacy -Differences and Effects of

Session VI
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Session IX

Desire and Sexual Arousal - Confùsion and
Shanie-

Session X

Relationsbips Coping with Ehhbacks, Semal
Orientation, Healthy Relationships

Session XI

Healthy sex - Saying No,Self-Care Re-Visited.

Session XII

Close ,Film: The Goddess Remembered
ASmations, Group Evaluatioq Celebratioa

-

-

If you have any ideas or suggestions please write them down for M e r discussion at our
nrst meeting.
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WEEKLY GROUP REPORT
DATE:
NAME OF GROITP:
SESSION:

TOPIC:
GROW FACLLITATORS:
Session Goals

Follow-up required

yes

no

If yes, comment ( reason and action taken )
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Croup Report Continucd

GROW PROCESS: ( wbat happead d u h g the meeting/spcciil faturts )
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Appcndix F

F a m e of Ongin Questions
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i . What was your reiationship with your f à t k üke? Wbat was your relationship with your
mother üke?

2. Who were mom's and daâ's %..ouriten kid? Who were your grandparent's 'Vàvourite".
3. What was your parent's relationship with one another üke?

a How did they treat each other emotionally?
b. How did they fight or have conflict? Who usualiy ''wonn? Was your father violent
toward your mother in any way? Whose "side" were you usually on?

c. Who was the "boss" in the household?
d. How did they genefaliy disnios issues that arme for them and the fàmiiy?
e. How did they express caring and affection for one another?
4. What did your dad do for work and with hu âee the? What did your mom do for work
and with her fke time? Were there problems in these areas (e-g. often changingjobs,
getting fired fiom jobs, not having enough money, working ail the tirne)? Did your f a d y
have f d y outings and vacations? What were they Iike?

5 . How was anger modeled and expressed in your M y ?By d o m ? At what times?
Where? How were conflicts resoived in your fàmüy (between mom and dad, between you
and mom andor dad, between you and your brothers and siste@? How were other
emotions modeleci and expressed in your fêroiS (&es,
hurt, disappointment, love, joy,
etc.)? Were some emotions "OK"and other emotions 'hot OK"? How was & d o n
expressed and what messages were you @en?

6. What are some of the phrases andor mottws that you remember hearing your parents
say quite often (e.g. "buck up", "you shouldn't f d tbat way", "tomorrow is another
day")?

7. What were your famiiy's vatues (things important ta your parents that they w d to
teach you to tive in your Me),both those tbat were talked about and those that were t . y
"lived"by your parents (e.g. work hard, malre a lot of money, be religious, get a g d
education)? Were their verbal messages different nom their noa-verbal messages about
these values?
8. What were your fiimily "niles"(both acplicit and impliat); e.g. "don't show khgs7',
"kids shouldn't 'tak baclf' their elders"?

9. What were and are your M y "secrrts" (things that you W o r 0 t h family members
impiicitly or acpiicitly keep bidden fkom the "outside world")?
10. What major losses (e.g divorce), illness (e-g. cancer, hear -a
long and IiiigerÎng
siclmess), operations, andlor deaths did your M y experience? How did you and the test
of the f&milyreact to these?

11. What kinds of emotional problems (e-g chemicaI abustddependeacy, d e p d o n ) did
you or other fimi@member acperierm wtde you were growiag up? How did you and

other f'amiiy membas handle these expecieaces (for yowselfmdlor for othas)?
12. What sorts ofbehaviour problems (e.g. NmMg away7trurtrrcy.. trouble with the law)
did you or your bothers and sistas have mUmgy a n chiidbood? How were they handled
by you and the rest of your family? Was eitha ofyour parents m trouble with the law as

you were growing up?
13. How were you and your brothers and sisters disciplined when you did something
'kong"? What was considered %ad" behaviour in your household?

a Was physical punishment used? How often, what kind, and for what
"misbehaviour"?
b. What other kinds of discipline w a e W8d3 How was it decided to use them mstead
of p h y s i d punishment? Who did these?

Were boys and girls discipiined âiEmntly? Were there standards used?
d. How were you treated emotiondy by your parents (e.g. givai affection andor
praise, cailed names, put dom)?
e. What messages did you receive fiom your parents about wtio you were as a person
(both verbal and non-verbal)? What were you told you were good at as a child?
f How did you respond to anger, discipline, and the messages you received fkom
c.

your parents?
g. What was the difkrence between disçipbe and abuse to you then? Now? Are your
conceptions ofwhat you experienced in the past different now?
14. Among your brothers and sisters, whom were you close to and whom were you distant
nom? Whom did you wmpete with?What roles did you and your brothers and &ers take
in the family? Did anyone take on parts of m m ' s or dad's role in the t&mily? In the
present, whom are you close to and whom are you distant from?

15. When and how did you and your brothers and sistas leave the f d y to move out on

your own? How was this decision made? Was (were) the leaving(s) srnooth or traumatic?
16.Did you have faany pets? How were they treated?Who played with them? How and
when did they die and how were their deaths deah with in the h d y ?
17. What was it like being around the house on a typicel day? What was the ccatmosphere''
of your W y home üke?
18. What would your famüy look N e ifthey were made înto a d p t u r e (how and where
would people be stauding/sitting/llying in relation to one another, how wodd th& fàces
look, etc.)? Thiok about this both in the past and in the present.

19. How were boys and giris treated in your f h @ ? How was affèction expressid, love,

intimacy, etc.?
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20. H o w are you sjmilrv to the khd ofperson your fMer is (was)? How are you similar to
the kind ofperson your motha is (was)?

2 1. How is the parentiug and discipiine you do with your children smàlar to the parentùig
and d i s c i p h thst was doae with you as you were growing up?

and your childhood, ifyou wdd?
23. How cm you date differently to your parents and siblings now than you have felt you
have had to relate to them in the past? Are you wdhg to take the risks necessary to relate
to them differently?
24- How does your fémüy7your childhood and your past affect your present behaviow?
Wbat thoughts (~eff-tak)~
feelings and behaviours Stin carry over to today? How do you
22. What wouid you change about your -y

express emotiom, affectioo, etc. today.

Quesiions taken fiom the Domestic Abuse Roject group material for women in abusive
relationships.
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Date:
Name:

This questionnaire is designecl to measure how you see yod
It is wt a te* so there
are no right or wrong answets. Please answer each item as cadÙ.lly and accurateb as you
can by plachg a number by each one as foiiows:
4. A good part of the time
1. Rarely or none of the time
5. Most or aii ofthe time

2. A iittie ofthe time
3. Some of the tirne

Please b q h .

1. 1 fiel that people would not iike me ifthey really knew me weil.

2. 1 feel that others get dong much better than I do.
3. 1 feel that 1 am a beautifid person.
4. When I am with other people 1fa1 they are @ad 1am with thrm

S. 1 feel that people really like to talk to me.

6 . 1 feel that 1am a very comptent person.
7. 1 think I make a good impressioa on others.
8, f

feel that 1 need more ~ e ~ c o d d e n c e .

9. When 1 am with strangers 1 am very newous.
10. 1 think that I am a duü person.

1 1 . Ifkelugly.

12. 1 feel that others have more fùn thnn 1do.
13. 1 feel that 1bore people.
14. 1 think my firiends h d me interesting.

1 5 . 1 think I have a good sense of humor.
16. 1 fed very self-conscious when I am with strangers.

17. 1 feel that if 1could be more like other people 1would have it made.
18. 1 feei that people have a g

d time when they are with me.

19. 1 feel like a wallflower when 1go out.

20. 1 feel I get pushed around more than others.
21. IthllikIamaratherniceperson

ISE Conthned
22. 1 feel that people really Iike me very much.

23. I feel tbat I am a W l e perron.
24. 1 am anaid 1will appear foolish to others.
25.

My fnends diùik very highly ofme.

In Bloom & Fischer (1984) and Corcoran & Fischer (1987).
Author: W. W.Hudson (1974)
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Appendix H

Cene-

Contentment S d e
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Gemeraüzed Contcntmeot Sc*

(GCS)

Date:
Name:
This questionnaire is designeci to meaaire the degree contentment that you fée1 about your
We and surroundings. It is aot a test, so there are no righî or wrong answem Answer
each item as carefuiiy and a c ~ a t e i yas you cau by plricing a number beside each one as
follows:
4. Good part ofthe time
1. RareLy or none of the tirne
2- A little of the time

5, Most or ali of the t h e

3. Some of the time

Pleue b q h .
1 feel powerless to do anything about my mee
1 f-1 blue.

1 am restiess and can't keep still.

1 have crying spek.
It is easy for me to relax.

1 have a hard time gettmg started on things tbat I need to do.

1 do not sleep weii at night.

When thùigs get tough 1 feel there is always someoae 1 cm turn to.
1 feel that the fùture looks bright for me.
1 feel dowuhearted.
1 feel that 1am needed.

1 feel that 1 am appreciated by others.
1 enjoy king active and busy.

I feel that others would be better offwithout me1 enjoy behg with other people.

1 feel that it is easy for me to malce decisiom.
1 feel downtrodden.
1 am irritable.
1 get upset easily.
1 feel that I dont deserve to have a good the.
21. 1 have afùiliXe.
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GCS continued
22. 1feel that people really care about me-

23. 1bave a grait deai offiin.
24. 1feel grrat m the mombg.

25. 1feel that my situation is hopeles.

In Bloom & Fischer (1984)and Corcoran & Fischer (1987).
Author: W. W. Hudson (1974).
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A number ofphrasers are Wed below that descrifi the k h i ofrdetionships people have
with others. indicate, by byin the appropriate letters in theanmer field, how you
wouid d e s c r i your current relationship with your closest fiend- This fiend can be of
either sex and should be someone whom you considerto be your closest fiend at ttns
t h e . WhiIe it is not neœssary to spsciSr the name of this fkiend, please indicate bismer sex
in question 1.

Remember that you are to indicate the kind of reiatioasbip you have now with your closest
fîiendSex of your closest aiend: M -

F-

Your marital staais: single
marriecl
separated or divorced
widowed

connnoa-law

1s the fiiend you descn'be yout spou~e? Y ~ s No

very

miy
When you have leisure tirne how often
do you choose to spend it with him/her

A

alone?
How ofien do you keep very personal
information to yourselfand do not
share it with W e r ?

A

How often do you show himher affection? A

How often do you confide very personal
information to himlher?
How often are you able to understand
hidher feeüngs?
How ofien do you fée1 close to himher?

A
A

A

How much do you Wre to spend time alow A
with himmer?
1 1. How rnuch do you feel Ore being
encouraging and supportive to hirnlher
when he/she is unhappy?

A

12. How close do you feel to h i d e r most
ofthe time?

A

Some of
the time

Almost
always
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MSIS Coatioued
Not
much

A

Little

13. How important is it to you to lista

to his/her peisonal disclosurrs?

14. How satisfLing is you reiatiomhip
with M e r ?
15. How aftectionate do you feel towards

Mer?
16. How important is it to you that he/she

understand your feelings?
17. How much damage is w
sed by a typicai

disagreement in your relationsbip
with M e r ?
18. How important is it to you that hehhe
be encouraging and supportive to you

when you are unhappy?
19. How important is it to you that hdshe

show you aftécton?
20. How important is your relationship
with M e r in your We?
2 1. You have just d e m i the relationship you have now with your closest fiend. We

are interesteci in knowiag how long this person has been your closest niend. Please
check the appropriate category:
less than a month
9- 12 months

1-4mouths

5-8months

over a year

22. R e c d your previous closest fiend. Are you las.
esolc
just as ciose
or closer -with the current fiend you d e s c r i i on dos d e ?

In Corcoran & Fischer (1987).
Authors: R S. Miuer and H.M. Lefimurt
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Appeidu J

Negativt Attitudes Toward Masturbation Inventory
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Negative Attitudes T o w d Mastarbation hventory
Below are thirty staements regardhg masturbation Piease indicate the degree to which
you agree with each by placing the appropriate aumba to the left ofthe statement- The
numbers are based on the foiiowing scale:
i = Strongiy disagree
P=Disagree
3 = Neither agree nor dhgree
4 = Agree
5 = Strongiy Agree

People masturbate to escape fiom feelingsoftension and d e t y People who masturbate wdi not enjoy sexd intercourse as much as those who
refiain fiom masturbation,
Masturbation is a private matter which neither harms nor concems anyone else.

Masturbation is a sin against yourself
Mastubation in childhood cm help a peMn develop a uatural heahy attitude
toward sexMasturbation in an addt is juveniie and immature.
Masturbation can lead to homosaaiality.

Excessive masturbation is physicalty impossiile, as it is a needless wony.
Ifyou enjoy masturbatingtoo mucb, you may never leam to relate to the
opposite sex.

Mer maStLlft)ating, a person fmis degradeci.
Experience with masturbation cm potentially help a woman becorne orgastic in
sexual intercourse.
1fed guiity about masturbathg

Masturbation can be a '%end in need" when there is no '%end in deed."
Masturbation can provide au outlet for sac f-ies
or endangering oneself.

without harming anyone efse

-15. Excessive masturbation can lead to problems of impotence in men and fngidity in
women.
-16. Masturbation is an escape mechanism which prevents a person fkom developing a
mature sexud outlook.

-17.

Masturbation can provide h d e s s relief fiom dtensions.
-18. Playiag with your own geaitals is disgusbiiig.

-19. Excessive mastubation is associated with neurosis depression, and behavioral
problems.
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NAMI Continued
Any masturf,ationis too much

Masturbation is a compulsive, addictive habit which once begun is almost
impossible to stop.
Masturbation is h
When 1masturbate, 1am disgusted with myseIf,
A pattern ofneqUent masturbationis associateci with introversion and
withdrawal fiom social contacts.
1 wouid be ashameci to admit publicly that I have rnasturbated.
Excessive masturbation leads to mental duiiness and fatigue.
Masturbation is a normal semai outlet.
Masturbation is caused by an excessive preoccupation with thoughts about sen

Masturbation can teach you to enjoy the sensuousness ofyour own body.

Mer 1 masturbate, 1am disgusteci with myselffor losing coatnil of my body.

In Corcoran & Fischer (1987)
Authors: P.R Abrarnson and D-L. Mosher
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We are interesteci in your hoiiest opinion regarding this group. Please take time to ansver
dl the questions. This evaluafion is done to let us know in what ways this group couid be
more helpnil to its members. Please let us know ofany changes you would WEe made.
Thank-you for taking the tllm to do this.
a. How helpfiil did you find titis group?
i - very helpfiil
2. helpfùi
3. a little helpful
4. not helpful

comments?
b. To what extent were you satisfied with the material presented by the facilitators?
-

-

-

-

-

- - -- - -

1. very satisfied
2- satisfied
3. dissatisfied
4. very dissatisfied

c. Was there enough opportunity for participation?
1. none
2. a iittle
3. a fair amount
4. a great deal
COmments?

d. How satisfied were you with the fêcilitaton?
1. very satidied

2. satisfied
3. dissatisfied
4. very dissatisfied

comments?

e. Do you feet that group members' nghts were respected by the fàcilitators?
1. no, aimost never respecteci
2. no, sometimes not respected
3. yes. g e n d y respected
4.yes. almost milways respecteci
comments?
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f Do you féel your rigbts were cespected by the îàcilitators?
1. yes, aimost always respectai
2. yes, g e n d y respectecl
3. no, sometimes not respecteci
4. no, almost never respectai

comments?

g. What did you leam as a result ofthe group?

h. Would you do anything dinerentiy? Ifyes, what?

i. How would you rate the quality of the group?
1. excellent

2. good
3. fair
4. poor

j. What suggestions do you have to improve the group sessions?

k. Are there any issues or topics you would Wre to discuss? ifso, what are th*
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Croup Eviluatioa Continueâ

1. Wouid you recommend this group to a fnend?
1. definite@yes
2.1 think so
3.1 dont thhk so
4. deonitely no

comments?
Commeots

Please feel Eee to use this space to make any additionai wuunents or suggestions.

Thank-you again for completing this evaluation.

I developed this questionnaire fkom a vafiety ofciient fdback fonns.

